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From the Social Contract
to the Grand Bargain?

WHEN THE STALINIST WORLD was still
intact, it was often said that its social and
political stability rested uporl a kind of unwrit-
ten "social contract" between the working class
and the communist regimes ruling in its name:
the workere had lost their trade union and
political rights in refurn for social security and
a modst, but steadily rising standard of living.

By tl're late 1980s - and fur some cases, sucl'r
as Poland, somewhat earlier this social
contract broke down because the regimes were
increasir',gly unable to deliver their side of the
deal. The East European order never recovered
from the blows it was dealt by Solidarnosc, that
hybrid of a factory-based trade union and a
nationwide political movement: the twin press-
ures of economic deterioration and fear of mass
discontent forced a search for new solutions
that produced Gorbachev's perestroika, the
Hungarian political reforms, |aruzelski's Round
Table, and eventually the implosion of the
entire stmcfure of the "socialist camp".

In Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary at
least, the political power of the nomenklafura
was replaced by liberal-dernocratic structurs,
but it is fast becoming clear that periodic
elections with competing political parties cannot
by themselves create a new social stabilify. Put
crudely, the workers had come to expect the
social securify they had under the old regime:
what they demanded of the new one was a
higher standard of living and greater political
freedom. Instead, the majority of East Euro-
peans are today significantly worse off than
they were before the great upheavals of 1989.

The signs of deep disillusionment and
alienation are already clearly visible: increasing-
ly low furn-outs at polls, the rise of maverick
populists such as Tyminski, rampant national-
ism and racism, soaring crime rates, and so ol1.
Eastern Europe is finding out what has long
been the established wisdom in the Wes* that
a stable liberal democracy is premised upon
material wealth. After all, only a small minorify
of "developed" nations in the capitalist world
have ever enjoyed its blessings consistently over
any length of time.

The countries of Eastem Europe are compa-
ratively gmall, and their crisis does not immedi-
ately threaten the well$eing of the West. The
Soviet Union, however, is in a different league,
The disintegration and descent into chaos of a
state which is still a nuclear and military
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superpower/ with the laqgest population in
Europe by far, cannot be a matter of relative
indifference in Bonn, Paris or Brussels.

Hence the talk of a Grand Bargain, a
Ir4arshall Plan type collective effort by the West
to raise large-scale finance to smooth the
transition of the Soviet Union towards a market
economy. The sums involved are fruly enor-
mous, but then so are the stakes: both in terms
of the dangers of unchecked political and social
destabilisation, and in terms of the potential
profits to be made if this huge market can be
opened up for capitalist enterprise.

Aheady a clear strategic difference is be-
coming evident between Western Europe/ espe-
cially Germany, and the USA in this respect.
Germany wants to shore up the Gorbachev
presidency and the ter:ritorial integrity of the
Soviet Union because its own interests ar€ tied
up with the existence of a strong, stable partner
in the East. The US, by contrast, wishes to
sabotage too close a parbnership between Berlin
and Moscow, and would also prefer Gorbachev
to be weakened further before throwing him a
lifeline. But whatever the outcome of this
debate, there should be no doubt about one
thing: the cause of democracy is unlikely to
benefit firrm closer involvement of the West in
the affairs of the Soviet LJnion.

For as the experience of Eastern Europe
shows, democracy and the market are far firom
twins. Each section of society tends to resist the
practical effects of market mechanisms and
deferrd its interest, so that it requires a
quasi-Bonapartist, authoritarian regime to
acfually impose liberalism from above against
the resistance of society. Where therc is no
significant native bourgeoisie, such authorita-
rianism can, one should add, only be rooted in
the thoroughly illiberal institutions of the arurlr
undemocratic populist nationalism, or the
remnants of the old communist nomenklafura.

In the Soviet case, a Grand Bargain designed
to strengthen Gorbachev's hand can only
weaken the democratic elements in perestroika
and glasnosf. For a restrucfu"ing of the Soviet
economy to make it fit for the world market
and a fully convertible rouble is unthfurkable
without bitter resistance and a further intensifi-
cation of inter-ethnic strife, thus strengthening
the hand of those whose idea of liberalisation
has nothing to do with democracy and self-
determination. Gllnter Minneru?
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farnrers' state" therefore leaves a German socialist
with mixed feelings. Many of us, despite sharply
disagreeing with the Ulbricht and Honecker
regimes-and in some cases ourselves becomirg
victims of the attentions of the State Security
(Sfasi)-had campaigned hard for an end to the
Western blockade against the GDR and its
recognition as a sovereign state of equal status
with the Federal Republic, because we saw the
lifting of the siege as an indispensable precondi-
tion for democratisation. We read Robert Have-
manry listened to Wolf Biermann, organised in
defence of Rudolf Bahro. When, with the advent
of glasnost and perestroika in Moscow, even
official Soviet journals were indexed by the SED,
and portraits of the CPSU General Secretary
became
€f, we

fly-posted
redoubled those who

and Oder.

icons of opposition to Honeck-
our efforts to help

Elbeworked for glasnost between tlre

opportunit5r".
at the big mass

THE DIVISION OF GERMANY in the late 1940s
could be seen as tl're cuhnination of the latent (and
occasionally acute) civil war that underpinned the
last century of Gerrnan history. This was also the
view presented by the propagandists of the East
Geruran regime: the GDR as the representative of
tlre left-wing, Marxist, progressive, democratic
anti-fascist tradition of the "other" Gerrnanlr
which had fought Bismarck's Prussian reaction,
tlre betrayal of the 1918 revolution by the Social
Democrats, and Hitler's rise to power. The
foundation of two German states was, so to speak,
the territorial consolidation of the struggle be-
tween what East Germany's first leader Walter
Ulbricht liked to call "the Krupps and the
Krauses".

This view also had a certain currency among
tlre West German Left during the four decades of
tlre GDR's existence. Whatever one's criticisms of
tlre practices of the SED regirne, of the role of the
Soviet Union or of Stalinisrn in general, it was
difficult not to side with the state whose leading
representatives had been inurates of Nazi
dungeons, underground activists or anti-fascist
exiles, against tlre other whose elite was con-
tinuously beirg embarrassed by revelations of a
brown-shirted past. Had not the East Gerrnans
made a decisive break with the curse of Gennall
bureaucratic rnilitarisrn by expropriating the Junk-
er class and redistributing their vast estates, and
with German capitalism by nationalising its
industries? Did all this not provide a solid
foundation for a socialist future, long after the
bureaucratic and repressive aberrations of the
current SED leadership would have been for-
gotten?

Were tlrese tlremselves not to be understood,
if not partially excused, against the background of
tlre enorlnous pressures brought to bear orl a srnall
and war-torn country by the rnight of Western
irnperialism? Or by the weight of Soviet domina-
tion? Would not, in time, tlre genuine deurocrafic
and socialist spirit of the German working class
reassert itself and build a GDR "so rich and free
that llo-one will be ternpted to leave any ulore"
(Wolf Biermarur)?

The demise of the "first Gerrnan workers' and

For a brief moment in October and November
1989, it appeared as if there was indeed a historic
"window of None of the banners
and slogans mobilisations, such as

on Gennan soil in
the 4th November,

dernanded tlre restoration of a capitalist rnarket
economy. Of the many thousands who streamed
through the holes in the Berlin Wall, only a tiny
minority failed to return, with many a Western
reporter baffled by unprompted declarations of
support for a better East Germany, a better
socialism. Opinion polls revealed a large majority
against quick reunification with West Gerrnany,
and the leading voices of the opposition campaig-
ned for a reformed and democratised GDR"

We now know that this was merely the
illusion of an opportunity. With hindsight, it is
clear that the quick collapse of the East German
state and the takeover by Bonn were inevitable
under the circumstances-both the international
constellation and the domestic relationship of
forces. There is no point in blaming the stumbling
brutality of Chancellor Kohl's intervention, the
spinelessness of social democrdc! t the confusion
and political imrnaturity of the opposition leaders.
All these need to be remembered, but they were
not decisive. Ratlrer than soothe the pain with yet
another "stab in the back legend", it is important
to face the reasons why the hopes raised in
Autumn 1989 were but an illusion, wlV the
"gentle revolution" could be nothing but the first
step on the road to capitalist reunification.

Grauedigger
Above all, the GDR had been a thoroughly
artificial construct, irnposed on the East Gertnan
workers not only "frorn above", but also "from the
outside". It was the repository of the German
socialist tradition only in appearance, but in reality
it was its gravedigger. The West Gertnan Com-
munist Party was destroyed by its uncritical
self-identification with the "actually existing
socialism" of the GDR as early as the 1950s, but
the extent of the destructive effect which forty
years of this "socialisul" have had on the once rich
proletarian traditions of East Germany itself was
only revealed when the spontaneous rnass mobil-
isations of October and November had broken the
back of the SED regime and the real voice of the
East German working class began to articulate
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itself. It was the workers in the big industrial
conurbations of the South who quickly put paid
to any dreams of a continuation of the "socialist
experimenf', even under new managernent. By
early 1990, the historical myth of a socialist East
German working class was stripped of all
credibility: the workers wanted unit|, a market
econorny, and the introduction of the Deuts-
chmark as quickly and unconditionally as
possible.

Much of this mood can be ascribed to
justifiable bitterness. Bitterness gver four lost
decades of repression, manipulation and meagre
economic reward; bitterness over the condition in
wlrich forty years of "Everything for the people"
had left the housing estates, the public services,
the infrastructure and-particularly in the
South-the environrnent. But is was more than
thafi by voting CDU in the first, and only, free
parliamentary elections in the history of the GDR,
the rnaiority of the East Gerrnarr workers also
displayed an instinctive understanding for the
realities of the situation. The Eastern bloc was in
dissolution, tlre Soviet Union turning inwards with
the convulsions of perestroika, the world market
a cold and hostile place for a small state of 16
million inhabitants with huge debts and ageirrg
industries. Only under the protective wing of the
rich and powerful Federal Republic did it seeln
possible to sort out the mess without resorting to
renewed austerity and self-sacrifice. Reunification
or1 Bonn's terrns was the practical, realistic
solution in the absence of anything lnore than
vague, moralisillg pipedrealns from the left
opposition.

The New Forurn and the other opposition
groups enjoyed enonnous prestige for their
courage in opposing Honecker's state when it was
still dangerous to do so, but they were never
perceived as an alternative government nor
remotely capable of presenting themselves as such.
This was not simply a question of weak organisa-
tion or inexperience in tlre rnanipulative art of
power politics: the opposition was not a homoge-
neous force, lreld togetlrer by a set of courulotl
beliefs and principles, but a collection of small
groups and individuals with sharply diverging
views and philosophies. The leftism dominant in
its ranks was a leftism without theory or
prograrnlne, a rnoral rejection of Western civilisa-
tion uninformed by urry coherent ideas as to how
an alternative society should be organised econo-
rnically, socially, politically and institutionally. The
most perceptive-although not always also the
rnorally most integer-activists of tlre old anti-
Honecker opposition quickly realised this and
re-oriented themselves towards the emergent East
German branches of the maior West German
partim.

Of the latter, the CDU held all tlre trump
cards: it was the party of tlre Bonn Government
and hence the party with direct access to the
source of the Deutschmark. It had inherited a large
professional organisation as a forrner member of
the SEDdorninated National Front. It enjoyed the
support of much of the Church hierarchy, and
could thus benefit from tlre moral authority the
Church derived from its role in the anti-Honecker
opposition. While it had always been assumed
that the SPD enjoyed a historical clairn to a natural
rnajority in the GDR, especially its working-class

centres-an assutnption which appeared to be
validated by early opinion polls in the winter of
1989-90-ttrb weaieess of socialdernocratic organ-
isation and the fact that the party was in
opposition in the Federal Republic combined to
neutralise the strength of such historical traditions
and sympathies.

The main political remnant of the old order in
what is now referred to as "the new L6nder" is
the PDS, the erstwhile SED. There should be no
room for illusions in its essential nafure as a party:
it is neitlrer a new force nor particularly radical.
In ideological terms, its 'treak" with Stalinism has
taken the form of left social democratism, eulogis-
ir.g a market with corrective social, ecological and
technocratic controls. In terms of its membership
and leading cadre, it is dominated by Gorbache-
vite intellectuals behind whom are ranged tlre
survivors of the old regime with nowhere else to
go. According to the statistics provided at its
recent party conference, half of its remaining
300,000 rnembers ane old-age pensionerE, while
youllg people are correspondingly underrepre-
sented. However, the party continues to retain a
considerable electoral base in some urban centres
wlrere it also attracts a layer of youthful activists.
The legacy of its SED past, continuing financial
scandals over the disposal of the SED assets, and
revelations of the Stasi affiHations of leading
officials, however, have largely isolated the PDS
from the political rnainstrearn and, in particular,
urade it virtually irnpossible for its cadres to
organise openly in the factories and workplaces.
Its prospects of long-terrn political survival de-
pend crucially on its ability to transforrn itself
from a regional relic into an all€erman left
opposition: if the experience of the December 1990
election campiagn and its failure to attract more
than a few hundred members in the West so far
are any guide, the road ahead is rnore likely one
of slow and painful disintegratiory with the
rnajority of its active supporters eventually joining
tlre SPD, the Greens or perhaps some future new
parfy.

Trade unions
The k"y factor in the ex€DR today are the trade
unions. In purely economic terms, it is unlikely
that they will be able to make much difference to
tlre situation of the East Gerrnan working class.
These are, after all, unions led by the most
sophisticated class collaborators in Europe today,
tlre bureaucracy of tlre Deutscher Geaserkschaftsbund.
But the role of the unions is crucial in that they
allow the dernoralised workers of the "new federal
states" to recover tlreir class identity in a way that
is not currently possible in the political arena,
given the isolation of the PDS and the disorienta-
tion of the SPD. Lms than a year after the weekly
nationalist orgies of late 1989, the Monday evening
demonstrations in Leipag are back under red
flags-albeit the somewhat washed-out red-and-
yellow ones of the IG Metall-and hardly a week
passes without some new industrial mass action
somewhere in East Germany. Given the prospect
of prolonged mass unemployment on a scale
wlrich far surpasses evell the aftermath of the 1929
crash, and wages of around half the West German
average despite Western prices for consumer
goods, the euphoria of reunification is giving way
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to explosive discontent over the unexpected social
consequences of the AnscldufS.

Sooner or later, this discontent will find a
political expression, too. The crushing electoral
victories for the Christian Democrats in both the
Volkska,nnrer and the Bundestag elections of 1990
should not deceive alryone into believing that
clerical Conservatism has now become the domi-
nant proletarian ideologv east of the Elbe. As
recent opinion polls giving the SPD a clear lead
in all regions of the forrner GDR indicate, the CDU
lregemony may turn out to be short-lived unless
the prornised economic upturn actually rnaterial-
ises in the near future. Chancellor Kohl is now in
deep trouble and it urust be doubtful that he will
even be able to cornplete his current term of office
without a break-up of the conservative-liberal
coalition or a palace coup against his leadc.rship
within the CDU. After his recent defeat in the
regio nal elections in the Rhineland -
Palatinate-Kohl's houre state and power
base-wlrere the SPD gained power for the first
tirne in post-war history, the Christian Democrats
are in control of only two West German states.
Given the SPD's grip ol1 the Bundesrat (Federal
Council, urade up of representatives of the Ldnder
governments) and the requirernent for much of the
irnportant new legislation arising from reunifica-
tion to pass through the upper house of the
Gerrnan parliarnent, a de facto Grand Coalition is
already in force in many areas of social, economic
and foreign policy.

Before long, therefore, the new Germany could
turn out to be a Germany of the Left, or at least
the Centre-Left as it would probably involve a

The SED enfrlem is renpved trom the
C entnl C ortwtittee bui lding

in East Berlin

coalition between the SPD and the Liberals.
German social democracy was confused and taken
by surprise over tl're sudden collapse of the GDR,
but now that reunification is an accomplished fact
both the course of events and certain structural
factors are giving it a new edge. Above all, the
failure so far of market forces and privatisation to
bring ernployment and prosperify to the East has
given the SPD's insistence on an interventionist
role for the state-represented by the Treuhand,
which controls the former socialist
enterprises-renewed plausibility. The unpopular
Gulf War and the subsequent public debate over
the future military role beyond NATO of the
united Germany have re-ignited the peace issue.
Finally, there are signs that the SPD has grasped
far more firurly than the CDU that the reunifica-
tion of Germany, courbined with the collapse of
East European cornrnunisnr, has given an entirely
new rneaning to the concept of "Europe".

The CDU, by contrast, has remained wedded
to the narrow provincialism which is not only the
trademark of Chancellor Kohl himself, but through
which he personifies rather well the deeper
historical and sociological roots of Gerrnan Christ-
ian Dernocracy. The CDU are no Tories in the
British mould, used to run an Empire, think in
global power terrns and firmly anchored in a
political culture of privilege and deference. They
are essentially the party of srnall-town doctors,
lawyers and businessmen from the Catholic
south-west of Germahlr with only the shallowest
of roots in the Protestant north and east and only
the most superficial coating of modern, managerial
cosmopolitanism. The party of Adenauer and Kohl
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was well suited to run the Federal Republic for as
long as its natural centre of gravity was along the
Rhine, tlre parameters of foreign policy were
determined by Atlanticism and Cold War, and
German domination of Europe merely industrial,
conunercial and financial. For tlre cadres of this
partlr reunification is above all an opportunity to
enrich themselves and spread lucrative tentacles
further eastwards, while many of its base view the
restoration of a Protestant-"Prussian" hegemony
with considerable reservations and anguish. The
intensity of the debate over whether the capital of
the new Germany should be Bonn or Berlin can
only be understood against this background.

This Christian Democracy is quite unable to
corne up with arry kind of broad, inspiring vision
in eitlrer domestic or foreign policy. But it is
precisely such visions that are needed in Germany
and Europe today, if only to fill the ideological
vacuurn left behind by the demise of the Cold War
confrontation.

Domestically, the worship of the market
provides a poor foundation for the cohesion of
German society because the vast maiority, espe-
cially in the new Liinder of the former GDR, are
begiruring to realise tl'rat they are destined to be
losers in the capitalist casino. Even in the West,
confidellce in the ability of market forces to solve
burning social problems such as the restoration of
sorne ecological equilibriurn has been severely
eroded over the last decade or two.

Historical uisis
But the problern goes much deeper than that, and
centres around the disorientation of the largest
force in Gerrnan society, the working class. This
has both a specifically Gerrnan and a broader,
European-historical dimension. In specifically Ger-
man terrns, tlre tragedy of the Geruran working
class began with its failure to avert the Nazi
seizure of power in 1933. Since then, it has been
either unable to exercise its democratic rights to
self-organisation as a result of fascist or Stalinist
repressiorl or (the West Gernran part of it) been
enveloped in exceptional econornic (the post-war
"economic rniracle") and ideological (Cold War,
national division) environments.

Now, for the first tirne in sixty years, the
Gertnan workers' nrovenrent has a historical
opportunity to find its own idenfity, determine its
owrr futurre and reassert itself on the stage of
history. This opportunity, however, arises under
extrernely difficult circumstances which are not at
all specific to Gerlnany. In effect, tlre condition of
the German working class movetnent is just the
most extrerne, most concentrated manifestation of
the state of the European workers' nloveutent as
a whole. To grasp its full rneaning, it is necessary
to think in a broader historical sweep than iust the
last few years or even the history of post-war
Europe.

It has become fashionable to speak of the
"crisis of socialisfii" , even its terminal crisis or
death. But while reports of the latter may be
greatly exaggerated, the former is in rtany ways
an understatement. The present condition of
socialisrn is not iust a temporary crisis, it marks
the end of an entire historical epoch. With the
demise of Stalinism, the last wave of the first great
tide of the workers' movernent has finally crashed

on the rocky shores of history. The only thread
that links the labour movement of today with the
great revolutionary challenge to the power of
capital between the 1890s and the Second World
War is the organisational continuity of the large
reformist parties and the trade unions. No
working cliss activist of today's gelleration still
rernembers the Marxist culture of the "first wave"
epoch, and if tlrey do know about it they blarne
it for the disasters of Stalinisrnl. There is also a
crucial sociological dirnension to this inasmuch as
tlre traditional strongholds of the socialist workers'
movement in the classical manufacfuring indus-
tries have been decimated by technological
change, and the majority of socialist parties and
trade unions are today made up of social layers
with no such historical attachments.

But for this reason, there are few today in the
labour movement who see the collapse of Stalin-
ism as anything but a historical step forward in
the causes of democracy and social equality.
Socialisrn rnay be out of fashion right now, but it
is difficult to irnagine the market satis$ring the
enorrnous hopes and aspirations that mobilised
hundreds of thousands for collecfive action to
overthrow the Honeckers and Ceausescus. In both
East and West, Stalinisrn acted as a brake on the
progress of socialism and rlow that it has been
rernoved, the ideological suprelnacy of old-
fashioned liberalisrn uray be as short-lived as the
political triumph of Chancellor Kohl.

Tlle collapse of the GDR coincided almost
exactly with the T0th anniversary of the founding
of tl're German Cornmunist Parfy by Karl Lieb-
knecht and Rosa Luxemburg. Both Liebknecht and
Luxemburg, and the bulk of the KPD's activists,
had deep roots in the pre-war social-democratic
lnass movement, from which they split only under
tlre pressures of war and revolution. Even then,
they were acutely aware that the majority of the
Gerrnan workers still had to be won over to
corrln"runisnt, and sharply denounced any putschist
tendencies in their own movement. Today, the
existence of the PDS notwithstanding, tlre great
schism in the mass labour lnovelrlent between its
socialdemocratic and its cornlnunist wing has
been overcome, but in the opposite direction of the
one anticipated by the founders of the KPD.

Will there ever be a German communism
again? As tlre ulemory of Stalinism fades and a
new gerleration enters the class struggle arena, the
legary of Liebknecht and Luxemburg may well be
rediscovered. But it will have to be a rlew
begiruring rather than the rnere rebuilding of a

llow exhausted and discredited tradition.

Footnote:
1. How difficult it is today to resist the tendency
to blaure Marxisur itself for the crimes conrrnitted
in its nalne is denronstrated by Bertolt Fessen's
essay in this issue. Is it really credible to suggest
that Ulbricht and Honecker were in any sense
guided by the writings of Marx and Engels, even
Lenin, rather than rnerely using them as ideologic-
al cover for the self-interests of a privileged
bureaucracy?
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The People
and
the Power

IN ALL PHASES OF THE UPHEAVAL in East
Germany, the outcorne of events differed corrsider-
ably from the expectations of the agents. On the
40th anniversary of the East German republic, the
gerontocrat Honecker ordered his grumbling
people to pay him and his state homage as usual.
Less than two weeks later he was toppled from
power. The hasty opening of the Wall surprised
not only all political observers in East and West,
but also Gtinter Schabowski who had to arurounce
it to the public at that historic press conference of
9 November 1.989. Furthennore, the opening of the
Wall initiated an increasing separation between
the people and the activists of the civil rights
rnovements. As a result, the civil rights lnove-
ments started to decline before they would have
been able to try to seize power. Finally, the hopes
of rnany people that they would swiftly catch up
with the West Gennan standard of living by
merely joining West Germarry's econornic, legal
and political systern have been heavily dis-
appointed.

In my paper, I would like to focus on an
analysis of the theoretical assumptions underlying
both the political structure of East Germanlr and
the actions of those who used this political system
and those who actively opposed it. It is one of the
peculiarities of tlre East Geruran revolution that
botl'r the regime and the opposition referred to the
same Marxian tradition of political thought.

My paper is divided into four parts. First, I
will sulnrnarise preconditions and characteristics
of the East German upheaval. Second, I will
explore the theoretical roots of the political systern
and of its legitirnacy crisis. Third, I will sketcl'r the
political situation in which the govenlrnent was
acting. Finally, the rise and fall of the opposition
rnovernent will be analysed.

1. Preconditions and
Gharaoteristics of the Upheaual
Tlrere is no doubt that without certain internation-
al preconditions the radical change in East
Germany could not have taken place as it did. Tl're
most influential among these were the Soviet
policy of perestroika and the existence of West

The text belout is by Bertolt Fesserr, who
experienced the terminnl crisis of the SED
regime as a mernber of the party and an
assistant professor in the "scientific
Communisn" section of the Philosoplry
department of east Berlin's Humboldt
Uniuersity. It is a slightly edrted aersion
of a lecture he gaae recmtly during a
aisit to a number of British uniaersities,
and is published here because it is tn ,

many ways rEresentatiae of the aiews to
be found today nmong critical ex-party
intellectuals noTo seeking to come to

terms with their experience under the old
regitne,

Germany.
The new Soviet foreign policy revived the

process of d6tente between the superpowers and
initiated the abatement of the Cold War. By
suggesting an unwillingness to launch further
anned interventions beyond its borders, the Soviet
Union deprived die-hard leaders in other socialist
countries of an ideologically useful power instru-
rnent and encouraged the opposition. In additiory
the Soviet domestic policy exerted a remarkable
influence on government and opposition in East
Germany. I will deal with this aspect in more
detail below.

West Germarry's role in the East German
upheaval can hardly be overestimated. From the
very start of its existence, East Germany had been
seen by its leaders as an alternative to the West
German state-an alternative that was expected to
become increasingly attractive. The East German
people, too, considered the two Gennanies to be
alternatives. Yet there was the crucial point that
many of them did not favour the socialist variant.
The constantly rising nurnber of applications for
permanent exit visa (Ausreismntrtige) was eloquent
enough.

Both the beginning and the end of the East
German revolution were marked by a mass
exodus. On 11 Septernber 1989, Hungary opened
its borders, which allowed the 6000 East Germans
who had already been waiting there to get to West
Germany via Austria. These were also the days of
the sudden upsurge of the opposition movement.
Two months later, however, this movement
already began to lose its influence. The breakdown
of the Wall had opened a new perspective. Now
it seerned to marry people to be easier to get out
of tlre political and economic malaise by leaving
the country than by toppling its leadership and
establishing a democratic East German state. The
development that followed must be seen in this
light. East Germany had always had the problem
that it was being abandoned by too many of its
citizens. In the end, it was left behind by its entire
people which abandoned the state and joined
West Gerrnarry.

There has been much debate on whether or not
the upheaval in East Germany was indeed a
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revolution. Those who raised this question were
disappointed at the East Gerrnan people who
seemed to have gone downhill from the political
idealism of October to the selfish pursuit of
private happiness after Novernber 1989. I found
the rnost convincing allswer to this question in an
article by Robert Darnton. He admits that the
social change in East Germany does not fit into the
conceptual frameworks to be found in textbooks
on revolutions. Norletheless, he goes on, tlrere was
one central issue that tlre East Gerrnan upheaval
had in common with other revolutions: tlre old
regirne had lost its legitirn acy and thereby the
control of the loyalty of its citizensl. I think
Darnton is perfectly right in so strongly emphasis-
ing the issue of legitirnacy. So let me now go
briefly into the theoretical roots of the legitirnacy
crisis of the East German leadersl'rip.

2. Theoretical roots of the
political system and its crisis
In my view, two crucial points can be found in
Marx's political thoughts which relate to tl're
problern of legitirnacy. In the first place, Marx
llever convincingly elaborated the relationship
between the hoped-for proletarian revolution and
the future colrllnunist society. There exists a
striking contradiction in his thinking between the
centralist, dictatorial character of the revolution on
the olle hand, and tlre grassroots-oriented demo-
cracy of the rnature communist society on the
other. The revolutionary dictatorship, Marx be-
lieves, is needed to get rid of the exploiters and
their assistants. Once this aim has been achieved
the revolutionary state is supposed to wither
away. Marx tremendously underestimates the
conflict potential within sociefy, which goes far
beyond the cluestion of who controls production.
As a result, he does not acknowledge the
importance of sophisticated political and legal
structures for a modern society. Incidentally, this
major shortcoming is not lirnited to Marx's
political thought but can also be found in all
exclusively grassroots-oriented theories of demo-
cracy.

Tlre other Marxian political concept to be
discussed here has had a nlore obvious irnpact on
tlre development of the socialist countries. Marx
transfers the exaggerated clairn to trutl'r which he
urakes for his theory to a political subject, that is,
the comrnunist party. The comlnunists, he writes,
differ from the proletarians in that they kuow
about the future course of l'ristory. This idea fortns
the core of Marx's rather vague progralnlne of an
educational dictatorship, a corlcept that goes back
to political views of the Jacobins and even Plato's
philosopher-kings. Admittedly, Marx does
ernphasise that the educators, too, must be
educated.

Marx, however, never had tlre opportunify to
put his progralnme of educational dictatorship
into practice after a victorious socialist revolution.
The first Marxist to have such an opportunity was
Lenin. His political thinking became the most
important imurediate theoretical basis for setting
up the political structure in tlre socialist countries
of Eastern Europe. Lenin further elaborates the
concept of an educational dictatorship which
forms the core of his entire political thinking and
acting.

In his theory of tlre revolution and the
so-called vanguard part/, Lenin places much Inore
emphasis ol1 centralism and dictatorship than
Marx did. Nonetheless, he clings to the Marxian
ideal of a cornrnunist sociefy based on grassroots
democracy. He attempts to bridge this glaring
contradiction witl'r the help of his programme of
an educational dictatorship.

According to Lenin, tlre military, bureaucratic
structure of tlre party and, after the take-over , ot
the whole state enables the professional revolu-
tionaries to lead and educate the masses of
workers and peasants by meatls of so-called
"transmission belts", such as trade unions and
other rnass organisations. Thus, in the course of
tlre socialist transforntatiott, the initiative of the
professional revolutionaries is to gradually stir up
the entire country. The next generation will
assimilate the lnass initiative, which was first
stimulated by military and bureaucratic means,
and this new way of life will becotne as normal
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and natural to the people as the very old rules of
social life have always been. This evolution will be
accolrlpanied by u parallel redtrction and eventual
abolition of military compLllsion.

Admittedly, Lenin does not perceive this
educational process as a steady progression, but as
a highly contradictory development. The people,
he stresses, urust learn from their own experiellce
atrd, in particular, from their bad experieltce of
non-Bolslrevik policies, that it is in their own
interest to support the Bolshevik party. It is only
by building on the people's own experience that
propaganda and military leadership can result in
a genuine comrnunist rnobilisation of the people,
says Lenin.

It is hardly surprising that Lenin's prograrnme
of an educational dictatorship did not work in
practice. The idea of people proceeding from
initiative to initiative was extrapolated from tlre
vigorous behaviour of a few professional revolu-
tionaries and could never rneet the needs of the
vast majority. Moreover, tl're strict centralism
favoured by Lenin could only stifle individual
initiative rather than stimulate it.

The concept of the educational dictatorship
had disastrous collsequences-not only for tlre
poor guinea-pigs whom it was tested ori, b.,t also
for their leadership. If a revolutionary government
cannot win over a certain part of the population,
then it has to step down or else to continue ruling
without legitirnaclr which may well work for a
while. Yet in the long run, a dictatorial regiure will
either break down because of its self-inflicted
inefficiellcy, or be toppld by u national uprising.
It is precisely this which has been, from the very
beginning, tlre dilemrna of the socialist states and
the nightmare of their goverllments.

Let rte ltow outline the gelleral political
conditions under which the East German leader-
ship made its policy.

3. The uicious circle
of dictatorship
In a dictatorship, the leaders are trapped in a

vicious circle. In order to win the people's loyalty

and to stimulate their activity, the governrnent has
to ease the various restrictions which paralyse
public life. Yet in doing so, the leadership is
jeopardising its position of power, because the
people are likely to use their new scope for action
against the interests of a government which lacks
legitirnacy. Therefore the power sooner or later
resorts to the old or to new restrictions and ends
up with a loss rather than a gain in legitirnacy.

The vicious circle of dictatorship affects the
efficiency of tlre entire system. The permanent
centralist interference with the various social
systems of action hampers these systems from
working srnoothly. This applies to the economy
and communications as well as to the arts and
sciettces.

This vicious circle of dictatorship is a pattern
which can easily be recogllised in the history of
the socialist countries" This pattern prevents the
socialist revolution from being finally victorious
and, because of this, perpetuates the clash of
different temporal dimensions brought about by
the revolution2. The ainr of the revolution was to
open up the road to a post-capitalist future. Yet
the high claims or1 the individual's rnorality along
with tlre dictatorial rrleasLrres rneant to enforce
thern are relics from the pre-capitalist past. The
supposed Great Leap Forwarcl-to Llse Mao's
expression-has, in lrlany respects, turned out to
be a refeudalisation I a relapse into the pre-
capitalist world.

Take, for instance, the information policy,
which was carried to extreures in Romania.
Ceausescu even had the weather forecast faked in
order to justify that the district heating in local
housing areas was turned down.

The information or rather disinformation poli-
cy in socialist countries serves a double purpose.
It is, on the one hand, designed to prevent the
genesis of a political public. For this you need
censorship and a restriction of the flow of
information. The other purpose is to stage a
conformist pseudo-public. This pseudo-public
rather than the real people is the actual addressee
of newspaper articles and radio and TV program-
lrles. This is why tlrey are so boring.

Of couffi€, the people are supposed to consti-
tute a public, because the hopd-for socialist
society cannot do without a highly committed
public and a rnaxilrlurn of individual initiative. Yet
the public to be constituted is expected to be a
socialist orle" To this end, the people are subject
to a pedagogical prograrnrne which follows a
sirnple rule: the child will be treated like an adult
until it has learnt to behave like an adult. In our
case, the goal of the pedagogical programme is the
pseudo-public. The problern with this rule, if
applied to a people, is that the continuing
repetition of a tedious ideological perforurance
becomes counter-productive. Schabowski, a Polit-
btrro urernber, confirrned this in retrospect when
he said at the hearing of the investigation
comnrittee of the Volkskantmer that the atternpt to
fool the people was so blatant that the individual
felt offended. Yet the unsuccessful educators could
at least take comfort from the fact that they
managed to achieve the sther goal of their
information policy: to impede the development of
a critical political public.

It is interesting to note that the leaders
themselves became entangled in the web of their
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disinforrnation policy. In the early 1980s, Helurut
Schrnidt, then Chancellor of West Gennany, was
orl an official visit to East Germarry. Honecker
took Schmidt to Gtistrow, a srnall town in the
north of East Gennany. The entire route from
Berlin to Gtistrow and all the places they visited
had been blocked off for ordinary people, so that
not a single discontented East German could catch
Schrnidt's sight. During the walk through the
town some of the people lining tlre streets started
to cheer Honecker. Honecker was so moved by
this expression of support that he went straight
over to tlrese people without realising that they
lvere merely mernbers of the secret police and the
local party, whose task was to dernonstrate to
Schrnidt that the East Germans were happy with
their goverrlment.

This example is odd rather than important.
The disastrous impact of the manipulative infor-
mation policy is rnuch rnore evident as regards the
economy and science which carurot work if crucial
data are either faked or not available.

Tlre Soviet domestic policy of perestroika
caused enorrnous difficulties for the East Gerrnan
leaderslrip which opposed it. Adrnittedly, the
obstinate hardliners opposing perestroika were in
a sense nlore aware of tlre critical stage reached
by the socialist countries than tl're advocates of
perestroika. They felt that if they gave in to the
people's call for political reforlns, this would
shake the very foundations of socialism rather
than provide it with a lnore attractive face. Events
were to prove thern right.

Tlre historical merits of the policy of peres-
troika differ considerably frour its original airns.
The central motive for the policy of perestroika
and glasnost was the intention to revive the Soviet
Union's ossified society in order to prevent its
firral breakdown which was already looming ol1
the horizon. The protagonists of perestroika had
realised that this revival of socialism at home
would not be feasible without political and
economic support frorn abroad. Because of this,
Soviet foreign policy became much lnore flexible
and restrictions paralysing public life were mar-
kedly eased.

Tlre main historical urerit of the advocates of

perestroika was that they continued clinging to
tlreir lnore flexible policy even when it turned out
that this policy resulted in the breakdown of
socialism in Eastern Etrrope. It was not the illusory
intention of refurbishing the dooured Leninist
rnodel of bureaucratic socialisrn which is the merit
of the policy of perestroika, but the fact that this
policy departed from the vicious circle of dictator-
ship by accepting the collapse of bureaucratic
socialism. This certainly holds true for the socialist
countries outside the Soviet Union. Whether the
protagonists of perestroika will also be able to
come to terms with the inevitable disintegration of
the Soviet Union and whether, if they finally do
so, they will manage to prevail and stay in power,
still remains to be seerr.

The Soviet policy of perestroika and glasnost
brought about the final erosion of the official
ideology and legitimacy in East Gertnany. The
srnall size of the cotrntrlr cornpared to that of the
Soviet Union, rendered the claiur of its leadership
to infallibility ridiculous. The ideological appeal to
learn from the Soviet Union now turned into a

proverbial slogan of the opposition.
The point was that the reluctance of East

Germany's Politburo to embark on a reform policy
became increasingly ullacceptable even for those
who adhered to the ideals of socialism, but
approved of perestroika and glasnost.

The reactions of the East German gerontocracy
to the people's demands were in general belated
and inept. Altl'rough the erosion of the official
ideology even catrglrt hold of those who continued
iurposing it on public life, tlre East German leaders
were/ for various reasolls, unable to replace the
progralrllrle of edtrcational dictatorship by any
other political option evell when they began to
recognise the failure of this prograrrllne. Its failurre
only rneant that the determination and ruthless-
ness with which they pursued it lessened.

In the final crisis, too, tlre leadership's
tardiness in taking action styrnied their rneasures.
For years the people had been waiting for the
government to embark on a reform policy. Only
wlren the people's demands already went far
beyond modest hopes for perestroika did the
Politburo topple Honecker and desperately stage
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a comedy of perestroika which, instead of
placating the people, outraged them even rnore.
Even the first realistic and consistent step taken in
East Gerrnany's domestic policy, the opening of
the Wall, was the result of a completely illusory
strategy. Egon Krenz, the unpopular successor to
Honecker, actually hoped to win the people over
by offering thern as a present what they had been
deprived of for so long-the freedom of
movernent.

4. The short heyday
of the opposition
The sudden and steep rise of the East Gerrnan
opposition lnovernent was indeed surprising. The
legitirnacy of the government had lor.g since been
crumblir.g. There had always been dissider"lts in
East Gerrnany, however few they may have been,
and since the late 70s and early 80s opposition
groups had been enrerging which were focusing
on the issues of peace, the environment and
human rights3.Since Gorbachev's advent to power
perestroika had delivered the last blows to tlre
legitirnacy of East Gennany's governulent. So why
did the opposition moveurent not rise in propor-
tiot't to the gradual decline of the government's
legitirnacy? Why did tlre influence of the opposi-
tion grow so suddenly?

One part of the answer is tl'lat the rise of the
east German opposition calne so late. For a long
tittte, an opposition did not exist. The people were
cautious after the suppression of the 1953 uprising.
In addition, they hacl been thoroughly taught to
obey authority under the Nazi regime. For many
years, the secret police managed to hinder the
development of all opposition. Utterances of
discontent were silenced, and persistent dissidents
had ts go to prison or into exile, or sometirnes
botlr. In this way, the regirne got rid of many
potential opposition activists.

Yet in tlre long run tlre strategy of crushing
any opposition could not work. It becomes
impossible to silence all expression of dissatisfac-
tiorr once too many people are ready to stand up
for their convictions. One cannot ban too mary
from their occupations, let alone send them to jail
or into exile, sirnply because somebody is needed
for all the work to be done. In addition, Honecker
was anxious to create, within the country and
abroad, an iurage of hiurself as a judicious and
generous ruler. This, too, restricted the scope of
tlre secret police. So in the late 70s, after the east
Gerrnan leadership had signed the Final Act of the
Helsinki Conference on Security and Cooperation
in Europe and blundered into the expatriation of
the singer-sorlgwriter Wolf Bierrnann, it could no
longer irnpede the emergence of opposition
groups. Yet for some rnore years tlre secret police
managed to confine the scope of such groups to
Iocal activities.

The outburst of long since pent-up dissatisfac-
tion in the end accelerated the rise of the hitherto
feeble opposition rnovement. Moreover, the late-
lless of its rise to prominence enabled the East
Gerrnan opposition to lean on tl're experience in
other socialist countries, instead of having to go
through it itself.

Another reason for the surprising role of the
East Gerrnan opposition consists in a structural
weakness of political centralisma: the top can and

must be blamed for anything that does not work.
If the people are expected to regard what they
edoy as a gift of the party, then it is understand-
able that they hold tlre party responsible for
anything they do not like. If tlrey have to wait for
more than a decade before they are allowed to buy
a car, if there are only a few countries they are
permitted to travel to, or if they waste theii time
and energy standing in endless queues, the people
are not only annoyed, they also know who they
have to thank for their discontent. Hence the fact
that in a dictatorship everything is directed from
the topr which makes it so powerful, is also a
crucial weakness.

The sudden rise of the opposition movement
was sooll followed by considerable success.
Honecker resigned on 18 October 1989, only five
weeks or so after Hungary had lifted the Iron
Curtain.

The swift success led the activists of the civil
rights lnovements to a considerable overestimation
of their influence among the people. They
rnisperceived the collapse of the regirne as a
product rnainly of their activify and were not
sufficiently aware of the built-in weaknesses of tlre
official ideology and political systerls.

The vast majority were weary of the system
because nothing worked whatsoever. It was,
therefore, cornparatively easy to unite people from
various strata for protests against the hated, or at
least unpopular, system. The cornmon opposition
against tlre existing system covered up a reality
which only came to the fore after the old regime
had broken down: the diversity of ideas about its
replacement. After the fall of the Wall it turned
out that the majority was not interested any longer
in the progralnrnes of a new, grassroots-oriented
democratic socialism which the activists of the
civil rights movements as well as reformers in the
colnmunist party now attempted to irnplernent.

The civil rights movernents had formed the
only visible political opposition to the rotten
system. They were/ theirefore, backed by the vast
majority in the final crisis of this system. Yet only
a minority also shared the political ideals upheld
by tlre oppositiorl. Once tlre Wall had come down
the people withdrew their support for the civil
rights movements iust as they had withdrawn
their loyalty to the old regime two months earlier.

The breakdown of the Wall had opened a new
perspective. In the eyes of the rnajority, West
Germany promised to provide a much quicker and
smoother way out of the East German disaster
than the vague prograrnmes of the civil rights
movements, since it disposed of overwhelmingly
lnore econornic and political power. Of course,
there were widespread illusions about the rnagic
power of the Deutschrnark and about the readi-
ness of West Germalls to becotne involved in the
problems of East Germans. Yet the general idea
tl'rat West Gerrnan support would make the path
out of the East Gerrnan morass decisively easier
and shorter was right.

This holds true even in the light of the
inappropriate policy pursued by the West German
government in 1990. Unfortunately, this poliry
rnainly airned at preparing the way for tlre election
victory of the governing parties, not at finding tlre
best solution to the East German problem. With
this aim in view, false promises were made which,
instead of stimulating the initial readiness of West
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Germans to make sacrifices, enfeebled it" They
nourished illusions held by East Germans. As a
result, the awakening on both sides of the former
border has been a rude orle. And, even worse: one
year had been lost before the government really
started to recognise tl're full scope of the East
German problen'1.

Yet compared with Hungarians or Poles who
have made a rnore substantial contribution to the
radical change in Eastern Europe, the East
Germans are again econornically better off, this
tirne due to West German support. In all the grief
about their hardship, the East Germans should not
forget the harder fate of their fellow sufferers in
the otlrer East European countries.

Footnotes:
1" See Robert Daruton, "Ein Zusanrmenbruch
geborgter LegitirnitA{', in: Frankfurter Allgenreine
Zeitung, 7 November 1990, p. N3
2. Fsr the clash of temporal dimensions in the
socialist revolution see Gerd l;rlitz, "Ankunft der
Utopie" , in: Sinn und Fonn 42 (1990)5, Berlin, p?.
930 ff, in particular pp. 9y+ f , 94A-945, 952. For the
clash of teurporal dimensions in the East German
upl"reaval see Klaus Hartung, Nerr nzehnlrundert-
neufruttdachtzig, Berlin: Luchterhand, 1990, pp.
15-L9, 67-70.
3. See Karl Wilhehn Fricke, Opytositiotr und
Widerstand in der DDR, K(5ln 1984; Dietrich Stantz,
"Die SED und die Opposition", in: Ilse Spittrnaltn
(ed), Die SED itr Geschichte und Gegenwart, Koln:

Edition Deutschland Archiv , 1987, pp. 78 ff;
Wolfgang Templin, "Zivile Ge-
sellschaft-osteuropiiische Emanzipationsbewe-
gungen und unabhdngiges Denken in der DDR
seit Beginn der achtziger Jahre", in: Die DDI1 im
uierzigsteru lahr, Kciln: Edition Deutschlandarchiv,
1.98, pp. 58 ff; Gtinter Minnerup, "Politische
Opposition in der DDR vor dern Hintergrund der
Reformdiskussion in Osteuropd", in: loc. cit., pp.
66 ff.
4, For this structural weakness of the political
system in socialist countries, see also Hartung, lCIc.

cit., pp. 90, '1,06f.

5. See lrrlitz, loc"cit", pp. 930f, 943
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THESE INCLUDED gross economic mismanage-
rnent and crisis; a fierce national pride, coupled
with anti-Sovietisrn; a powerful Catholic Church;
an intact peasantry wholly alienated fronr tlre
regime; an intelligentsia irnbued with strongly
anti-communist views and a newly organised
working class, which calne into sharp collision
with the regirne.

The ideals of the first independent trade union
in Eastern Europe, which was forured as a result
of this collision, were at the outset, strongly
egalitarian, collectivist in tendency and radically
dEmocratic. One of the central political collisions
of 1981 was over a radical model of workers'
self-rnarlagement. The defeat of Solidarity in 1981,
with the irnposition of martial law, led to a
prolonged period of political stalernate and
"trench watfate" , before tlre political situation
began to rnove once more in 1987, and the Poles
had a renewed opporttrnity to reach the political
settlement which eluded them in 1981.

The Solidarity of 1989 and 1,990 however was
a very different animal from that of 1981. Years of
urartial law and repression had uot sncceecled iu
cowing the Polish working class, or cvcll in
destroying Solidarity. It did however snrash
rank-ancl-file democratic organisation and isolated
Solidarity's historic leaders from their factory base.
The ideology and prograullne of the clandestine
union leadership veered steadily to the free
market right, as it calne ulore and rnore to rely
upon its powerful rich foreign allies and the
financial support which flowed into the
underground-with consequent opportunities for
patronage and corruption.

In the period 1,982-89, the regime proved
unable to "normalise" the situation and a repres-
sed opposition proved too weak to organise rnass
protest. Underground publishing flourished, with
literally hundreds of titles appearing illegally
otrtside the censorship, ranging from factory
bulletins to literary monthlies.

Underground Solidarity structures however,
became progressively weaker, reflecting their
inability to function adequately as trade union
bodies in conditions of clandestinity. The most
successful Solidarity Cornmissions were those
wl'rich calne partially "above ground", by standing
candidates in the elections for the legal workers'
self-rnanagelnent councils. Often the Underground
Solidarity Commission gained complete control of
the workers' council and was thereby able to use
it as a trade union instrutnent. This was the case
in the FSO car factory and the steel works Huta
tNarszawa in Warsaw for example.

The regirne however felt sufficiently confident
to arnnesty political prisollers in 1984 and again in
7985, in tl're hope of rnollifying Western critics and
obtaining fresh credits. The emergence of Solidar-
ify leaders such as Jacek Kuron, Zbigniew Bujak,
Wladyslaw Frasyniuk and lozef Pinior from prison
pernritted rlew initiatives designed to force the de

facto legalisation of Solidarity. An open Solidarity
National Council was launched by Walesa in
September 1986. This was fcrllowed by sinrilar
rnoves at regional and local level, the elnergence
of a number of Solidarity leaders frorn hiding and
atternpts to register local Solidarity organisations
in the courts"

As in '1,956, 1970 and 1980 however, it was tlre
deteriorating state of the econolny which provided
the trigger for a new period of political rnovement.
This was further assisted by the stiffening breeze
of reform from Moscow. Burdened by foreign
debt, the Jaruzelski reginre's efforts to pronrote
econornic reform on a model of decentralisation,
enterprise self-financing and plant level workers'
self-management, within a market framework,
foundered in the face of tl're political obstacles.

Jlarrow base
Tlle base of the regime was so narrow that it was
extrernely difficult for it to mobilise a

"pro-reform" constituency for rneasures which
threatened the interests of the small proportion of
the population which did actively support it tlre
Party-State bureaucracy and the nomenklatura in
enterprise management. It was in attempting to
break this log.jam that the first opening since
nrartial law appeared: the failure of the Jaruzelski
goverllrnent to win endorsenreut of its econonric
reform progralnlne in the Novetnber 1,987 re-
ferendurn.

In fact the result of this referendum (11.6rn

yes, 4.Brn rro) would have counted as a resounding
goverlurlent victory in other conditiolts. Tlre
governrneut failed however to gain the necessary
507o of the electorate for victory. While this was
by no means a victory for the opposition, the
result did show that the Governmeut had been
lulled into a state of false security by its
apparently successful lneasures of normalisation,
suih as the orchestration of highly controlled local
government and parliamentary elections. It re-
vealed sullen apathy and a deep scepticism about
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the Governmenfs fine words of democratisation
and raisirrg living standards. For rnost Poles in
1987-88, economic reform rneant price increases
and further immiseration and talk about political
reform was a sour ioke. The result of the
referenduur was then heavily reinforced by the
outbreak of two lnass strike waves in 1988,
demandirU wage increases and tlre legalisation of
Solidarity. It had became clear that the post-
nrartial law strategy of "nornlalisation" and
economic reform had cornpletely failed. Only a
governrnent constructed on a broader basis of
popular consellt could introduce the marketising
econouric reforrns, which were seen by the
dominant elements of governlnent and opposition
alike as tlre only way out of the crisis for tl're
Polish econolny. Moreover, fresh Western credits
could only be obtained by concessions to Solidar-
ity. This was the background to the opening of the
Round Table Talks witl'r the opposition. The basis
of these talks was the collsellsLls which existed
between Jaruzelski-Rakowski and the Walesa
leaderslrip of Solidarity that there was no alterna-
tive to the radical nrarketisation of the Polish
econolny.

While there is a long tradition of "rnarket
socialisnr" economic theorising in Poland, from
Lange and Kalecki onwards, the conseluus frour
tlre mid-1980's onwards was not for the "regulated
rnarket" favoured by these ecollolnists, but for a
more radical break with the old system. Variours
solutions were callvassed frour all institutional
capital urarket, through group owllership arrd
eurployee shareholding to wl"rolesale privatisation.
A weariness at the failures of past attempts at
marketising reforms (what has been called "the
long history of the short reform") combined with
the political climate alnollgst the leading group of
Solidarity to create favourable precorlditions for
the eventual victory of a shock programlne to
reintroduce capitalisur as quickly as possible.

Tlre very partially dernocratic elections of June
1g8g that brought tire Solidarity-led Mazowiecki
Government to power were a product of the
Round Table Agreement. The negotiations were
conducted by a tearn personally nominated by
Lech Walesa from a Solidarity "Citizen's
Cornmittee", also personally norninated by him.
The negotiations contrasted sharply with those
which Erought about the Gdansli Agreement of
1980. In 1980 the negotiations were conducted by
a strike committee, with all the proceedings
broadcast over the plant tannoy to the striking
workers, to whom the negotiating team were
directly accoulltable. In 7989 a non-elected tearn
sat in closed session in the imposing ministerial
building of the Radziwill Palace in Warsaw.
Nothing could nlore strikingly illustrate tlre
substitntion of a democratic lrlass workers' nlove-
ment by a small group of experts and advisers
immediately around Lech Walesa.

Tl're broadly social-democratic, collectivist and
egalitarian concenls voiced by the union in its
previous period of legal existence did not figure
in the negotiations. Tlre progralrllrle of the "Self
Managing Republic" agreed at the union's 1981
Congress disappeared from view. The aspiration
towarcls powerful organs of workers' self-manage-
tnent, within a rnarket framework, for which the
union had fought, was replaced by a conception
of the free market as the pallacea for all ills. This

outlook was shared by the old regime, and found
symbolic expression in the glee witl'r which
Mieczyslaw Rakowski announced the closure of
tlre Gdansk ship-yards as an urlprofitable concern.

The deal struck with the governlnent provided
for free contests for 35Vo of the seats in parliament,
witl'r the Polish United Workers Party (Communist
Party) or its satellites essentially guaranteed the
reurainder. This was to be balanced by the creation
of a new Second Chamber of revision, the Senate,
to which elections would be entirely free. New
powers were accorded to a strong Executive
Presidenclr effectively reserved for General
Jaruzelski, although in the event, he was only able
to scrape into the post by a whisker after last
rninute dickering with Solidarity.

The Mazowiecki Gouernment
The elections that followed, although they consti-
tuted a landslide for tl're Solidarity Citizens'
Comrnittee candidates, revealed a continuing high
level of apathy or hostility in the populatiorl. Only
a 62% poll was achieved, in election^s billed as the
first free elections since the 1,920's, Although
boycotts were called for by srnall organisations of
the extreure right and left, tl{s can only have
accounted for a surall minority of the abstentions.
A large section of the Polish population was
struggling for its physical existence in a situation
of escalating inflation, wretchedly low wages and
shortages of basic colnlnodities. The legacy of
rnartial law and repression was one of cynicism
and absence of hope in the capacity of tlre political
process to find solr"rtions.

The coalition Govemrnent which ernerged
from these elections was headed by Tadeusz
Mazowiecki, a Catholic intellectual, with a long
record of moderate opposition to the post-war
regimes in Poland. He served as a depufy in the
Polish Parliaurent in the 1960's as a member of the
Luy Catholic "Zt:rak" group. The Mazowiecki
Govemrnent proutptly launched a crash program-
lne to marketise and privatise the ecollolny. This
prograrnme became known as "The Balcerowicz
Plarl", after the Polish Minister of Finance, Leszek
Balcerowicz. Balcerowicz is a Solidarity econornist,
with pronounced free market convictions. The
plan involves withdrawal of subsidies, a crash
austerity prograrnlne to damp down the hyper-
inflation which was running at a rnonthly rate of
betwren 40{0%; privatisation of industry and the
attraction of foreign capital, under favourable
temrs of exportable profits etc. Current average
Polish wages are about 100 dollars a month (1rn
zlory).

Tl're Plan nret with solrle success. That is, fresh
foreign credits lrave been obtained, following tlre
signature of a letter of intent with the IMF.
Hyper-inflation has been apparently halted, after
very steep price increases, coupled with a wages
freeze. Tl'rere are obvious social costs. Apart frour
the precipitate decline in living standards irnplied
by the above (40Vo in the first quarter of the Plan
and the slide has not halted), open ulternployment
has returned, virtually unknown in post-war
Poland. It is at present estimated at a figure in
excess of one million. The Government hoped to
contain unemployrnent at 4001000. Some World
Bank estimates, however, have suggested unem-
ployrnent may rise to 2m in tlre course of 1991,.
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This is the more striking since serious restructur-
ing of the ecororllr with large-scale closures and
job shake-outs in whole branches of indus$, has
not yet begun in earnest. The inflation picture may
also be temporary" After falling to a monthly rate
of "1.7o, it \^/as reported to be rising again (6Vo in
November 1990). Moreover, wages are effectively
held down by a punitive pay-roll tax, which is
now at the centre of political struggle in the
country. The unions are determined to get rid of
this tax, the future of which is currently very
doubtful.

Gompetition for Solidarity
Solidarity is a shadow of its 1981 self, clairning
2.5m rnembers as opposed to the LOrn it clairned
then. It remains, however, a real mass workers'
organisation, wl'rich is now experiencing competi-
tion frorn two sources.

The first of these is "solidarity '80", an
organisation born out of workerist opposition to
tl're Walesa leadership of Solidarity and refusing to
recognise the inforrnal and personal authority
exercised by Walesa in reconstructing Solidarity
(i.e. the nomimation of the Citizens' Committee
and of regional structures). Led by Marian
lurczyk, Solidarity '80 is based in Szczecin and
controls a nationallydistributed weekly paper,
Salidarnosc Szczecinska. Although displayi.g a
strongly trade-unionist orientation, this paper is
also tainted not only with overtones of chauvinist
nationalism, but also explicit anti-sernitisrn.

In the 2nd April 1,990 edition of Solidarnosc
Szczecinska, for exarnple, is found an article

promoting a new
political organisa-
tion: The Congress
of the Polish Nation.
The programme of
this group hails the
downfall of the
'Totalitarian Zionist
Masonic govern-
ment in the Soviet
Union;" calls for the
recovery of full poli-
tical rights by
"Polish citizenrs of
Polish nationality/'
pro p os es
"proportional repre-
sentation of national
minorities in public
lifef' demands tlre
"liquidation, in the
course of democra-
tic elections of the
hitherto prevailing
domination by the
Jewish minority in

attempts to exclude it from the union were
decisively defeated at the union's national council.
Solidarity 80 can offer to some radicalising
workers an alternative untainted with associations
of support for the Mazowiecki Government, or its
successor.

The other structure in competition with Soli-
darity is the old "ofhcial" trade union federation
(OPZZ), headed by Alfred Miodowicz, which has
not been 'tlown away" by the legalisation of
Solidari$, as its counterpart was in 1981 . OPZZ
claims 7m members. Although this is certainly an
exaggeration and includes many management
personnel and pensioners, the OPZZ remains a
force to be reckoned with, especially when the
possibilify exists of organising workers' protests
against a Solidarity-led governmenfs economic
policies.

This was shown particularly clearly in the Mry
1,990 unrest on the railways. The strike took place
outside of Solidarity. The organisers invited
leaders of the three main union centres to meet
thenr. Jurczyk and Miodowicz arrived immediate-
ly and supported the workerc' protest. Walesa
arrived only when it was a question of urgently
getting the strikers back to work, which he
succeeded in doing, but at the price of a further
erosion of his credibilify.

In the run-up to the Presidendal elections a
wave of labour militancy broke out, which Walesa
effectively rode/ even if he had no role in inciting
it, as he promised full employment and future
prosperity to the workers, whilst assuring Po-
land's new entrepreneurs and the international
financial community of a speed-up in marketisa-
tion and more favourable business conditiorls.

The wave of strikes amongst municipal coln-
munication workers, dockers, glass workers, min-
ers and others in the Autumn of '1,99A, revealed a

mood of deep discontent with the austerity of the
Mazowiecki Government.

The results of the Presidential elections were
therefore perhaps unsurprising. Walesa's victory
was assured from the beginning. What was really
striking was the complete humiliation of Tadeusz
Mazowiecki, who was forced into third place by
the emigre Polish{anadian businessman, Stanis-
law Tymirnki. This humiliation demonstrated in a
stark fashion the swiftness with which the
immense prestige possessed by the first Solidarity
Government on taking office had been dissipated.

Eighteen months had been enough to render
Mazowiecki less popular than an unknown with
some dubious associations (which were given a
great deal of publicity during the carnpaigr',).
Walesa should take warning from the course of
these events. His ability to deliver marketisation,
in higNy unfavourable conditions of world reces-
sion and high energy prices, clearly depends on
his ability to exercise discipline over the Polish
working class.

Nor will his foreign creditors and sponsors
leave him much room for manoeuvre. It was made
clear to Walesa by the United States Government
and the IMF, immediately following his installa-
tion as President, that Western aid, credits and the
possibility of writing off a large proportion of
Poland's foreign debt would rapidly disappear if
Leszek Balcerowicz waq not kept on as Finance
Minister and Deputy Prime Minister.

At the time of writing, it seerns likely that
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Walesa will return from his Presidential visit to
Washington in triumph, with an agreement to
write off 40-70Vo of the foreign debt. The condition
of this support seerns likely to have been that the
economic policy of tlre Governnrent should effec-
tively be handed over to Balcerowicz, the hard-line
free marketeer. Jan Bielecki, the new Prime
Minister, is clearly committed to continuing with
the Mazowiecki Governmenfs policy. The new
Minister of Privatisation, Janusz Lewandowski, is
likewise deeply committed to liberal economic
ideology.

Unrest continues amongst rank-and-file indust-
rial workers. Moreover, rlew horizontal structures,
which escape the control of Walesa's allies in the
Solidarity bureau cracy, are emerging. The Net-
work of Leading Solidarity Enterprises, which was
the protagonist of the 1981 struggle for workers'
self-managernent has been re-established and is
playing a role in the struggle against the pay-roll
tax. In Warsaw, a nurnber of Solidarity Comrnis-
sions at enterprises with historical roles as centres
of rnilitancyr such as the Ursus Tractor Factory, the
Huta Warszaaz Std Works and the FSO Car Plant
are reported to have signed an agreernent
opposing privatisation rnoves. In Wroclaw, the
Inter-Factory Co-ordinating Comrnittee, groups a
similar concentration of "solidarity Citadel" enter-
prises and is campaigning oll a sharply anti-
Walesa line, with advisers drawn from the leftist
Socialist Political Centre.

Tlre political legacy of the underground period
is llow shifting into entirely new patterns of
antagonism and political struggle. The Citizens'
Comrnittees, which were the organising bodies for
the Solidarity leadership and the Mazowiecki
Governtneut in tl're June 1989 parliamentary
elections and the 1990 local government elections,
split asunder with the division initiated by Walesa
with the Mazowiecki Govenllnent. Around Walesa
crystallised the "Centre Agreem ent" , which be-
came his campaign organisation for the Presiden-
cy. Mazowiecki's organisation was "Democratic
Action" (ROAD). The political differences were
not clear between these forrnatiolls, especially
since Walesa retained tlre services of Leszek
Balcerowicz and his econouric strategy, in the
goverument formed after his victory in the
Presidential elecfions. There were indicatiorls that
the Churrch and a constellation of forces lrlore otl
the right supported Walesa, whilst Democratic
Action has served as the germ of a liberal secular
Party. Analysis of voting patterns in the Presiden-
tial elections confirmed the view that Walesa was
supported by large maiorities amongst industrial
workers and the peasantry, whilst a large urajority
of the intelligentsia supported Mazowiecki.

However these developments are far from
indicating the crystallisation of a Party system. For
exarnple, there are numerous rival contenders for
the role of the future Polish Christian Democracy.
The Polish Right l'ras its own historic divisions, in
particular between tl're traditional anti-Gerrnan
stance of the pre-war National Democrats, who
have consistently argued for arl alliance with
whoever rules in Russia, and the powerful
resorlance of anti-Soviet feeling. O jczyzna (Father-
land), the paper of the reborn Endecja, appeals
strongly to national sentiment against the
threatqned take-over of national assets by Gerrnan
capital. On the other hand, groups such as the

extreme-right Union of Real Politics are winning
support by demanding purges of Communists
from the state adurinistration and economic life
and by reviving the Pilsudskiite tradition of
charnpioning the nationalities of Central and
Eastern Europe, such as Lithuanians and Ukrai-
nians, against Russian rule. More fundamentally,
the Right must choose between a xenophobic
nationalisrn and a role as the surrogates of
Western, especially Gertttan, capital.

The political left, in the aftermath of the
collapse of Stalinisrn, was in a weak position to
take advantage of workers' discontent. The succes-
sor organisations of the old Polish Comtnunist
Party were compromised and alternatives few and
weak. However, new alliances and unexpected
initiatives are constantly being thrown up by the
fluid political situation. A few years d5o, no-one
would have expected to see tlre detested press
spokespersorl for the rnartial law regime, Ierry
Urban, editing a hugely successful private inde-
pendent weekly, lampooning a Solidarity-led
regirne. urban's paper is called //NO" and is
reportedly selling out.

TIre Polish United Workers' Party dissolved
itself at its Congress in January 1990. It then gave
birth to two new forrnations. The first of these,
headed by Jacek Kwasniewski/ sLrpported by
Kiszczak, Jaruzelski, Rakowski and other lurninar-
ies of the martial law period, has inherited the old
Party's valurable assets of newspapers, buildings
etc. and includes the maiorig of the old apparatus.
It is known as "The Social Democracy of the
Republic of Poland " , lt is very seriously comprorl-
ised by its past. SDRP currently claims 65,000
rnembers, which contrasts sharply with the metn-
bership of the old PUWP, which numberecl in
millions.

Tlre second formatiotl is l'readed by Tadeusz
Fiszbach, and is called the "Polish Union of Social
Democrats". Fiszbach's supporters walked out of
tlre PUWP Congress and refused to have anythirrg
to do with the old Party's substantial assets.
Fiszbach was Provincial Governor (Voivod) of
Gdansk in 1980-81 and enjoyed exceptionally good
relations with the Solidarity leadership there. His
prospects as a "player" in the mass Polish social
democracy of tomorrow (or the duy after!) are
significantly better. He is substantially less com-
promised by his past than rnost ex-Communist
political leaders. Nevertheless, l'ris past will be a

lrindrallce. At the 1,990 Congress of PUS, it clairned
3,500 rneurbers.

The successor organisations of tlre Comtnuuist
Party are very anxious to find new allies and insist
that unlike Solidarify politicians they are unconl-
promised by links with the Government! With
sorne justice, they assert that the new leader of
Solidarity is practically an under-Secretary of State
and regional union secretaries are now practically
provincial prefects. No serious new organisation of
the socialdernocratic left, untainted by tlre un-
popularity of tlre Communist past, has however
yet emerged.

ileul patterns
Jacek Kuron, co-author of the well-known left-
wing manifesto "The Open Letter to the Party", in
1,968 with Karol Modzelewski, would once have
been considered a uatural focus for such a proiect.
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He was, however, Minister for Labour in the
Mazowiecki governurent and therefore not only
supported tlre Balcerowicz Plan, but was directly
respollsible for policing labour urtrest. A group of
about 20 "Labourist" parliarnentarians orgarrised
themselves around Modzelewski in the Sejrn and
the Senate. Modzelewski is currently olle of the
Wroclaw Senators. This group, oll Modzelewski's
own admission, was too tied by personal links of
loyalfy to Mazowiecki and his tearn dating from
the Underground period to mournt a serious
opposition.

An extra-parliamentary initiative, associated
witlr Ryszard Bugaj, called Solidarnosc Pracy could
be tlre germ of a lnore serious social-dc.rnocratic
opposition. This has Modzelewski's support. The
Polish Socialist Party (PPS) was re-established in
October 1987, and grouped together older figures
with a lnore or less socialdemocratic background,
such as Jan Jozef Lipski and Wladyslaw Kunicki-
Goldfinger, with youug activists or1 the left of
Solidarity, such as the editorial board of Rol, otnik
(The Worker) in Warsaw and the groLrp around
tlre ex-Underground leader, Joz.ef Pinior, in Silesia.

These groups sootl split, on gellerational and
political lines. After a period of competing Pl€
groups, a reunion took place in the Autumn of
1990, under the auspices of the emigre Polish
Socialist Party. This remains however a group llo
more tl'ran a few hundred strong. Jan Jozef Lipski,
its only parliamentary representative, strongly
supported the Mazowiecki Govemrnent. It seems
unlikely that a rnass social democracy can be built
from zero on the basis of support for austerity,
unenlployment and free market economics.

The urain strategic
left is whether the

political question for the
Polish economy call be

obstacle of the very slender firrancial resources in
the hands of the pauperised population. Take-
overs of valuable state assets by sections of the
nornenklatura also arouse controversy and
threaten to perpetuate the corruption and nepot-
ism which has been all obstacle to efficient
econornic life in the past.

The best known exarnple of a llomenklatura
take-over is the liquidation of the largest agro-
industrial courplex in Poland , "lglopool", which
was replaced by a joint stock company of the saure
llalrle. The board of directors remained the salne
as before-the Managing Director was the Deputy
Minister for Agrictrlture-and the shares were
distributed to individuals, firrns, organisations and
co-operatives dorninated by the Communist party.
Similar coups, for exarnple the transfer into tlre
private ownership of a clique of marlagernent
persorurel of the most profitable section of a state
firm, are not uncolrllnoll and naturally aroLrse
intense controversy

The future
The difficulties of creating a feasible market
economy in Polish conditions are such that a
relatively long drawn-out period of social and
political struggles can be anticipated, before alry
real transition to capitalisrn can be accorllplished.
Much will depend not only on the level of labour
rnilitancy, but also on the ability of the Polish left,
conceived in tl're broadest sense, to articulate and
project an alternative progralnlne to the free-
urarket convictions of goverllment circles.

Apprehensions are often expressed both by the
intelligentsia and representatives of the political
left, that a stiflingly conservative clerical authorita-
rianism is in store in Poland. This cannot be
excluded. Walesa's native authoritarianism and
the expanding influence of the Church in public
life are a potent combination.

However, it should be renlembered that
Poland is a modern European country. The
prestige of the Church is indubitable, but the
retum of universal religious education to schools,
for example, has been greeted by vigorous
spontaneous protests by school students. The
abortion law is another case in point. There has
been free abortion on demand in Poland for forty
years and the reaction of Church going-Polish
woulen to the withdrawal of this right, has not
been one of silent acquiescence. A referendum in
a Silesian factory ("Agromet-Piltrtet", an agricultu-
ral machinery plant) in February this year/ showed
that out of 865 workers, 314 of whom were
wolnen and 551 lrlell, only 30 (2t men and 9
wolnerl) supported the proposed restrictions on
abortion.

The political future in Poland will continue to
be highly fluid and unstable for sorne time to
corne. The militant Polish working class is still
capable of producing surprises. Let us hope so, for
the prospect of a federalised European Courmull-
ity, drawing upoll a setni-colonial hinterland of
cheap skilled labour and raw materials, providing
useful sites for durnping of environmentally
dangerous waste, is a real and tl'rreatening
one-but this agenda is still very far from fixed.

stabilised on a
fresh waves of

capitalist basis, without provoking
labour militancy. If it can, then a

classic social-democratic formation lnay be able to
establish itself. If it cannot, then a rnuch lnore
radical course will become necessary to lead and
canalise the workers' rnovernent against the
radical solutions of the extreure right.

The size of Poland's foreign deb$ the past and
potential future militancy of the Polish workers;
and the relatively greater attractiveness of East
Germany, Czechoslovakia and Hungary to West-
ern capital, would all suggest that it will be very
difficult to stabilise tlre Polish econolny on otlrer
than a Third World basis-which implies repres-
sion and irnmiseration of the population. The
South Korean model, often referred to in Poland,
cannot
capital

and and other agencies.
There is still a strong lobby in Poland for the

break-up of the state rnonopolies to be succeeded
by, if not the full blown workers' self-lnal"ragernent
of the 1981 model, at least some scherne of
Enrployee Share Ownership. The present govern-
ment is opposed to ally experimental deviation
from straightforward imitation of the capitalist
West. Even this course has fomridable obstacles in
its way and is likely to be met by lrlore or less
organised resistance from the workforce.

The direct sale of shares in former state
enterprises to domestic and foreign buyers is
favoured by Leszek Balcerowicz, but runs into the
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For your freedom and ours!

DURING THE LAST YEAR we have witnessed
great social, political and econornic change in
Central and Eastern Europe. The inhuman order
that existed here has collapsed leaving a political
vacuurn and widespread disorientation in the
centre of Europe. The hope of the lnass of people
for progressive change in the world and the
ending of oppression has largely gone. This poses
a challenge for the Left of the whole world. We,
in the Socialist Political Centre in Wroclaw,
Poland, feel coulpelled to respond to this chal-
lenge.

To build deurocrac! r social justice, workers
solidarity and a comtnunity of nations we need
free access to information which has not been
manipulated and the circulation of a multiplicity
of political analyses. In othcr words, conditiorls
nrust be established in which it is possible for tl'le
mass of working people to consciously urake
decisions about the future of society. These
conditions do not exist in Central and Eastern
Europe. In Poland, the old nomedklatura elites,
together with the new elite from the former
anti-Stalinist opposition, are tryirrg to guarantee
for themselves a rnollopoly of the rnedia for their
owll propaganda.

Tlre material base for this dominant pro-
capitalist ideology is the bureaucratic state and
economic structures, which rernhin intact, backed
by the driving force of intervention frour Western
institutions. This intervention call be in the forur
of direct grants of lnolley or the activity of various
foundations and ioint ventures.

This alliance is able to subject our society to
continuous indoctrination: the press, the radio and
the television try to convince people that it is
natural that a society should have both rich and
poor, those who work and those who make
profits. The impoverished and discouraged people.
of Poland have no access to other ideas. In this
situation it is not surprising tlrat people look at the
collapse of the Left as the bankruptcy not only of
the socialist ideal, but even of the philosophy of
the Enlightenment. With the works of Marx and
Lenin, society call bury also tlre principles of
Rousseau, Voltaire and Hegel.

Tlre continuing of this process irnplies the end
of tlre whole progressive traditioll, a regression of
civilization and a step towards barbarisur. This
clanger exists not only in Poland, but in the whole
of Cerrtral and Eastern Etrrope and tlre USSR. We
believe that such a regression would have a major
influence in the developed capitalist countries,
particularly in this era of rapid flow of inforrnation
and ideas and the dorninance of the world market.
We want to oppose this tendency and think it
necessary to do so.

Like all people who fight for a better world,
we ask for your help and support, in the words
of the old Polish slogan: For Your Freedom and
Ours!

Tlre Centre for h'rdependent Information (Oni
in Polish) that we want to create, will oppose the
dominant ideology of repression by every rnedia
of communication. The creation of an independent
TV studio will allow us to address everyone, even
those who do not read books or the press, because
they have no time and l1o lnoney.

By starting an independent print-shop and
publishing books and newspapere, whicl'r present
tlre works of the anti-Stalinist Left, we want to
give people tlre possibilify of political thought and
clebate and a conscions choice as to the path of
dcvcloprncnt adopted by the country.

We colne frour the libertarian and egalitarian
tradition of Solidamosc, the tradition of indepen-
dent inforuration and tl're fight to liberate human-
ity, the tradition of struggle for workers self-
urallagement.

For sorne months we have organised ourselves
in the Socialist Political Centre. We have tried to
develop a political arrd econornic progralnrne
which would guarantee for the workers and
peasatlts of Eastern Er.rrope elnallcipation from the
continued control of the state bureaucracy and the
attacks that tl're world market puts on the agenda.

We have already begun collaboration with
grolrps of jotrrnalists working in tlre press, radio
and TV, to strive for accurate presentation of
events in the world and to oppose the manipula-
tion of inforrnation. The outptrt of our TV studio
would be broadcast by the alternative TV station
in Wroclaw and we would be able to supply
progralnlnes to the state TV stations

To set up our Centre for Independent Inforlrla-
tion we need your financial support. We address
this appeal particularly to the Left in the dourinant
capitalist North. To equip our printshop and TV
studio with basic facilities, we need to raise the
equivalent of $20,000 US.

However as time passes the whole enterprise
will becoure lrlore costly. Your financial support
NOW will make it possible for Lrs to reach aud
bring together people who oppose the dictatorship
of the bureaucracy and of market forces, who are
in favour of a self-governillg society and geueral-
ised democracy. It will enable us to develop the
idea of a better, more jtrst world. These are the
essential principles of the rnovelnent for socialisur.
We need you to help us fight for them.

October 1990

lozef Pinior for the Socialist Political Centre

Tlrc Polislt Suytport
Group, wliclr is circu-
lating tlris Appeal, in-

tends to organise in the

course of 1"991" practic-
al trade Ltnion links
between trade union
structttres lrcre and

those in Poland which
are struggling to de-

fend workers interests
ag(tinst cuts in real

wages, unentPloyruent
and attacks ofi derno-

cracy inside Solidarity,
If you zuoltld like to
sponsor a Solidarity

Conference, or help in
any other wfrlr please

contact us on

07L-221"-0092.
Cheques should be

made paynble to Polish
Socialist Appeal and

sent to Polish Support
Group, Kensington

Labour Party, Base-

ment Office, 92 Lad-
broke Grwe, London
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lnterview with
ffiffimm#

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi#
Translators' Note:
The following interview appeared in the 24th
December and 11th of January editions of tlre
Weekly Magazine of the Polish paper Gazeta
Robotnicza. The interview was conducted by
Grazyna Saniewska.

Karol Modzelewski is currently a member of
the Polish senate, from Wroclaw. He was a well
known opposition figure from the 1960s onwards
and co-author with Jacek Kuron, of tl're well-
known "Open Letter to the Party". Unlike Kuron,
who became Minister of Labour in the Mazowiecki
Government, Modzelewski has continued to repre-
sent a left-wing, broadly socialdenrocratic alterna-
tive to the progralnlne of Tlratclrerite econornic
liberalisation pursued by the Solidarity govern-
ments and in particular by the Polish Finance
Minister, Leszek Balcerowicz. Solidarncrsc Pracy is
one of the more likely candidates to serve as a
nucleus for the lrlass labour party so urgently
needed in Poland today.

Daoid Holland

CAN THE VALUES Of social justice, solidarity,
self-manageruent and social welfare which were the
credo of Solidarity itr L98A-81 and to which uou are
still faithful tctday,be reconciled with the market
econortty t economic efficiency and competitiaeness?

In the Scandinavian countries, Germany or
France, which are under socialdeurocratic influ-
ence, policies of equilibrium betwe€n social
security and the recluirenrents of efficiency, be-
tween equality and freedom, have been in
operation for a long tiure. It would be difficult to
durry tl'rat in these countries there is freedom,
cornpetitiveness, w€lfare and efficiency, which we
could wish for ourselves.

If is easier to rxolae these contradictions from a
hetter nmterial base. Perhaps achieoing these goals is a
luntry for tlrc rich?

The PRL (People's Republic of Poland) is said
to have been a super-welfare coul"rtr! r because
alongside social services, free uredicine and
education, certain areas of production were
subsidised in order to maintain very low prices for
food, rnedicines, books and dourestic rents. This is
characteristic of socialism, which at the salne tinre
redtrcecl real wages to a level several times lower
than in West Europearl cor,urtries, so that tlrese
social welfare progralnmes became indispensable
components for a minimal existellce. Now we are
withdrawing from this progralrllne and rnaking a
parallel reduction of one third in real wages. In
this situation assistance to people cannot be cut
back. It is a very good thing that as a result of the
efforts of Ryszard Bugaj and others, the Par-
liamentary Comrnission has reiected proposals for
the fixillg of domestic rents at market levels. This
is to say that we calxlot allow the prograrnme of

social welfare to be abandoned for the sake of
goals of econornic policy.

lNhat forms should such utelfare take?
Material welfare and social securify should be

the departure points for defining the preferences
and goals which econoulic policy should airn to
achieve. The task of econornic policy is the choice
of means to achieve such ends. This is obvious,
but those who create and form opinion seem to be
continually disregarded. Frorn the outset, political
choices are involved and only after that a choice of
econorrlic instruments. If professional economists
are carryiry this out, tlren tlrey must act on the
basis of a political mandate. The programme
should be based upol'r a certain philosophy, from
which it is apparent what and who are given
priority.

You do not agree aith the present social and
econofitic progrnntflte. Wry not?

We have applied to the socialist system a
therapy entirely drawn from the capitalist system,
of full competition. With us the cohesive monopo-
listic system-not only in the sense that there is
only one owner, the state, but also in the sense of
teclrnological monopoly-leaves scarcely any
roorn for conrpetition. There are no owners either
who could lnove their capital from sectors and
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econonly to re-structure itself. Without these
elernents, if you have a urolletarist policy being
conducted by the state, the monopolists resort to
nrassive price increases. As a result, tlrere is no
dernand for goods, there are no sales and there is
a deep recession. So instead of the expansion of
the stronger areas at the expense of the weaker
ones, we have the collapse of everythir.g. This
threatens us with the lois of a significant part of
our econonlic potential and may lead to a collapse
like the East German one, but without West
Gerrnan money to perform a rescue operation.
After Gertnan unification, within tlre framework of
the world econonrlr it became apparent that
everything which had been built by socialism was
to be subject to the disciplines imposed by the
competitive rnarket.

We do not haoe such a nrunificent big brother.
Wut flre u)e to do?

We must accept that to reach the other shorc
represented by the nrarket economy will involve a
long period of transition and it is necessary to get
through this period without devastating our
potential. Although it is poor and ineffective, if we
lose it we will find ourselves on the level of the
Third World, from whence we will not be able to
return to Europe. If we are not be to united
Gerrnany as Litin America is to the United States,
we rnust modernise the assets we have. We will
not achieve this without significant intervention by
the state.

Nearly 907o of our econonty is in state hands. ln
conditions when this proprietor is not making nntch of
a job af nnnaging its enterprises, should we really look
to it interaening on a still greater scale?

Up until now we have had a colnrnand
econorny. It is difficult to call this interventionism.
This consists of applyirU econornic instruments
like credit guarantees, corlcessiolts, tax exemp-
tions, subsidies, anti-monopoly activity, the appli
cation of tax sanctions against excessive price
increases. Interventionism is indispensable to us as
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a suhfitute for the non-existent or badly function-
ing rnarket rnechanism.

Wry u)ere these failures in tlrc Gotrernntent's
prograrfirne not exposed by the Grouyt in Defence of
Workers' fnfurests, which you established in Parlia-
nrcnt?

This parliarnentary lobby, involving about 30
MPs and Senators was not very active, owing to a
serlse of loyalty to Tadeusz Mazowiecki. I have no
doubt that the extra-parliamentary grouping Soli-
darnosc Pracu (Labour Solidarity) will be more
oppositional to tlre Government. Organised group-
ings, such as the Association of Workers' Self-
Managernent Activists, can join it as well as

individuals. However this grouping has yet to
acquire a distinct political identity. A progralnrna-
tic statement has already been worked out and
preliminary discussions have been conducted by
the founding group, which includes Ryszard
Bugaj, Andrzej Milkowski, Jan lozef Lipski, Jerzy
Szczacki and others.

ln tlrc prograrnmatic thrses, of wltich you are
co-author, there is a lot of talk abcwt subsidies and state
interoention. These are easy ideas to pttt forutard, but
their realisatiotr Tlrnuld threaten an inerease in inflatiotr
and the destructiotr of a balanced budget. Are you not
afraid of these dangers?

As far as food and housing is concerned, we
propose the maintellance of existing subsidies and
not the creation of new ones. A faster than nornral
increase in prices imposes the highest costs of the
crisis on the poorest, so a significant part of the
budget should be directed at food and housing.
The requirement that everyone nlust buy from
their own money what they used to get at
half-price is an exaurple of text-book economics,
which does not take into consideration the
standard of living society actually has. State
intervention has real costs, though not in every
case. For example, sanctions against excessive
price rises by monopolies are not a charge upoll
the budget. Apart from this, there are still certain
reserves, wldch are being unnecessarily hoarded.

Wmt reserues?
One of them is the surplus from foreign trade.

With the present rnarket situatioll, lnoney earned
from export goods slrould be used. These funds
are not being used for imports and inflation is
stimulated as a result. Moreover tl're Government
will have resources as a result of privatisation,
which should be wholly dedicated to tl're restruc-
turing of the economy. Factories and branches
which have possibilities on the world urarket,
owing to their reasonable technological level, or
the large proportion of highly skilled labour in the
final product price, require slrpport. We are
talking here about the ship-yards, tlre food
industry and agrictrlture.

Agriculhtre has heen too brutsllv treated bv the
Mazowiecki Gooentment. The peasants are not earning
much. Hout are therl to escape from the claws of the
recession and win world marketsT

Our agriculttrral policy has upheld liberal
principles of non-interference, liberal even in
comparison to that of Westem governments,
which as a rule subsidise agriculture. This is the
way in which our agriculture has been forced to
try and confonn to a foreign lnodel. Even if
htrndreds of thousands of snrall farms packed up,
our agriculture would not in this way approximate
more closely to the Arnerican model, where this

sector employs a few per cent of the population. In
Poland there are no farmers able to take over
cultivation of abandoned land, nor is there
housing available in the cities for rnillions of
refugees from the countryside. In order to defend
tlre productive capacity of the peasant econoury
and the level of national food production, we must
make cheap credits available to the peasants. We
must introduce guaranteed minimuln prices for
solne goods, especially grain, as well as subsidis-
ing the retail prices of sonre food-stuffs with a key
position in the diet of the poorest section of the
colrllrlunity. This will cost, but leaving agriculture
to its owll devices will cost much more in the end.

Sooner or later there will not be enough r#ources
to finance preferred areas. Wrc will proaide the money
to sttpply these needs?

This is a question with which the Government
is always willing to silence demands for social
provisioll, such as health services, or culture.
Contrary to appearances, this is not a question of
accoulltancyr but a choice of values and goals,
where priority is to be given. According to tl're
new premises law, clinics, nurseries and libraries
will lrave to pay the rent set by the premises'
owners. The authors of this law in the Parliament
and Governurent have not inquired at whose
expelue this properfy right is to be accorded to the
private, co<>perative or colrlrrlunal owner. A
similar example is the tax relief for importers of
foreign goods. It all involves a rejection of the
social preferences of Solidarity before the change
of govemlrlellt. In 1980, the union gave priority to
defending the weak. Bus drivers went on strike for
creches for nurses.

You ltropose that the state should switch from an
excl usic,ely anti-inflationary pttli cy to an anti-recessiort
policy. Hctw shauld this Ll-turn be carried out?

Above all, not too suddenly. Tlre change of
coursc from the Balcerowicz Plan must be carried
out cautiotrsly, negotiated with the trade unions
and it must be comprehensible to the courrn[nity
at large. The Mazowiecki Government used blind
trust, burt now an agreelrlent with sociefy on
socio-ecollolnic affairs should have ulore of the
character of a social contract. Its implementatiott,
together with tlre conduct of goverriutent, should
be subject to continual monitoriug. In tlre present
situation, panic cave-ins to demands are des-
troying any econolnic strategy and leading to
ernpty shelves and Lypur-inflation, with a signifi-
cant lowering of the standard of living.

Gttlt€rttrneltt circles enaisage an exit from the
present douttr-turn thraugh pric,atisation. Do yott share
this uiew?

Without privatisation, the mechanistns of tlre
market econolny cannot begin to be activated. But
we should not deltrde ourselves that it will
extricate us from the crisis and change the face of
the Polish econolny. It will be necessary to wait for
a long time for this. The tendency of the state to
sell off good enterprises in order to promote
privatisation, whilst keeping hold of loss making
orles is a sacrifice of cornmoll seltse on the altar of
doctrine. Privatisation has to bring econotnic
benefits and not ideological ones. For this rnonitor-
ing must take place by Parliament, the workers'
councils and the trade unions.

Aren't your ideas just a copy of Westeru social
democracy?

Not a copy, since tlre Western social democrats
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do not have to deal with an allalogous situation.
There do exist undoubted similarities, but there
social democracy arises fronr a lay tradition, which
has separated itself from tlre formations with a
Christian origin. We do not believe in supporting
political divisiolls ol1 collfessional grotrnds. We
think it is particularly dauaging to try and
involve the Church in political in-fighting and
make it take sides in such conflicts. Proposals to
violate the neutralify of the state towards religiolrs
convictions and world-views are also dangerous.
This leads not only to breach of the principle of
equalify of rights between all citizelm but to a
clericalisation of public life. It may promote the
revival of anti-clericalisur. This sort of thing can do
furndamental harm to Poland. The Church which
was the force defending the nation frorn spiritual
sovietisation and was the mainstay of Solidarity,
in the face of totalitarian coercion, has an
urlquestionbd moral authority. This authority is
still necessary in a materially ruined Poland.
Therefore we will oppose all revivals of clericalism
or anti-clericalisrn.

You did not agree with the Mazowiecki Solidarity
Gocternrnent, nor with Democt'atic Action (ROAD) nor
with the Centre Agreentent, Are you an eternal
oppositiotrist?

Not an eternal one, but a fairly stubborn one. I
do not agree with the definition of a political party
that it is all organisation dedicated to gaining and
then retainillg power. I could participate in a
political party which was dedicated only to the
achievement of certain social goals. If conditiolls
are not ripe for realising these goals in govern-
tttent, then instead of entering government and
giving Llp otl proclairning the values I have always
held, I would prefer to put presslrre on the

Government from a position of opposition, to do
what was necessary.

Wrat kind of supytort does Solidarnosc Pracy
hac,e?

The majority of trade union activists who were
involved in politics joined either Democratic
Action or the Centre Agreernent at the tirne of the
split in the Citizens' Comrnittees, with both of
whicl^r we have fundamental programmatic differ-
erlces. I think that Scrlidarnosc Pracy has the challce
to win significant support if it carl find people on
the ground to work for it. These should be new
activists, rather than those from olle fixed position
or another.

A lot of intellectuals think that there is goittg to be
a dictatorship of the Ttroletariat, or an presidential
reltublic. They are afraid tlmt their role will be

restricted to a minintutn. Are their fears justified?
Working class people are not the ones who

have a lot of political influence today. Tlre social
background of the President does not affect this at
all. A presidential republic is a lot less democratic
than a parliarnentary one. The President in tl're
nature of things, does not reflect the political
diversity of society and at the salne time he is not
subject to the scrutiny of Parliarnent, which will
reflect the political make-up of society, once
democratic elections have taken place. In tense
social conditions, with relatively weak dernocratic
traditions and the characteristic 'leadership syrl-
drome' of Polish political culture, then a presiden-
tial republic may swiftly develop into a dictator-
ship. Tlre intelligentsia may take sorne knocks
from such a dictatorship-but the truncheons are
always rnainly for the workers, struggling for
bread. It is up to us all not to allow this to happen.
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Compared with some of the other

countries of Eastern Europe,

especially the GDR , Czechosloztakia

and Romnntn, the trnnsition from
cofftmunist monopoly of power to
multi-party democrncy in Hungary

fippenred as altnost a naturnl
detteloptnent, The two core elements

of the transition in the Warsaw

Pnct stntes, political
democratisation and the turn to the

market, had been prEared otley 6

longer thne in Hungary. The

lhnited but real liberalisn of the

Kadarist reginre had allowed an

nlternatizte intellectunl elite to
emerge nnd to articulate its idens,

by
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political transformation taking place within the
entire region of Eastern Europe, includirg the
Soviet Union. Historically, it has its roots in the
conflicts that developed out of tlre Russian
revolution of 1917 and the division of Europe after
the Second World War.

In looking at the various factors that led to tlre
end of the cornmunist system in Hungary, I place
special emphasis ol"r the internal collapse or
"selfdissolution" of the Kadarist regime. This is
not to deny the irnportance of other factors. The
Kadarist regirne did not dissolve itself from
enlightened benevolence. The successive conces-
sions to the demands for political democracy,
market rationality and historical truth, concessions
which undermined its own legitimacy and histor-
ical raison d'etre, represented, at the same time,
calculated attempts at survival, however desper-
ate. Among those other factors at work one has to
list the role of the intellectual opposition (accom-
panied by increasing popular dissatisfaction), the
new situation created by Gorbachev and, in
particular, the failure of tlre regiure to resolve the
problerns of the economy. The history of attempts
to reform the Hungarian ecollomy, to overcorne
the obstacles to growth and efficiency which *ere
already clearly visible in the bureaucratically
centralised ecorlolny in the 1950s, and the lessons
drawn from this experience by econornists and
other intellectuals inside and outside the HSWP,
form an essential part of the background to tlre
events leading up to April 1,990.

Failure of economic reform
Open dissatisfaction with the results of the
courmand econolrly and attempts to refortn it by
increasing the role of the market were not peculiar
to Hungary. Tl'rere were atternpted refortns in
Poland in the 1950s, in the GDR (the New
Economic Systern) and in the Soviet Union (the
Kosygin reforms) in the early 1960s, as well as

elsewhere. Br.rt of all these attempts, only the
Hungarian reforrn of 7968, the New Economic
Mechanism, survived.

The basic concept of the reforur, the product
of intense work by econotnic officials, academics
and enterprise mal'tagers during tlre two years
before it was introduced as a total package in
1968, was a clear one: to maintain kuy elements of
planning and central direction of the economy,
while allowing a greater role for thee tnarket,
money, flexible prices and managerial initiative.
The first stage of refonn thus ended mandatory
planning targets and central resburce allocatiott.
Managers were to be guided by tlre criterion of
profitability, while self-financing and bank credits
were to be the main source of investment finatlce.
State guidance of tlre economy was to be indirect,
by mealls of taxatiott, fiscal and exchauge policies.
Essentially the reforurs involved a transfer of
certain property rights from the nrinistries to
enterprise managers. It was a "technocratic or
marlagerial version of market-oriented economic
refornr"l and at l1o stage did tlre comlnunist
reformers envisage a genuine democratisation of
the ecollorny or any form of workers' self-
managernent. The reform also didn't envisage alry
significant expansion of private enterprise. After
sorne retrenchment in the early 7970s, a second
round of reforms in the early 1980s attempted to

AT THE SAME TIME, the ullevell but iucreasirUly
rnore radical implernentation of urarket-style re-
forms by the regime ever since 1968 and the
increasing acceptance of market regtrlatiort, at both
practical and theoretical levels, inside and outside
the Communist Party, nteant that there was
alrcady a large amount of agrcelneut on fundame-
ntal direction within the official, senti-official and
oppositional elite. The transitiorr in Hungary,
therefore, took the form of a shift of political
power within what was a very narrow stratum of
Hungarian society, the political and cultural elite
without mass involvement btrt not, of course,
without obiective socio-econonric and political
pressure, both dornestic and international.

The presellt article examines the Hungarian
"peaceful revolution" within its own national
context. It is clear, however, that, although the
transition in Hungary had specific national charac-
teristics, it is not possible to give an adequate
explanation of these events within such a lirnited
framework. The collapse of Kadarist rule in
Hungary is part of a (continuing) social and
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deal with recogllised weaknesses and problerns
thrown up by tlre unfavourable econolnic climate
of tlre 1.97As. These new measures included a
greater role for the private sector ("economic
partnerships" and "intra-enterprise contract
groups"), irlcreased autonorny for enterprise rnan-
agers (enterprise councils) and price reform.

The economic partnership law allowed from
two to thirty people to set up small private
business units. In 1980 the legal private sector had
contributed only 3To to gross domestic product.
Combined with the household plots in agriculture,
tlre figure was solnewhat less than -1,07'/o. By the
late 1980s, the sharc of the private sector and
household plots had doubled. The 1984 law or1

enterprise councils transferred even greater power
to enterprise rnallagers. Formally, it had the
appearance of a selFmanagenlent law. In small
firms (less than 500 workers) workers' assemblies
hired or fired managers without ministerial
interference. In medium and in some large
enterprises, all enterprise council with workers,
uranagernent and party representatives was re-
sponsible for appointing mallagers and making all
"strate gic" decisions collcernirrg the enterprise
(long-terur plans, lnergers, bonds, etc.). The actual
result of this refonn was to strengthen the role of
tlre managerial group. Il'l '1,986 the Bankruptcy Law
was introduced, the first in Eastenr Europe, but in
practice very few enterprises were closed down,
for obvious political reasons,

By the end of the 1980s, howcver, the balance.
sheet was still a negative ol1e. The reform had
undoubtedly brought about improvements in
econornic life. Enterprises became more sensitive
to demand and costs; there was a greater
respolrsiveness to collsuuter needs and colue-
quently a mllch higher level of consulner satisfac-
tion than elsewhere in eastern Europe; tlre
co-operative sector, particularly in agriculture, was
relatively successful (in the rnid-eighties this sector
accounted for over SAVo of gross agricultural
output).

But the assesslnent made by economists and
officials, including leading party functionaries,
was that the reform had not brought about tlre
kind of qualitative breakthrough that the refor-
mers had hoped for. This assesslnent was based
ol'l two criteria that had to do with the goal and
the instrurnent of tlre reforur process. The goal of
the refornr was econolnic efficiency, with all that
this iurplied for clualify of goods, export, etc. The
rneans was greater reliance on market as opposed
to bureaucratic coordination. There never had
been any wider conception of a new socialist
proiect such as had inforrned the early Yugoslav
self-management refonrls. In the second half of tl're
1980s, Hungarian econoulic perforulance, based on
the standard criteria of growth, productivity, real
income, foreign trade and indebtedness, was no
better off than the unreformed econouries of the
other CMEA states. Living standards were in
actual c{ecline (had fallen back, in fact, to 1,973
levels); Hungary had the highest per-capita debt
of all the CMEA countries ($ZO billion); 2A% of the
10 million poptrlation lived below the official
subsistence level; trade with Western countries
had declined.

But not o,rly had the reforur failed to achieve
its goals in terms of economic performaltce/ there
was also a widespread recogllition that there had

been no qualitative shift from bureaucratic to
market coordination. Accordi.g to Janos Kornai,
one of Hungary's rnost respected economists,
writing in L986: "...nlanagerial career, the firm's
life and death, taxes, subsidies and credit, prices
and wages, all financial 'regulators' affecting the
firrn's prosperity, depend lnore on the higher
authorities than on market performance".2 This
view was expressed even Erore strongly by Tamas
Bauer: "Despite their greater legal or formal
independence, Hungarian state enterprises were
lrlore dependent on bargaining with state author-
ities by the urid-1980s than they had been 10-15
years earlier."3

Since neither the economic officials llor tlre
vast bulk of tlre establishment and dissident
intelligentsia ever considered democratic control
of decision-making as an alternative to the
coercive discipline of the rnarket, the failures of
the Htrngarian economy were generally attributed,
by practically all of tl're critical intelligentsia and
increasingly by party leaders themselves, to a

"failure to irnplernent" rnarket policies consistent-
ly. Towards the end of the 1980s party leaders
were openly embracing tl're market economy (a

rnarket not only in goods but also in capital and
labour) as the only way to bring about prosperity.
At the begiruring of 1989, the HsWP-dominated
parliarnent introduced the Company Law wl'rich,
in effect, legitirnised private ownership of tlre
lrleans of production. Other laws throughout this
period opened the way to foreign ownership, the
sell-off of state enterprises and a stock rnarket.

This fundamental shift in official social values
and objectives carrid out by tlre colnrnLlnists in
power/ though not, of course, without internal
party struggles, was assisted by perestroika in the
Soviet Union, which renroved the last ideological
constraints on the Hungarian comrnunist leader-
ship. Thus the move towards a full-scale (capital-
ist) market econorny, which is the goal of the
present post-communist regime, had been pre-
pared over a longer period by Hungarian corn-
munists themselves.

Hungary's "stagnation period"
There are a nurnber of paradoxes in the transition
to norl-comrnunist rule in Hungary. The number
of active oppositionists was very small and the
nlass of tlrs people were politically apathetic. The
political power which was wrested frorn tlre hands
of the Ciech, East Gerrnan and Romanian parties
by mass popular action appears to have been
almost voluntarily conceded by the HSWP to
parties led by srnall groups of intellectuals who
failed to mobilise even half the population to vote
in tlre final round of voting in April 1990. The final
political demise of Kadarisrn/ identified for so long
with policies of market-style reform and (limited)
political liberalisation, becarne evident at the same
tirne as Gorbachevism, rnodelled on sirnilar
policies, was signalling the end of Brezhnevite
stagnation and giving a new boost to Soviet
political life.

The particular form of transition in Hungary
was determined, within the context of the given
international situation, by the combination of three
internal factors: the nature of Kadarisrn itself as a
political foruration; the economic, political and
socio-ctrltural stagnation which was evident from
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the rnid-1980s and whicl'r tl're Kadarist leadership
was incapable of reversing; the absence, within the
HSWR of an alternative leadership or political
strategy capable of winning the support of any
significant section of the Hungarian working class.

After the defeat of both the corrllrlunist
reformers and the old hardliners in the wake of
1956, as well as the brutal repression of the
lloll-colnlrlLlltist parties, the Kadarist parf/r during
the 1960s, consolidated its rule on the basis of
what appeared as a twofold corlprornise with or
concession to Hungarian sociefy. On the one hand,
the regirne pursued an economic policy which
made real irnprovements in the qualify of life of
the ordinary people. On the other hand, restric-
tions on intellectual and cultural life, of the type
comrnon throughout the Soviet bloc, were signifi-
cantly relaxed. A certain freedom to exchange
ideas and information within tl're intellectual and
acadeuric cornrnunity, the freedorn to pursue one's
career and to travel created a certain modus aiaadi
between tlre intelligentsia and the Kadarist regime
while consLrmer satisfaction and perceived im-
provelnents in everyday life achieved the desired
effect of depoliticising tlre broad mass of Hunga-
rian society. The Kadarist regilrle, installed on the
back of Soviet rnilitary power in '1.956, had no
illusions about its real position vis-i-vis the mass
of the people. The official slogan, "wlloever is not
against us is witlr Lls", was a formula designed to
encourage passivity.

This "historical courprourise" with the intellec-
tuals, characteristic of Kadaristrl, was much
discussed during the 1,970s. Mihaly Vajda, a
one-time pupil of Lukacs and expe.lled from the
party (and from his post as philosopher) in 7973,
described it tl'rus: "The basic structure was not
called into question by the intellectuals, wl'rile, ot1
the other hand, the party leadership did its trtmost
to ensure that within these limitations life was as
tolerable as possible. And thus what happened is
that the Hungarian autl'rorities becaure 'liberal'."4
The surall nurnber of public "dissidents" were
harassed and consumer prosperity was limited,
but these two elements of the consolidation helped
create a certain kind of distorted "legitim acy" for
Kadarist rule. This distinguislred the cornrrlunist
regime in Hungary from all the others in Eastern
Europe. This colnpromise with the intelligentsia
and collsulrler-friendly econolnic policy created an
important political reserve for Kadarisrn. By the
mid-1980s it was clear that this political reserve
was exhausted and the signs of stagnation were
becoming increasingly evident. Throughout the
second half of the decade the regiure faced an
economic and social/political crisis which under-
mined the twin pillars of its authority.

In econouric life, living standards for large
sections of the population could only be main-
tained by recoLlrse to the "secorld econorny". Btrt
increasing self-exploitation had its physical limits
and it also had the unwelcome effect of increasing
social inequality since not all social groLlps, for
instance workers in the big industrial enterprises,
had equal access to the second ecollorrly. Conslun-
er satisfaction depended on an expanding national
income and, in the expellsive Soviet-type econorrly
that existed in Hungary, this depended or1 a
strrplus labour force and a cheap supply of raw
materials and energy. These precollditions dis-
appgnred during the "1,970s and the only way that

the regirne could go or1 financing stability
(consutrler satisfaction and depoliticisation) was
tluough increasing the national debt. Hungary
became tl"re biggest per-capita borrower in Eastern
Europe. But this also had its limits and, in fact,
only served to intensi$ the crisis. ln 1975, 207o of
Hungary's hard currency exports went to servic-
ing the national debt; in 1986 this debt-service
ratio had risen b 6AVo. In 19SZ Hungary joined the
IMF and, throughout the 1980s, had to agree to a

series of austerity rneasures which further in-
creased the alienation of tl're population from the
regime. It clearly had no solution to the intensify-
ing economic and social crisis. Sandor Gaspar,
tGrl leader of the trade uuions and Politburo
member, expressed the view in 1986 that Hungary
was facing its "gravest political crisis since 1,956".

This growing economic and social crisis began
to undermine the regime's relationship with the
intelligentsia (the professional middle classes) and
irnportant groups of establishment intellectuals
llow refused to acquiesce in Comtnunist Party
policy. Two significant events in 1986 signalled the
regirne's isolation. The first was a docutnent
entitled "Turuing Point and Refortn", drawn up
by 68 experts, mally of them moderate tnembers
of the establishment. It was discussed and rejected
by the Central Comtnittee. In Septernber 1987, it
formed the basis of a letter to parliarnentary
deputies signed by 100 prominent intellectuals.
After painting a grirtr picture of the crisis, in which
"labour lnorale is crunrbling as is the cohesiveness
of society", the signatories called for radical
economic and political reform. Economically, they
proposed that "all economic activify, save the
energy industry and public utilities, (be placed)
undcr the control of thc lrlarket." Politically, they
proposed a series of democratic demands which,
altlrough falling short of urulti-parfy detnoctac! r

called for increased power of parliamettt, tl're
freedom to establish associations, freedom of press
and so on.S

The second indicatiott, itt Novetnber 1985, was
the defeat, in elections, of pro-regime officials in
the leadership of the Writers' Uuion. The Kadarist
leadersLip retaliated by demaudir.g that Party
urernbers leave the union and establish a new one.
The demand was ignored by the vast majority of
party n'leutbers, exposing not only the isolation
but the growing irnpotence of the parfy leadership
(tl're crisis in the Writers' Uuioll was occasioned by
a criticisrn of the regime's policies by a grouP of
populist writers). During the second half of the
decade the rupture between the regime and the
establishureut intellectuals becaure comPlete. With
the coming to power of Gorbachev in the Kremlin
and with the adroption, by the new Soviet
leadership, uot only of Hungarian-style market
policies but especially of llew iuteruational and
security policies which tnade a peaceful dissolu-
tion of the post-war arrangeurent in Europe uot
only possible but inevitable, the Hungarian
establishrnent intelligentsia iucreasingly exPressed
its vision of the future iu the curreltcy of radical
liberalism: a capitalist nrarket economy in a

parliamentary deurocracy ecellolnically and cultu-
rally linkect to the West. The social basis of
Kadarisln, as a distinct form of bureaucratic rule
in Eastern Europe, no longer existed.
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The party reformers
Tlre 1,986 report mentioned above had been
prepared under the auspices of the People's
Patriotic Front, which had been set up by Imre
Nugy in 1954 to involve non-parfy people in the
affairs of govenlrnent. Since 1982 the PPF had
been led by Imre Pozsgay. Pozsgay becarne
Minister of Culture in 7976 but lost the post in
19BZ because of his suspected nationalist and
liberal tendencies. He was prolrlinent in the liberal
refornr wing of thc,' party and was now using the
PPF to create a base for ldmself and to establish
closer ties with tl're critical irrtelligentsia. Although
claiming continuity with the refonners of 1956, the
Pozsgay grouping in the parly were really o lnore
modern phenolnellon, ideologically and politically
rnore in tune with the populist intelligentsia
whose pro-Western and pro-capitalist orientation
was given organisational expression in the Hunga-
rian Deurocratic Forurn, established in Septernber
1987. Essentially, the Pozsgay grouping were
opportunistically reacting to the impending crisis,
the winds of change from Moscow and tlre
intelligentsia's disillusionment with alry forln of
"socialist" planning. Their initial proposal was for
what Rezsri Nyers called "a retum to the politics
of the anti-fascist Popular Frorlt" which would
"unite all progressive forces in alliance with the
party".7 Nyers, a former social democrat, and
famous as the "father of the 1968 reforrls",
attenrpted in the spring of 1968 to establish a New
March Front of communist and lloll-party intellec-
tuals. The initiative caule to nothing but it did
indicate the intensity of the battle tlrat was ltow
going ol1 inside the parfy between the liberal
reform current and the party establishrnent. There
was even a Politburo special investigation after the
trade union boss, Gaspar/ accLlsed Nyers of
plotting to split the party and reestablish the
Social Deurocratic Party.

Although this liberal-refonn grouping had
initially little basis of support in the party, tlrey
were being propelled forward by a combination of
factors. Firstly, the Kadarist leadership, after more
than thirty years in power, were clearly failing to
deal adxluately with the crisis. On 77 March 1988,
the doy oll which another opposition grouping
was formed, the Network of Free Initiatives (later
to become one of the two main parties in
parliament, the Alliance of Free l)emocrats), Kadar
claiured, in a television address to the nation, that
"tlrere is no cluestion of any sort of crisis...
everyolre has to do their work as before, only
better and ulore diligently". Secondly, their
policies were rrlore in tune not only with the
demands of tl're intelligentsia but also with the
reqtrirements of the IMF, whicl'r was demanding a
nlore consistent application of market discipline as
a precondition for further assistance. Finally, they
were also seen as being nlore in tune with the new
order being created in Moscow as well as with the
inevitable moves towards greater democratisation.

If one call locate a decisive tuming-point in the
Hungarian process/ it was probably the party
conference in May 1988, where Kadar and rnost of
his supporters in the Politburo were relnoved.
Karoly Grosz took Kadar's place as party leader,
wlrile the leading refomrers, Pozsgay and Nyers,
joined the Politburo. The Grosz leadersl'rip, howev-
er, could only be alt interiur arrangeurent. To

understand the objective dilernrna of this new
leadership, one has to appreciate two things.
Firstly, the old leadership was Kadarist, not
traditional Stalinist. Kadar was not Honecker or
Ceausescu. The Kadarists were the traditional
"reforrners" who wanted to combine "plan and
rnarket", who had already distanced thernselves
from the old command rnodel of the ecorlomy.
They had also given Llp any attempts to control
the cultural and intellectual life of tlre nation.
Secondly, l'ro section of the new leadership
envisaged a strategy which would radically alter
the relationship between the governing and the
goverued in any way which was recognisably
socialist. "Working class" and even "socialism"
now joined "conununisrn" and "dictatorship of the
proletatiat" as ernbarrassing ellcuulbrances frorn
tlre past. There was to be no "third way" in
Hungary.

the Grosz leadership was to make concessions to
the path proposed by what was now clearly a
social-democratic cLlrrellt under Pozsgay and
Nyers. Economic legislation speeded ,p the ternpo
of market reforrrls already initiated under the old
leadership. Thus a new Cornpany Law was
introduced from the start of 1,989 allowing the
gelleral establishment of joint stock colrlpanies, the
aim of which was to create a competitive capital
market. The number of ernployees allowed in a
private enterprise rose from 30 to 500 and foreign
finns were now pennitted to bry up entire
Htrngarian companies. During the sununer of 1988
a radical austerity programrne was agreed which
reduced subsidies on consumer goods and envis-
aged a threefold increase in urlelnployment to
around 100,000. Politically, the Central Cornmittee
in February of 7989 accepted the principle of a
multi-parry system. At 'the Fouiteentir Parfy
Congress, held 6-9 October 1989, the Hungarian
Socialist Workers' Parfy was renamed tlre Hunga-
rian grcialist Parfy (HSP). It now committed itself
to a western-style welfare state/market-based
econorny in a rnulti-party parliamentary system.
Rezsci Nyers was elected party president. The
"radicals" rlow had control of the parfy.

During the three years while the parfy
underwent a profound crisis of leaderslrip and
strategy, the country at large remained peaceful.
Numerous surveys reported growing discontent as
the scope of the general rnalaise becalne evident.
The country 'tnjoyed" the highest suicide rate in
the world and tlie-highest peicapita consumption
of hard liquor. Official figures put the nurnber of
alcoholics at over l'ralf a rnillion. The World Health
Orgarrisation published figures which showed that
Hungary had the highest mortality rate in the
3544 age group, in tl're context of an overall
declining life expectancy. Crime in Budapest rose
by 30Vo in the early 1980s. The rrlass of the people
reurained passive. It was tlre intellectuals who
began to organise.

In Septeurber 1,987 populist intellectuals held a

meeting to which Pozsgay was invited to speak.
This meeting established tlre Hungarian Democra-
tic ForulJl. Its uranifesto was revealed by Pozsgay
in all interview in November, in what was a

ptrblic challenge to Kadar. In March 1988 a group
of law students established the Federation of
Young Dernocrats (FYD), a challenger to the old
Communist Youth League, rnembership of which
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was rapidly declining. Within a few weeks the
FYD clairned over a thousand urembers. The
government banned the organisation but the ban
was ineffectual. In early May tl're dissidents of the
democratic opposition, the so-called "urbanist
intellectuals", set up an open organisation, the
Network of Free Initiatives, later to become the
Association of Free Democrats. Other parties were
either established or "revived", amollg them the
Independent Srnallholders' Party, the Hungarian
Social Dernocratic Party, the Christian Democratic
Party and many otlrers.

In January 1989 tlre governrnent arulounced
that Imre Nagy would be given an official burial
and a few days later a committee headed by
Pozsgay described the 7956 events as a "popular
uprising". In May '1,989 Hungary began to
dismantle the barbed wire fence on its border with
Austria. A cluarter of a rnillion people attended the
reburial of Nagy and tlre government entered into
round-table talks with the opposition. In Septem-
ber parliament introduced six bills dealing with
the establishment of political parties, electoral law,
the setting up of a constitutional court and refonn
of the penal code. Presidential elections were
planned for November 1989 and Pozsgay's aim
was to be elected president. But the Free
Democrats and Young Democrats opposed the
election and collectec{ more than the 100,000
signatures llecessary to force a referenduur on the
issue. The outcome was a victory for tl're Free
Democrats. Now the calrlpaign began for the
elections in tl're spring of 1990.

Meanwhile, within two months of the October
conference whiclr gave victory to the liberal
reformers and a ltew ltalne to the party, a "revived
HSWP" announced its existence. In Jarruary 1990
it published a progralrllrle which expressed a

courmitrnent to social ownership and opposition to
"domination by the big capitalist lnonopolies".
The revived parfy was marginalised in the
subsequent elections (3.7%). At the October
conferellce of the HSP a People's Deruocratic
Platforlrl presented a left-wing alternative to w}rat
it called the "old colmervative Stalinist forces" and
tlre right wing under Pozsgay. It was members of
the People's Democratic Platform who, along with
other non-party individuals and left-wing lneln-
bers of other parties, establislred the Left Alterna-
tive which is active in prolnotirg the establish-
rnent of workers' councils in the enterprises (dealt
with below).

But jurst as the logic of the party establishment
under Crosz had left it with llo consistent
alternative to that proposed by the social-dernocra-
tie urarketeers under Pozsgay and Nyers, so llow
the HSP was offering no recogllisable alternative
to that being offered tlre Hungarian electorate by
the new parties of the intellectuals which had
blossomed into existence during 1987-88. The
revision of party policy ol'r 1956, puslred for by
Pozsgay, only served to further undermine what
remained of the legitimacy of the old party regime
with wl{ch Pozsgay was associated. The populists
in the HFD were not to be outdone in their
defence of the Hungarians in Romania. The Free
Democrats and the HDF offered not only lnore
radical market policies br"rt also enioyed tl're
surpport of the political elites in Western Europe
and North America. The Western European social
democratic parties had thrown their weight

behind tlre tiny Hungarian Social Dernocratic
Party, forrned in January 1989. A poll in March-
April 1989 gave the HSWP only 26c/o support in
BudapeSt, where 20Vo of the population live.

Of course, tl'rings seeln inevitable only in
lrindsight. At the end of 1987, the well-known
dissident, Janos Kis, wrote in the opposition
lnagazine, Beszelo, that "a neutral, rnultiparty,
independent Hungary remains but a distant
illusion."s

What assesslnent is one to urake of the role of
tl're Pozsgay-Nyers current during this period?
Clearly, they reflected the disillusionment in the
Hungarian establishment intelligentsia and of
econornic officials with any form of traditional
central planning. They were the most clear-sighted
in the party in recognising tlre consequences of
ideological disintegration, the economic/social
crisis and the international effects of Gorbachev'
isur and they sought, in a pragmatic and
opportunist wa! r to retain a share of power for the
party tluough some fornr of coalition, preferably
with the populist currents organised in the HDF.
Their own ideological development during the
preceding period precluded any attempt to find a
"tlrird way" (suclr as that favoured at the time by
the reformed party in the GDR under Gysi) or to
offer themselves as defenders of working-class
interest during the difficult transition period (the
Romanian ex-corrlnrunists under Iliescu have
adopted this stance, though with questionable
sincerify). In fact, at the HSWP conference in
October 1989, Pozsgay ullsuccessfully sought to
comrnit the party to banning any organisation in
tl're factories (a law to this effect was passed by the
HSP-dominated parliarnent only olle week later).

To surnrnarise: the stagnation and social/
ecol'rornic crisis which resulted from the failure of
the regime's economic policy undennined the
pillars of Kadarist stability-reasonable living
standards for the masses and accluiescellce of the
intellectuals. Since a "Chinese solution" was not
an option, the parfy, urrder its liberal democratic-
reformist wing, opted for a parliamentary capital-
ist-market solution which corresponded to the
wishes of the intellectuals and urhrry of its own
officials. In the elections of April 1990 the HSP
was defeated overwhehningly by the two main
pro-capitalist parties, the Dernocratic Forurn, with
which Pozsgay had once tried to collaborate, and
tl're Free f)emocrats, led by the dissidents of the
1970s.

Before looking at these llew political forces
tl'rat organised themselves and played a crucial
role in the Hungarian transition, it is essential to
mention, if only briefly, the role played by
historical memory in undermining Kadarist legiti-
nlacy. In Hungary, as throughout nrost of Easterrl
Europe and in tlre Soviet reptrblics during this
period, the question of history plays a crucial role.
Wlratever its ultilnate significance nlay be, as a
surrogate for political programlrle, as a uleans of
creating or recreating natioual identity, itt the
Hungarian context it meant first and foremost
7956. Pozsgays's collcession, in 1989, that 7956 had
not been a counter-revolution but a "popular
uprising", d collcession later accepted by the party
leaderslrip, completely undermined the legitirnacy
of the Kadarist regime. Nagy's rehabilitation and
tlre nrass demonstiation of einotion at the tirne of
his reburial in June 1989 served as a further
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-demonstration of the significallce of this collces-
sion. Not only did it expose the illegitimacy of the

:-r.:H;J:'::,;:i"1il:'"*,xiJ'T,f ffi ,':?"['.11
with respect to Hungary's independence and a
multi-party system. Not only Gyorgy Krasso's
October Party, on the left, but also Pozsgay anct
tl'le "free enterprise" parties ol1 the right professed
tlreir adherellce to the symbol of 7955. The renewal
of the ideas of 1956 was, however, a very selective
olle. Nagy's version of reform colnlnunisrn was
not revived, while the workers and the workers'
councils, what for lrlarly has been the real meaning
of 1956, remained buried in collective amnesia.

ileur political forces
The "liberalisur" of the Kadar era did not extend
to permitting the foruration of independent
political associations or parties. The Courrnunist
Party's lrlollopoly of power was a core element of
thL. systeur whiclt was breached in Hturgary, as

elsewhere in Eastern Europe, only in the final
stages of the system's demise.

Hungary, throughout the 7970s, had had its
small grolrp of public dissidellts. Urban intellec-
tuals, some with a Marxist background, they
ptrblished samizdat, established links with West-
ern left-wing anrJ liberal-democratic groups and,
although harassed by tl're regirne, were never
considered a political threat. Among thern were a
large. number of ecorlolnists, sociologists and
plrilosophers and their writings during the "1,970s

and 1980s were arl important source of analysis
and inforuration for the Western left concerned
with the issues of socialism and dernocracy in
Eastem Europe. In the 1980s the issues of peace
and ecology broadened the scope of the indepen-
dent groups and led to connections with the West
European peace nlovelrlents and environrnental
groups. In Muy 1988, thcy cstablished the Net-
work of Free Initiatives, an above-ground political
organisation whicll, ir"l Novernber of that year/ was
reformed as a political parfy, the Alliance of Free
Democrats (AFD). They distinguished themselves,
as a political group, by their reiection of all forms
of economic nationalism or separatism or of any
"third", specifically Hungarian road, by their
ernphatic identification with Western cultural and
political values and by their hard-nosed insistence
orl tl're need for unlimited foreign capitalist
penetration of tlre Hungarian ecorlomy. They were
closely allied with the Federation of Young
Dernocrats who had a sinrilar, if somewhat more
radical, approach to the issues of marketisation
and Hungarian indepenclence.

Altl'rough the dissident intellectuals of the AFD
were well established as a group bc.fore May 1988,
they were rrot tlre first to establish themselves as
a (potential) political party. This took place in
Septernber 1987, with the ftlnnation of the
Hungarian Dernocratic Foruur (HDF). The back-
grotrnd of tl're intellecturals who established the
Forunr was cltrite different from that of the
dissident urban intellectuals who establishe'd the
AFD. Critical, but not "dissident" writers in the
populist tradition, they emphasised the values of
the nation and the faurily, saw tlre Soviet system
as "alien to the rration" and were collcerned that
foreign capital should not have too great a share
of Hungarian industry. They described themselves

in their electoral progralnlne as a "dernocratic
natiorlal centre party", incorporating
"christiandemocratic ideas of the French or West
Gerrnan Wpe" with "middle-class liberal values"
which put it "close to the Democratic Parfy of the
United States". Although there were undoubtedly
anti-semitic manifestations alnoltg solrte of its
supporters, the HDF rejected the charge that its
"popular-natiorlal" approach was a guise for
anti-semitism. On fundanrental econornic and
social issues there appears to be very little
difference of substallce between the two main
anti-courmunist parties, with the Forurn perhaps
cautious of the Free Democrats' apparent comrnit-
ment to unbridled economic liberalisln. The HDF
is not a tluowback to pre-war nationalist thinking
and, althotrgh nationalist writers like Istvan
Csurka have been prourinent in the Forurn from
tl're beginning, they are nst likely to be a dominant
force. In both its policies and leaders, the HDF
defends capitalist urodernisation, a welfare state
and parliamentary denrocratic institutions and
sees its task as bringing Hungary back into the
Western cultural traditiotl.

Right from the beginning in '1,987, and in the
subsequent period leading up to the elections in
"1,990, there was a certain amount of overt hostility
between these two rnain rivals to the HSWP/HSP.
The AFD leaders (Janos Kis, Laszlo Rajk, Balint
Nag!, Gabor Demszky, Miklos Haraszti and many
others) had openly opposed the regime as

dissidents for many years, with all that this
irnplied in tenns of careers, police harassment,
restricted travel possibilities, etc. The Foruur
leaders (Jozef Antal, Istvan Csurka/ mal1y well-
known writers and artists), although not party
meurbers, had held reasonably important positions
in Hungary's cultural and intellectual life. Pozsgay
had been invited to speak at the inaugural meeting
of tlre Forum in the village of Lakitelek in 1,987 but
the dissidents had not been invited. The Free
Democrats accused tlre Forunl of wanting to do a
deal with the reformed cornmunists about sharing
power. There were suggestions that the Forum's
attitude was determined by tlre fact that ulany of
the Free Democratic leaders were Jewish. These
hostilities, however, were not based on fundame-
ntal political differences.

In fact a basic unity among all the political
forces at the top was a feature of this first phase
in the Hungarian transition, a feature which it
shared with other Eastern European countries. The
new elite groups that forrned themselves around
parties and contested the Hungarian elections
were not articulating already existing (or conflict-
ir.g) social interests. The relation of these parties
and groups to society was very tenuous, hence
their programmes had a very abstract character.
The decision of the ex-comrnunists, the HSP, to
break their organisational links with tlre factories
appeared to be making u virtue of this abstractiott.
In this type of situation national and historical
symbols, moral stances and utopian projections
(Europe, the market, Western values) assurne a
greater irnportance than articulated social alterna-
tives.

These two parties, which betweeu them
captured rnore than two thirds of the vote in tlre
April electior"l, were able to capitalise on tlre
widespread dissatisfaction inside tl're working
class concerning deterioration in living standards
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and bleak prospects for the future, the equally
widespread disillusionment arnong the intellige-
ntsia (including in the Communist Party itsel0
with any form of "socialist economic planning"
and the belief that only the market and links with
the West offered any hope of prosperity. At the
sarne tirne, they were more in tune, especially the
Forum, with certain k*y aspects of modern
Hungarian political culture-self-identification as
a Western society, resentment at the limitations
irnposed on national life after 1947 and the
"imposed compromise" of 1956, and concern for
the Hungarian diaspora.

During the period after 1987, quite a number
of political groups and partim were established
but none of them, for a variety of different
reasons, succeeded in establishing a significant
base in Hungarian society. Sorne of the rnore
right-wing of those attempted to establish a
continuity with pre-1947 traditions, in particular
the Independent Srnallholders' Party (ISP), estab-
lislred in November 1988, which won around 'l.1.Vo

of the popular vote and became a coalition partner
of the Dernocratic Forum in the new government.
The ISP sought to create a rural base for itself and
distinguished itself within the Hungarian political
spectrurn by demanding that the land be returned
to its owners according to the 1947 registers. In the
1945 elections, the Smallholders had won 577o of
tlre vote, against the Communist Party's 17Vo. But
45 years on, any legitirnacy conveyed by the past
had little purchase on the ordinary Hungarian,
whose political vision was fcrcused on the future,
the market and the West. The structure of rural
Hungary has also radically changed since 1945.
The reforms attempted in industry had been
implemented much earlier and more successfully
in agriculture. Three quarters of the agricultural
workforce are part of cooperatives (average size:
41000 hectares). This cooperative structure has
allowed a high level of mechanisation and a level
of productivity close to Western standards with
obvious consequences for rural living standards.
Private-plot production has been encouraged and
is the source of around ?*7o of Hungary's
agricultural output. Orrly around 67o of tlre
agricultural workforce are professional private
farmers. The agricultural sector has, in tact, been
very successful. Hungary supplies its own popula-
tion with most food items and is, at the same time,
a net exporter of agricultural goods. Although
there are undoubtedly problems in rural Hungary,
and some reorganisation of the agricultural sector
is inevitable, there is no large base for traditional
peasant parties of the pre-1"945 type.

The Clrristian Democratic People's Parfy,
founded in April 1989, harked back to traditions
even older than those of tlre Smallholders and it
woll a certain amount of support from Hungary's
Catholics, winning little over five per cent in the
election. Although around 6AVo of Hungarians are
norninally Catholic, the church doesn't play any
maior role in Hungarian political life. Although
precise figures are not available, a poll in 1980
suggested that only about 20Vo of the population
regularly attended church and only 25Vo of those
in the age group 2A-29 professed arry belief in
God. The Church lost its landed property and its
control of education in 1948 and today there are
only eight catholic grammar schools in the
country, witll only around 5Vo of children getting

a catholic education. From the 1960s (and especial-
ly after tlre death of Cardinal Mindszenty in 1974),
relations between the church and the comillunist
goveffrment improved. During the 1970s and
1980s a number of "base communities" began to
be active in the church, critical of the cosy
relationship between the hierarchy and the gov-
ernrnent and also irrvolved in a 

"ampaign 
agiinst

military conscription. These groups were repres-
sed by both the authorities and the church leaders
and in 1983 the Vatican condemned them for

below:
Hungartan studefis in
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"endangering the good relations between the
govenlurent and the faithful". There are also
around two rnillion Calvinists, less than half a
rnillion Lutherans and around 80,000 Jews. Unlike
Poland, therefore, there appears to have been a
real decline in religion, a product of tlre social
process in the countryside as well as in the urban
centres. The Hungarian church, unlike its counter-
part in the GDR, kept its distallce from any kind
of oppositional activity.

These six parties (f)enrocratic Forurn, Free
f)emocrats and Young Democrats, Srnalllrolders,
Socialists and Christian Democrats) were the only
ones to poll above the 5o/o hurdle irr the first round
of voting. The anti-colnlrlunist centre parties most
closely identified with the Western model, the
parties without a past, were the clear winners.

Socialists and social democrats
The ideological and political development iuside
the HSWP/HSP has been outlined already. In its
prograuurle for the 1990 election the HSP prop-
osed a market economy extending "not only to
products but to the fundamental factors of
production", rnixed forms of ownership, and a
constitutional welfare state. It clairned continuity
with "the socialist reforur lltovelnent whose
activity was started in 1,953" (i.e. The Nugy
current). Like other atternpts to claim legitirnacy
frorn Hungary's past, it was a dubious ol1e. At the
time of the 7989 conference, the party had 750,000
menrbers, 17Vo of the total population. At the tirne
of the ele'ction it clairned a membership of 50,000.
Its poll of 8.5cFo in the election showed that it had
lost any significant social base beyond its owll
rnenrbership.

Tlre new/old HSWP, which polled 3.7Vo in the
first round of voting, described itself as "a modern
Marxist political party", and claimed to represent
the ordinary members of the old parfy who "bear
no respol'rsibility for the mistakes and criures of
the narrow circle of leaders".

One of the interesting feattrres of the Hunga-
rian transition was the srnall amount of support
for social democracy. The Hungarian Social
Democratic Party, founded at tlre beginning of
1989 and, later that year, accepted into tlre
Socialist International, polled just less than the old
"unreformed" HSWP, 3,67o. The party was forrned
rather late and suffered from a lot of internal
divisions during its first year. It had no base in tlre
factories or trade unions and, like the HSP, made
no atteurpt to present itself as a party of tlre
working class. It shared the consensus of all the
other parties on the need for a market ecoltouly,
called for the "liquidation of uneconomic
enterprises" and for a "controlled privatisation"
which would "transform selected state companies
into shareholding companies which should be sold
to a cash-paying real owner". Its electoral prog-
ramrne, published in January 'LL)90, supported
returning the land "to the original owners, and
tlreir descendants, of 1947-48" and the president of
the HS[)P, in an interview iust before tlre electiorr,
saw one of the main tasks of the new Hungary as
being "the creation of a llew, national, entreprelle-
urial class". The confused, opportunistic and
rather right-wing character of tlre party's policies
prompted sorne of the original leaders and soule
few hundred members to establish a new party,

the Independent Social Denrocratic Parfy (ISDP) in
Noveurber 1989. The ISDP stood few candidates in
tlre election but, unlike the "official" HSDP, one if
its candidates actually survived to stand again in
the second round of voting. Neither party elected
any candidates to parliarnent. The ex-cornrnunist
Hungarian Socialist Party has also applied for
acceptance in the Socialist International.

The working class
The Hungarian working class were only passive
participants in the transition frorn colnlnunist rule
in Hungary. Hurrgarians were well aware of their
relatively high levels of collsulrlption corrlpared
with the recent past and with the other countries
of Eastern Europe. About 90% of all households
had televisiorls, washing machines and refrigera-
tors. Food supplies are much better than fifteen or
twenfy years ago. This is particularly true of the
20% of the workforce engaged in agriculture. Tlre
shortage of labour and the relative ease in
changing jobs has meant that the workers,
especially the skilled workers in industry, were in
a relatively strong bargaining position vis-A-vis
lnanagers/ especially on the question of wages.
With the increasing autonomy of enterprises, and
especially after the Solidarity experience in Po-
land, the official trade unions were no longer
sirnply conduits of party policy but increasirUly
inrportant players in the horizontal as well as
vertical bargaining that took place between enter-
prises and between enterprises and rninistries.

As conditions worsened during the 1980s, the
workers turned lrlore and rnore towards the
second ecollolny as a way of preserving standards.
Hungarians worked longer hours than workers
arrywlrere else in Eastern or Western Europe. In
1,982 the regiure had introduced "intra-enterprise
contract groups" in state enterprises which
allowed workers to rent equiprnent at negotiated
rates for work after llonnal hours to fr"rlfil
contracts for their owrl or for another enterprise.
Iucoures were subject to taxation but exempt from
wage regulation. Marry thousands of such private
work-partnerships were set up but, although
useful from the regime's and managernent's point
of view, they turned out to be sirnply a new form
of overtime work.

Government austerity policies, increasirg infla-
tion, declining standards and bleak prospects for
any future improvernent led to widespread dis-
satisfaction but no organised protests or political
action by tlre workers. The collapse from within of
the old Kadarist leadership and the willingness of
tlre social democratic/liberal current under Pozs-
gay arrd Nyers to make the political and
market-orientated concessions denranded by the
professional rniddle classes ureant that there was
also no popular rnobilisation which could have
activated or involved the workers, as happened,
for instance, in Czechoslovakia. The rneasures
planned by the new goverrunent, part of tl're deal
with the IMF and otlrer capitalist agencies, will
involve further reductiorls irr living standards,
unernployrnent and increasing discrepancy of
incornes. The task of persuading the industrial
workers that such shocks are justified and
worthwhile remains and is complicated by the fact
that the lnass of the workers involved in the big
state industries (rnany of which are threatened
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with redundancies and closures) have as yet not
organised theurselves independently or brougl'rt
forward their own genuine leaders, which hap-
pened in Poland and is beginning to happen in the
Soviet Union.

Independent trade unions have urade tl'reir
appearance but these are very srnall and, as yet,
are organised almost exclusively alnong the
intellectuals. The first was the Dernocratic Trade
Union of Scientific Workers, set up in Budapest in
May 1988 with little over one thousand rnembers,
most of thern professors and administrators in the
various scientific institr.rtes and universities. In
Decernber 1988 a federation of these new unions,
the Dernocratic League of Free Trade Unions, was
established. At that time the League had five srnall
affiliates with a rnelnbership of around 40,000 (the
new rnembers mainly workers in the rnedia and
teachers). At the time of the elections, the nurnber
of affiliated independent unions had risen to
seventeen, but the nunrber of menrbers was not
lnore than around 60,000. The independent unions
had urade no breakthrotrgh into the organised
industrial or lnallual workers. Although the
statutes of the League describe it as "not
depending on any party", in practice there is a
close relationship between the League and the
Free Democrats. A suraller clrganisation, Workers'
9rlidarity, afhliated to the League, represe'nted an
atternpt by the Free Dernocrats to crc.ate sorne kind
of base arnong the workers. One of its principal
spokespersons, Gycirgy Kerenyi, was a candidate
for the Yotrng Dernocrats in the election. So far,
the rnass of the workers remain organised in the
traditional unions.

A new form of workers' organisafion emerged
in 1"988/89 with the creation of workers' councils
in a number of factories. In lnany casLrs these
councils were a respollse to threatened redundall-
cies or closures. Both tl're Free Deurocrats and the
Democratic Forum were involved in sorne of these
councils, seeing in them a way of outflarrking the
official trade union (SZOT). In Deceurber 1989 a
conferellce of council delegates was held whicl'r
established a Federation of Workers' Coturcils. At
the time of tl're elections about 40 councils were
affiliated to the Federation, with a nuurber of
councils organised separately. Although the lead-
ership of the Federation is made Lrp of delegates
from tlre variotrs councils, a leading role in the
council urovernent is being played by members of
the Left Alternative, lnany members of whicl'r are
also ureurbers of the People's Deurocracy Platform
inside tlre Hungarian Socialist Party. Although the
left sees the role of the councils as organs of
self-rnallagelrlent, there is by l1o means unanimity,
either among tlre councils themselves or alnoltg
the different political forces involved, about the
role tlre couircils should play. The coming to
power of the Democratic Forum, which openly
opposed any self-rnarragement role for the coLul-
cils, will obviously affect the outcome of this
debate.

The national question
The relation^ship between the Soviet Union and the
countries of Eastern Europe made it inevitable that
nationalist symbols and nationalist sentiments
would be an important political factor in the
transition from colrlrnLlnist power. In the case of

Hungary, the fate of the Hungarian colnlnunity in
Romania was an additional factor. This moderate
nationalisrn was an irnportant element in the
political consellsus.

One of the main reasons why this rnoderate
nationalisrn did not take an extrelne form was the
fact that it was counterbalanced by another
orientation central to the concerns of the new elite,
namely Europe. Already at tlre beginning of the
1980s, intellectuals in Eastern Europe (Konrad in
Hungary, Kundera in Czechoslovakia and many
others) had begun a discussion about "Central
Europe". A kuy element in the political profile of
tlre new elite, including the old opposition, has
been this pro-European orientation. This is not just
a practical question (economic rationality, entry
into the EEC, etc) but a much more general
historical self-understanding. As Jadwiga Stanisz-
kis has pointed out, this "Europisnl" of tl're new
elite is accornpanied by a nineteenth centur],
almost Hegelian concept of historye. According to
this conceptiorr, Hungary is simply "returning to
tlre true path of history"" which was interrupted
in 1945. This involves the introduction (although
at a rnore rapid pace) of the capitalist market
mechanisrn that developed in Western Europe and
the reproduction of the state political structures of
these. countries. Both are seen as "natural stages of
historicaI developrnerlt".

But herein lies one of tlre dilemmas of the
transitional phase in Hungary (as in Poland and
elsewhere). In its relations with and incorporation
into the European system, Hungary has very little
scope for independent action. From the point of
view of investment, technology and credit, the
European orientation is not just a culfural
aspiration but a hard econornic and social
constrairtt. The danger is that the social and
economic cormeqLlsances of Westenr Europe's
"colortsation" of 

- 
the country will crc.ate severe

political problems for the llew elite. The political
unity at the top, characts.ristic of the first political
phase, will not last. This political lurity has broken
down much lnore clr.rickly in Poland and in
Czechoslovakia than in Hungary but it is inevit-
able lrere as well. Under such circumstances
modcrate nationalism could very qtrickly take on
a llrore extreure fornt.

The future
Shortly after thc. election, the HDF calne to an
agreelnent with the rnain opposition party, the
Free Deurocrats, over choice of President and a
nurnber of constitutional amendments which
would make it easier for the three-party coalition
to govern. The choice of President was Arpad
Goencz, a writer and fornrer Smallholder who had
workelC with lstvan Bibo in L956 and had spent six
years in prison under Kadar. The constitutional
agreelnent limited to 20 the number of specific
bills that would recluire a two-thirds uraiority in
parliarnent (the government has only 58% of the
seats in the house). In future the president will be
elected by parliament for a four-year tertn. The
agreement witl'r the opposition will at least
provide solrle political stability for the government
in the period ahead (10).

Tlre social and econolrric problerns confronting
the Hungarian people in the period ahead are
immense. The Blue Riband Comurission of ecouo-
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uric experts which advises the government has
drawn up an ambitious plan of privatisation. Tl're
goal is 357o privatisation in three years, with 75 to
B0% in ten years. To appreciate the scale of this
undertaking we rnust remember that the British
Conservative government privatised only 5% of
public assets in ten years. The Blue Riband
Commission estimates that a large part of Hun-
gary's $ZO billion foreign debt could be offset by
revenue from the sale of its public assets,
estiurated at $30 billion. But this assurrles there are
ready buyers for the big state enterprises. Tlre
European Courmission responsible for coordinat-
ing Westenl economic aid to Eastem Europe has
estirnated that, in addition to aid, Hungary will
need at least another $ZO billion in investment
capital and, even under such favourable circumst-
ances, would not be in a position to apply for EC
metnbership for at least another ten years. There
is no suggestion that the $20 billion debt cotrld be
rescheduled, rnuch less written off. The EC
Corrrnrission's report was rather understating the
situation when it said that the lneasures required
would bring about a "significant increase in
ulleurployrnent".

The aid for Hungary and Poland from the
Group of 24 Western states, coordinated by the EC
Cornmission, involving solrle ECU600 million for
7990, is not really intended for the Hungarian
econolny as a whole, to be adurinistered by the
democratically elected govenlment as it sees fit.
The EC regulations stipulate that this lllotley
"must benefit the private sector in particular" and
must be tnet with counter-part funds, i.e. To get
aid tl're Hungarian govenlment would lrave to
switch a large part of its owll resources to backing
private sector proiects. Both the International
Confederation of Free Trade Unions and the
European Confederation of Trade Unions have
publicly criticised tlre EC aid programtne for
ignoring the social problerns that can only increase
in Hungary as a restrlt of the new lrleasures.
Already in '1,990, an IMF agreernent witl'r Hungary
was rnade conditional ol1 the govemment with-
drawing rent subsidies. Even the precise allocation
of aid funds will not be entirely in the hands of
the democratically elected goverllment. As the EC
document says, "the Courmission will take steps
to identify areas where such aid call be most
useful". The coercive character of this aid and the
pressure on the government to push tluough
austerity rneasures will create tremendous prob-
lems for a govenlment whose legitimacy depends
on democratic consent. The uncertainties are
increased in Hungary by the fact that the working
class remained largely passive throughout the
transition and by the fact that none of the parties
in parliament has any organised base inside the
working class.

The Hungarian nation was rtrled from Viema
before 1918 and from Moscow after 1945. TIre
revolutions of 1848 and 7956 were atternpts to
shake off this national servitr"rde. Both failed. The
real test of the "peaceful revolution" of 1990 will
be whether it really allows the Hungariarr people
to freely and de.mocratically determine tl'reir owrl
future, econorrlically and socially as well as

politically.
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The pou)er struggle in the Soaiet

Union has reached a decisiae

turning point, The sight af Red

Army tanks murduing their Toay

through the Baltic barricades,

seemingly without the consent of a

President whose legitimacy within
the country has reached rock bottom

is only the latest, if most aisible,

indication of the kind of anarchy
grtpping the old "monolithic" union,

A NEW "TIME OF TROUBLES" has hit the Soviet
Union and hit her hard, threatening to tear lrer
apart like never before. While old institutions are
crumbling almost by the week, new ones are
sirnply not emerging with arry degree of authority;
and while the higher bodies of authority continue
to argue amongst thernselves, even tlre srnallest of
localities attempt to follow a separatist road of
'tplendid isolation". In short, the "lebanonisation
of the USSR" that Gorbachev warned of last
October is fast becoming a reality.

A viable solution clearly has to be found; it has
to be found quickly, but it also has to be seen to
have the potential of providing a long-term degree
of stability. A militarydominated dictatorship
clearly would not provide the kind of solution that
is ultimately needed and will not tlrerefore form
part of the following analysis, even though the
possibility of this solution being adopted (in one
form or another, with or without Gorbachev)
cannot be discounted.

It is possible to identify four remaining
options, all of which have found a certain degree
of support as long-terrn solutions to the current
anarchic impasse" Two of the options amount to
breaking up the Union into various numbers of
component parts; and the remaining two favour
the retention of the Union subject to differing
degrees of reform. Both sets of proposals, mean-
while, can also be differentiated by a tinre category
that distinguishes between an abrupt and gradual
form of disunion and an abrupt and gradual form
of union.

0ption 1:
Abrupt Bisunion
Acconding to this particular option, ttrc long
suppressed national reptrblics have little, if any-
thing at all, to gain by prolonging the death throes
of the existing Soviet Union. Nationalist forces
have been campaigning for as swift a move as
possible towards formal independence and have
attempted to surround themselves with the
trappings of an independent nation state in the
hopu that popular nationalist fervour will offset
the inevitable short-term hardsl'rips. A certain
degree of trust continues to be placed in the hands
of foreign (rnainly Western) governments to give
a positive response to an action they themselves
have seemingly advocated for many decades, and
to wealthy foreign creditors to provide the
financial resources to sustain the movernent
towards independence.

All of the maior republics in the USSR now
contain advocates of the UDI approach. In Latvia,
Estonia, Moldova and Arrnenia, nationalist-con-
trolled parliaments have stopped short of officially
pronouncing their formal separation from the
USSR, but have made it clear that this is their
ultimate goal. In Lithuania and Georgia, mean-
while, outright declarations of UDI are a reality.

This kind of approach to disunion is laden
with conflict. Firstly, it relies very firmly on an
ultra-radical promotion of nationalist and patriotic
fervour which cannot but help to create a sense of
superiofrW, intolerance and open hostility towards
the minority national and ethnic groups within
each respective republic. And secondly, the
manner of this approach "invites" the hard-line
ideological and military reactionaries throughout
the country to make a determined stand, and
centrist politicians like Gorbachev are either
squeezed out completely or are forced to align
themselves with one of the two extremes.

The effect of this approach, then, is all too
clear. In the three Baltic republics, Georgia and
Moldova, non,indigenous nationalities have been
"provoked" into a direct response. In some cases,
this provocation has been initiated by clear and
pernicious attempts by the indigenous nationality
to subvert the rights of what are often considered
to be "sub-cultural" groups within the Republic.
This, for example, would apply to the treatment
meted out to the Gagauz community by the
Moldovans; to the Abkhazians, Adzhars and
Ossedans by the Georgians; and in some instances
to the Polish community by the Lithuanians (-the
Soviet Bantustans" as they are rather disparaging-
ly called). In other cases, the provocation has been
initiated by conservative ideological reactionaries
who have seen the promotion of ethnic and
nationalist tension within an independent-minded
Republic as the greatest force for destabilisation; a
destabilisation from which only they can gain any
real benefit. This would seemingly upply to some
(though not all) of the actions recently perpetrated
by the strong Russian communities in Moldova
(on the left bank of the Dniester) and ttuoughout
the Baltic Republics.

At the end of the day, however, no matter
what the initial source of provocation, tlre result
is always the sarne. Certain basic, fundamental
political rights of the noil-indigenous groups are
restricted (in Litl'ruania last Septernber, for exam-
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dirg non-Lithuanians from becoming members of
political parties); basic ethnic and national alle-
giances are hardened, and worst of all, the basic
social and economic concerns facing all members
of tlre society are swept even further under the
proverbial carpet.

In short, then, the UDI approach, as a solution
to the current crisis in the Soviet Union, is
extrernely- problematical. National unify and the
desire for nationhood become ends in thenrselves,
rather than a means by which social justice for the
population as a whole can be attained. And by its
own intrinsic logic many basic rigl'rts become
suppressed and subverted.

Certainly many of the actions taken by
Landsbergis in Lithuania and Gamsakhurdia in
Georgia would seem to support this. The fact that
their approach is tacitly supported by the likes of
Alexander Solzhenitsyn only gives added weight
to tlris conclusion.

In his essay on the National Question ("How
are we to reconstitute Russia-a Modest [sic]
Contribution"), published in the prestigious Liter-
aturnaya GazetaL and Komsornolskaya Prauda last
September, Solzhenitsyn colrles out in favour of a

particularly perverse kind of Russian UDL Russia
should immediately separate itself from the
existing USSR in order to set up a new "Union of
Russia"-a Union that would have the Ukraine,
Byelorussia and the Russian-speaking part of
Kazakhstan incorporated within it (whether they
like it or not). Should arry of tlre other Republics
or nationalities not want to aoluntarily separate
from the existing USSR, then force will be
rlecessary. For Solzhenitsyn, there is simply no
way that the Russians (or at least the Slavs) can
live any longer with the other Soviet peoples. The
burden imposed on Russia, he argues, has
dragged on far too long. As for the smaller ethnic
groups and nationalities who have lor.g been
annexed to a "Greater Russia"? Well, here at least,
Solzhenitsyn can afford to be a bit rnore magnani-
rnous. The Tatars, the Bahkirs, the Udmurts, tlre
Komis, tlre Mordovians, the Yakuts and all tlre
other srnaller peoples sirnply have no choice about
going anywhere else. 'nVe are rlot eager for this",
writes Solzhenitsyn, but tlrey will be allowed to
stay in Russia.

Option 2t
Coordinated Disunion
If the first option for disunion has a built'in
tendency to aggravate existing ethnic-related
problems and to provide the most radical and
violent backlash by those who wish to preserve
the Union "at all costs", the second option takes
a more rneasured approach.

The basis of this option is tlre belief that a

federal system for the USSR, with a specific set of
authorities at the centre, has outlived its useful-
ness in terrns of further modernisation and
development. The trend denoting a movernent of
power away from the centre to tlre localities is not
a temporary phenomellon/ but a permanent orle.
The central authorities, therefore, have a choice.
Either they can try to resist this trend and take the
responsibility for the ever-increasing decline into
anarchy and civil war that will inevitably follow

from their determination to hold on to tlre reins
of power; or they can effect a controlled and
peaceful transition to a new structure, which has
as its fundamental goal the creation of a new set
of legitimate nation states with viable institutions
of power at their respective centres.

To lrelp achieve this goal, the "gradualists"
propose a programme of controlled devolution,
not down to all levels of the Soviet hierarchy, but
strictly to the existing Union Republic level.
Various plans have recently been put forward by
the "gradualists" in the Soviet media and else-
where. One, in particular, appeared in lzaestia in
September last year and was written by the
well-known liberal comrnentator, Adranik
Migranyan.2

The first step in Migranyan's proposal would
be to establish a Coordinating Committee, com-
posed of all the republican heads of state, with the
current President of the USSR as its Chairrnan.
This Coordinating Committee would tlren unani-
rnously agree on the tnost viable territorial
demarcation of the new independent states, taking
into account long-standing territorial disputes as

well as current ethnic compositions. To achieve a
peaceful resolution of this transition to a new form
of statehood, an inter-nationality armed force
would be created under the direction of tlre
Coordinating Courrnittee, which would be de-
ployed throughout tl're old USSR so as to help
prevent the development of any festering inter-
ethnic and inter-nationality conflicts on the terri-
tory of a forurer Union Republic.

Each new nation state could then concentrate
on building up its domestic infrastructure and on
establishing the contours of its future relations
with "foreign powers". A Central Coordinating
Cornrnittee would continue to exist at this stage to
facilitate the selfdissolution of the old USSR and
to help establish new horizontal links, but it
would not have any capacity to govern or rule. In
time, this Coordinating Committee could either
dissolve itself completely, or, if this was not
entirely desirable, it could develop a role for itself
very much in line with that played by the British
Commonwealth.

The main advocates of this gradual demise of
the USSR in its present form tend to come from
the Westernised, liberaldemocratic wing of the
political spectruln. Apart from seeing the Western
type of nation state as the only kind of entity
around which a majority of people will be able to
form a common and stable identity, they also
clearly envisage that the internal structure of a

typical Western European nation state is the only
feasible for ernbodying the traditional Western
values of liberal democraclr pluralislr, civil
society and market capitalism.

The logistical problems involved with this
approach, however, are enormous. Even suppos-
ing that a President of tlre USSR accepted in
principle tlre need to dismember the current
geo-political entity, the prospects of him achieving
this in anything like a peaceful, controlled and
stable climate are remote. And, of course, this
approach (like the first option) still begs the
fundamental question: is the nation state, as we
know it, the supreme form of human organisation
and development? Is it really not possible to
advance beyond this narrow strucfure?

Ttrese questions may be old-fashioned today,
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even (or should one say Ttartiutlaily) for Marxists.
Tlre likes of Regis Debtd! r Ernest Gellner and Tom
Nairn (arnongst others) may well be right by
pointing out in tlreir different ways that in many
instances tlre promotion of nationalism and the
pursuit of nationhood is tl're best possible form of
self-defence. But in the Soviet context, wlrere does
one draw the line between selfdefence and
self-destruction? Or between selfdefence and
chauvinistic oppression by one and the same
nationality? As Eric Hobsbawln comlrlerrted lnore
than a decade ago3, and as Gorbachev hirnself has
argued on occasions, the notion of complete
independence being achieved in the national
struggle today is simply a form of (self-)
deceptiorl. A Lithuania, for example, that was r1o

longer dependent ol1 the USSR wourld not be
fndependent; its dependence wourld merely have
been transferred elsewhere.

Of course, if this is the dcmorrstrablc will of
the Lithr"ranian people, then so be it. But the
questions that are asked of thern ruust surely
reflect the underlying truth involved here. They
should not be asked, in other words, "Do you
want dependellce or indeperldence?", but "whiclt
kind of dependence do you want?" "Do we have
sufficient trust in the refonns that are being
undertaken in the USSR to make it perhaps worth
ollr while staying where we are and using the
influence that we have to get the best possible deal
for the Reptrblic within this proposed llew
federatiol'r?" "Ot, if not, do wL. recognise and are
we fully prepared to accept the collseqlrellces of
the otlrer kind of dependence ol1 offer? A
dependence benign in appearaltce, evell generous
to a fault. But one whose power can be well
calnouflaged; orle whose power is out of our
control entlrely; and one whose power is often
totally Lulaccor"rntable to democratic forces of any
kind; that power be.ing the international econolny
and the forces who control it, like the World Bank,
the IMF and American and Japanese dominated
corporations."

0ption 3:
The Gorbacheu Approach
It has been mentioned above that the prospect of
a President of the USSR, in the foreseeable future,
deliberately embarking Lrporl a path of dismember-
ing the country is very remote. Gorbachev has
effectively staked his personal and political ftrture
ol1 trying to keep the USSR together. He may or
rlay not allow individual republics to break away
from the Union in the future r/ they adhere to the
(very protracted) process of secession that was
drawn r-rp last year. But beyond this coltcession he
will not go. The order of the doy is the
preservation of as mtrch of the. Union as possible
in a reformed, btrt tightly-knit structure.

The actual rnallller in which Gorbachev has
envisaged salvaging the Union has been outlined
in tl're new clraft Union Trealy (which will replace
tlre original Treaty of 1922), subnritted to the USSR
Supreme Soviet in the latter part of November last
year. A late collvert to the idea that the country
actually needed a l'rew Treaty of Union, Gorbachev
has nevertheless prornoted a wide degree of
consultation ol1 this issue over the past year.
According to the Chaimran of the Soviet of

Nationalities of the USSR Supreme Soviet, Rafik
Nisharlov, in his speech to the 4th Congress of
People's Deputies in Decernber, no fewer than
seven draft treaties were independently prepared
by the prestigious Institute of State and Law, three
drafts were subrnitted by the Inter-Regional group
of parliarnentarians and one draft was prepared
by representatives of alternative political parties.
Consultations were also held with representatives
from all the Union Republics and autonolnous
formations as well as 25 new political parties and
lrlovernents.4

The extent of tl'rese discussions and tlre rallge
of participants iucluded has clearly influenced the
nature of the proposals that have been put
forward" Imagine, for exarnple, a iigsaw colnposed
of pic.ces rrot from olle puzzle but frorn lnany
different olles and yoLr will have a vision of
something like the first draft Union Trc.at5/.

Thc collcctive eurbodiment of sovereignty is to
be entn"rsted in the hands of the President hiurself,
assisted by I'ris deputy, with the back-up of a

number rlf executive institutions corrlprising a
fucurity Council, a new-look Cabinet of Ministers
and a revamped Federation Council. Sovereignty
at this level basically entails ultirnate decision-
making control in matters conceming the Union's
constitution and its foreign and defence policies.

The kuy coordinating body linking the centre
with the largest republics is to be the Federation
Council, which will comprise all the respective
highest state officials. Apart frour tl're Council's
input into the realm of collective or union
sovereignty, it will also have the task of dialectic-
ally cornbirring specific republican interests with
the intt.rests of tlre Union as a whole and will be
respollsible for arbitrating national and ethnic
disputcs. All dccisions adopted by it will require
a two-thirds majorify and will be binding ol1 the
President, who must enact them by decree.

Be.low the arena of union sovereignty, it is
then proposed that there should be a realm of
interests, the fulfihnent and iurplernentation of
whic}r should fall within the ambit of the centre
and the republics jttintly. The train body of
coordination here will be the respective Cabinet of
Ministers, headed by the respective Prime Minis-
ters. This joint "realnl of interests" includes the
implenrentation of a single financial, crediting and
monetary policy based on a colnrnon currency; tl're
drafting and execution of the national budget; the
implementation of national economic progralrlrltes;
the establishment of development; funds and
ernergency relief funds; the managernent of a

single fuel, energy and transportation system; the
lnallagernent of defence institutions; space re-
search; a national systern of cotnrnunicatious and
information, meteorology, cartography and met-
rology; the implernentation of coordinated ell-
vironmental policies; welfare progralnmes; ctrlture
arrd education prograrnmes; scientific research and
tcchnological devcloprnent; and finally, tlrc coordi-
nation of foreign economic activities and custotns;
tlre iurplementation of measLrres ensuring legality,
the rights and freedours of all citizens, the
protection of properly and pr,rblic order aud the
combating of criure.

For the new-look republics, lrleanwl'rile, they
will be able to independently cletertnine their owll
br"rdgets and taxation lc'vels; their owll state
strncture and adurinistrative-territorial divisions;
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and their own system of adrninistration. The laws
of the republics will be deemed to prevail in all
questions except those assigned to the jurisdiction
of the Union, with a Constitutional Court to
arbikate any disputes. Finally, the republics are to
be considered the owners of the land and the
natural resources on their territory and also of
state property "with the exception of that part
which is necessary for realising the powers of the
IJSSR."

To hold all this together, the treaty also
provides a range of principles by which the
component sovereign parts are to be guided.
These atre, first and foremost, the recogllition of
the primacy of human rights (as proclaimed in the
UN Universal Declaration), the value of having a
fully functioning civil sociefy and a reverence for
a law-based state. All Soviet citizens are also to be
guararlteed unhindered access to information,
freedom of religious belief, freedorn of property
rights and other political and personal freedorns.
References to class ul"rity and socialism, meanwhile
(wlrich pervaded the 1922 Treaty), are noticeable
by tlreir total absence; the justification being that
ideological tags are inappropriate for a state treaty
of this kind.

Clearly, then, the crucial question is this: can
this strucfure Frovide a framework around which
the diverse interests in today's USSR could unite
on a voluntary basis? According to the nationalist-
controlled parliaments sf Latvia, Lithuania, Esto-
nia, Georgia and Moldova the answer is still
categorically "no". According to the parliaments of
the Russian Federation, the Ukraine, Annenia,
Azerbaijan and Byelorussia the answer ranges

from a less categorical "no" to a "maybr",
depending on major issues of concern being
resolved in tlre meantime. And even in the
remaining Central Asian parliaments, one would
be hard pressed to find any sign of outright
enthusiasm for it. If a recent opinion poll is to be
believed, however, a considerable majority of the
Soviet population (73To) do, in fact, support the idea
of keeping the existing Union together. And
certainly Gorbachev himself must have a sufficient
degree of confidence in the Treaty for him to
warrant its submission to a nation-wide referen-
dum, the result of which he is prepared to stand
or fall by, provided the republican parliaments are
as well.

What, then, will determine the debate in the
coming weeks and rnonths? One of the biggest
criticislrls, perhaps not surprisir.gly, concerns the
degree of power to be maintained by the centre
and the manner in which that power is to be
structured amongst the executive branches of
government, rather than the legislative branches.
According to Ruslan Khasbulatov, First Deputy
Chairman of the Rr.lssian Supreme Soviet, the
treaty proposals are nothing but "a big coffin for
all of us to lie in".S For Dimitri Volkogonov, the
historian, 'the main thing is to cut sharply the
number of directive functions of the centre,
reducing them mainly to the coordination of
cooperulivu efforts""6 And for Boris Yeltsin, the
proposals leave too much personal power in the
hands of the President, and on a broader level,
leave too much unsaid concerning the precise
rnanner in which joint Union-Republic areas of
respollsibilify are to be managed in practice. Other
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political figures and coulutentators, lneallwhile,
have focused on the lack of precise detail
collcerning the division of properfy rights and the
vagueness of solne of the fonnulations coltcerning
rights of republican citizenship.

Tlre other maior bone of conterrtion has
concerned the right now granted to the lower
autonolrlous units (below the Union Republic
level) to be abls. to sign the Treaty also as a
sovereign party should they choose to do so. This
change of status for the autonolnous units first
came to light in a law of April 26, 1990 ("On
Delirniting Powers Between the USSR and the
Subjects of the lrederation"). lf a particular Union
Republic, like Georgia for example, was adamant
that it wonld not sign the Union Treaty eitller llow
or in the foreseeable future, tlre. srnalle.r auton-
olrlous units within the Georgian Reptrblic (the
South Ossetians, tlre Abkl'razians and the Adzhars)
could themselves turilaterally express a desire to
remain within tl'rc Union and could go ol1 to ioin
tlre Union, if necessary, u,itluruf the collseltt of their
parent Republic.

According to Rafik Nishanov, this "sensitive,
delicate and difficr.rlt" matter has arisen dr,re to the
insistent demands made on the central authorities
by the autouotnL)us formations themselves, nearly
all of whorn have been independently upgrading
their status within the Union in recent months.

With their presellt territorial structure, howev-
er, virtually llone of the titular nationalists making
up the aufonorlous entities forur a rnajority. If
tl'rey therefore try to make use of their new status
with regard to tlre Union Treaty this is clearly
going to exacerbate mally of the currellt tensions;
and nowhere more so than in the Russian
Federation where the vast rnaiority of tl're lower
autouolrloLls units are sitr-rated. Consider, for
example, tl're proclanration by tlre. parliarnent of
the Yamalo-Nenets AutonolnoLls Region (in the
north of the RSFSR) last October, which upgraded
its status to a Union Repr"rblic. At the time of the
decision it was apparent to lrrally observers that
the parliament was very much in the hands of
"conservative forces" opposed to Yeltsin's leader-
ship of tlre Rtrssian Federation. By taking this
decision when it did, therefore, spectrlation im-
mediately arose that this was a deliberate atternpt
to raise the prospect of Russia's owll dismember-
ment if the political leadership of the Republic
didn't fall into line. And if this provocation wasn't
enough, olle should also bear in nrind that the
indigenoLrs Nentsy popr.rlation making Lrp this
sLlpposedly llew "sovereign republic" amounts to
less than SVo of the total popurlation.

This clearly is all extreure illustration of the
kind of effect the law of April 1,990 and its
recogrlition within the draft Union Treafy rnight
have. Btrt the principles of the uratter involved
here could easily be repeated (and indeed are
being so) in all the larger autorrontor"ls units. There
carl be r1o doubt that national groups like the
Tatars and the Bashkirs, for example, deserve tr:
have their nationalify status formally recognised in
sonle independent, sovereign category. Burt if , as
$eelns possible., they are being used as pawns in
a game of Divide and Rtrle between the centre and
the Russian Federation leadcrship, then tlrere is
little hope of the Union Treaty in its preseltt draft
form providing the long-ternr stability that the
coqntry demands.

Despite the enormity of tlre criticisms that
have been made of the draft treaty, however, there
are nevertheless definite ways in which rnally of
tlre proposals made in it could provide a genuine
basis for tlre rellewal of the current Union and its
ultinrate survival.

Tlrere is, for example, a genuine atternpt (for
the first time in the country's history) to forrnally
demarcate the powers of the component parts of
the Union. The actual demarcations themselves, as

has been noted above, have been the subject of
uruch criticisrn. A start, however, has been made
and with the right kind of willingness to negotiate
alrlollllst all the parties i.nvolved (including all the
pl'esent-day autonornous units) a rnore suitable
form of demarcation could possibly be found.

The sc.cond point irr its favour collcerlls the
proposed rnanrler of its adoption. Openirrg up the
final version of the draft to a natitxr-wide
referenc{um shoulcl, it is hoped, produce a Union
tlrat can legitirnatc'ly be considered a c,oluntary and

frce expression of the will of all the St>viet peoples.
Thirdly, by maintairriug the rubric of Soviet

citizcnship (as envisaged in the draft) credence is
still given to tl're equality of rights and obligations
which all Soviet peoples wor"rld have within the
franrework of the Union.

Fourthly, there is at least sorne attempt in the
draft proposals to try and prorrlote some kind of
interdependence principle between the rights and
libertic.s of national and ethnic colllrnlurities with
the rigl'rts and liberties of the individual.

And finally, recogllition should also be given
to the atternpt rrrade in tl're proposals to try and
meet the radical secessionists at least part of their
way wl'rile upholding tl're llame and spirit of r.u'lity.
According to section 2, Article 6, the Union
autlrorities nlay, with the colrsellt of all the
re.publics, transfer to one or several of the
r:epr"rblics, certain additional powers" Olrce again,
this particular provision (which call also operate
in tl're opposite clirection) was one which first
found credence by its appearallce in the April 1990
Law referred to above. At the time of writing,
however, llolle of the 'treakaway" republics has
operrly explored the possibilities envisaged by this
particular article.

Option 4=

Loose Gonfederation
One of the problerns with the Gorbachev approach
to preserving the Ur,rion is the Soviet leader's wish
to get as cluick a settleurent as possible in terms
of the actual ratification of tlre rlew Treaty of
Union. This particular wish of Gorbachev's calls to
nrind Lenin's fanrous remark that "yesterdoy was
too soon but tonrorrow nlay be too late". One carl
certainly understand tl're need to sort this issue out
withotrt too lrlany delays, but it does surack a little
of "steam-rolling" and insensitivify with regard to
the aspirations of those republics ancl regions who
are sLlpposedly goillg to be tlre "sovereign"
subiects of this llew USSR. As far as Gorbacl'rev is
concerned , of course, the real priority is to
establish the basis of power at the cenire; only
tlrerr will tlrc rest of tlre Union "iigsaw" fit
properly in its allotted place. There is, however, all
alternative (thor.rgh slower) approach to this
process; llalrlely, establish the basis of power at the
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bottortt first and only then go otl to courplete the
"iigsaw".

Of all the alternative paths so far considered,
the basis of this 'lrottom-up" approach to the
question of power relationships is the rnost
innovative and radical. It has come to be identified
largely as the 'Yeltsin approach", thotrgh to see it
solely in terms of the Russian populist leader may,
at the end of the day, prove very limiting.

This idea was first mooted during Yeltsin's
224ay tour of the Russian Federation last
sumuler, which covered the entire Federation. On
marry of his stop-off points, Yeltsin found himself
confronted, literally there and then, with specific
declarations of sovereignty by a number of
autonomous regions and republics. Marry of his
followers at the time clearly believed that Yeltsin
was deliberately being "set up" by conservative
ideologues within tlre still strong party apparatus.
According to Galina Starovoitova, for example:
"lt's colnrnoll knowledgu tl'rat shortly before his
resignation Ligachev brought togetlrer the leaders
of some autonomies and directly urged them [to
take this course of actionJ."T Deliberate provoca-
tion or not, Yeltsin failed to take tlre bait. Instead,
he sirnply described such developments in tlre
territories as both "inevitable" and "an objective
reality which must be taken into consideration".
Indeed, in a TV and press conference on his return
to Moscow, he was able to show his political
adeptness by telling Gorbachev that if tl'ris
approach had been adopted towards the Baltic
states three years ago, then the Union would
almost certainly be in a better shape than it was.8

The "consideration", then, that Yeltsin gave to
this "objective reality" amounted in effect to the
following sirnple, but nevertheless radical formula:
the creation of llew structures of power should
proceed from the lower rungs upwards, whereby
each rur€ assuutes functions which it call effec-
tively wield in the interests of the population
under its jurisdiction, leaving only those functions
of national iurportance to the higher bodies of
power. Nor was this solely a formula to be applied
to the National Question. AU tolvn, rural, district
and settlement Soviets should fall witl'rin tlre
rubric of this formula. "Let tlrem decide for
themselves on the spot [what powers they need].
Russia is a big place. The differences in traditions,
clirnatic conditions, dimensions and so ol1 are very
great. Therefore, we may have to have different
structures. Tlrere will probably be 20-30 types of
structure in the organisation of Soviet power. But
flrowever many there areJ, that is nothing to be
afraid of ."e

The radicalisur of these proposals, which were
lirnited to the Russian Federation, but which
attracted sorne support as a possible panacea for
the wl'role Union was not lost on the liberal
colnmunity. In his Izvestia article calling for tlre
break-up of the Union into Western-style nation
states, Andranik Migrarryan cortmented in very
scathing terrns:

"l am afraid that out deurocrats may becorne
victims of the rigid rationalisrn of the lSth century,
when it was assurned that society was a rnechall-
ism which could be built in accordance with a
certain design. Marxists became the victirns of this
delusion in theory and Bolsheviks in practice. But
tlre illusion that the pyrarnid of govemlnent may
be reversed and built from bottorn to top still

persists. We are entering a new stage of construct-
ing a society and a state in accordallce with
so-called commorl sense. Nowhere in the world
has the state ever been built from bottom to top.
Nowhere has it ever been said that local
governments can take as much power as they wish
and delegate to the centre only what they think
they don't need. Across the world a dernocratic
political system was formed in the pains of a long
process of redistributing powers and authorities
from top to bottorn, but never the other way
round."

Whether Yeltsin read Migranyan's reproach is,
of course, irnpossible to say. Certainly, though, in
recent weeks the Russian leader has begun to
indicate that his "bottorn-up" approach is to be
restricted to nothing more than the relationship
between the parliarnent he heads and that
controlled by Gorbachev. That is to salr he will
take what powers he needs for the Russian
parliarnent, and if there is anything left then he
will gladly hand it over to Gorbachev. He seems
to be becorning lnore and more convinced that
there will be nothing left to give. The fifteen
republics, he is now arguing, will be happier to
urake horizontal agreements anrongst tlremselves
and completely cut out the need for the central
authorities, evell to tlre extent of making provision
for a Soaiet Arrny instead of the dangerous
principle of relying ol1 fifteen separate armies.
And as for the 'tottom -rrp" principle within the
Russian Federation? If the first draft constitution
of the new RFR is arrything to go by, then
Migranyan's criticism has been fully taken on
board. The Presidential system envisaged by tl're
constitution would provide the central executive
orgarls of power with a considerable degree of
control over the lower Soviets (whatever their
nationality status).

Which one of the four options, then, is
ultimately going to hold sway in the corning
weeks and months?

The urost pessimistic reply is that variations on
all four options will contiuue to draw support
from various quarters, thereby making the current
anarchic mess progressively worse. The secessiotl-
ist republics will continue their struggle for UDI,
which will then provoke ever lnore brutal
reactions from the hardliners. Gorbachev, tnean-
while, will never agree to go down in history as

the Soviet leader who presided over the dismem-
berment of the entire USSR. He will therefore
continue to promote the cause of remaining within
a Union, but in response to the sittration around
him, it will be a Union very much dominated by
powerful and largely unaccountable executive
bodies at the centre. This in turn will provoke a

negative response by the rernaining republics who
will more and more follow Yeltsin's lead in trying
to circurnvent the central body. The srnall*r
national units, meallwhile, will be affected by all
these forces and will be subject to pressures of all
kinds to have their owll rights recogllised. This
will then leave them open to be contiuually used
as expendable pawns in the destructive game of
divide and rule.

A lnore optimistic reply, based on the reality
that exists in the country today is very hard to
find. A new Union Treaty is without doubt the key
to resolving the current mess. A genuine recogni-
tion of the voluntary nafure of a new Union based
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upon the free expression of all the Soviet peoples
is its urost essential ingredient, for it would act not
only as a basis for union, but it cotrld also
legitiurately act as a basis for those peoples who
want to go in a separate direction. The choice in
this matter, however, has to be tlre people's and
not solrle declaration of UDI by its republican
government. Once the peoples have demonstra-
tively expressed their will, then a proper frame-
work of negotiations call be created to decide ol1
the exact format in which secession call occur in
the least dauraging way to both sides.

As for the Union that reurains, if it is to have
any kind of viabilify whatsoever, it will have to
find points of contact that outweigh all indi-
vidual's allegiance to nationalify and ethnicity.
Tlrese "points of contact" must be pcrsitic,e in their
nature; something that Gorbachev himself has
seerningly lost sight of. In recent months, for
example, the Soviet leader's lnal1l1er of defending
the need for a renewed Union has growll
progressively apocalyptic. Speaking to the Com-
munist Party's Central Conrmittee plenunr in
Deceurber last year, for exalnple, Gorbachev
warned of besmirching the honour of past
gellerations who had paid such a high price in
achieving tlre Soviet Union's territorial integrity.
Visions were conjured trp of a huge demographic
tragedy with a refugee problem tl're likes of which
the world would llever have seen. And tales of
hurnan rnisery, confusion and destruction aboun-
ded. Other terurs like 'tloodbath", "civil war" and
"a tragedy unacceptable to the world comlnunity"
are also features tl'rat llow regularly appear in all
the Soviet leader's speeches.

Clearly, such arguments have a legitimate
place in any kind of defence of the Union. The
vision they conjure up could indec.d become a
reality. But if this "fear of the consequences" of the
Union's destructiorr is all that is left to unite the
Soviet peoples, then it is clearly not going to be.

a very progressive and viable Union.
No one call d*r.y that the past solid rock of

Soviet society's unity has vanished, and vanished
for good. In its place a chasm has opened,
engtrlfing this rock and smashing it into hundreds
of different segntents. As the Chairuran of the
Council of Nationalities of the Supreme Soviet of
tlre Russian Federation, Rarna zar:. Abdulatipov,
has put it "[T]lre basis of a new Union Tr-eafy
should be seell as a fomr of coluellt by which
society will be allowed to build a rlew bridge
across tlre chasrn."l0 Who now eltlerges as the
force with the authority to construct that bridge is
the crucial question of the immediate future. The
orrly political force with the resoLlrces at hand on
arl all-Union level to do any construction work
remains the CPSU. Few, however, believe tl'rat this
force (no uratter how uruch it restructures itself)
can be at one and the salne time the demolition
experts and the new construction engineers. Or, as
Galina Starovoitova has nicely ptrt it with refer-
ellce to Gorbaclrev persollally: "No olre should try
to be Pope and Martin Luther at the salrle tirne."ll

While on the theme of religion, tendencies of
this nature have themselves been gaining consid-
erable ground in Soviet society, invoking visions
of a retum to Orthodox control and the old
inspirational corlcept of sohctrnosf (conciliarism). In
light of the confusion and gerleral loss of direction
facing society at the rnoment, this return to the

"certainties" offered by the Church is perhaps
understandable. As the primary foundation stone
for a new source of unity, however, no bridge
constructed by the Church could be declared
structurally sound in today's USSR.

Of course, the personification of a force for
unity rnight be one specific individual-with Boris
Yeltsin being the most likely figure. The populist
attraction of the Russian leader clearly cuts across
ethnic, ideological, religious, political, social and
economic differerlces. But history has surely
taught us that a leader who stands for everything
and everybody also stands for nothing and
nobody. 'Yeltsin the bridge-builder" rnight be an
attractive short-terlrl option, but certainly not a
long-temr ol1e.

At the end of the day, tlren, as always, it is
going to be socio-economic forces at the base of
society wlro will have the final say as to which
political forcr. will be granted the long-terrn task
of bridge-br"rildirU. To bomow Gramsci's term, the
battle for hegemony now underway throughout
Soviet society for the support of these forces is
going to be a difficult and hard-fought olle. One
can rxrly hope that wherever it is fought-irr the
repr"rblics which ruight olle duy gain their owll
statehood, in the Russian Federation and
elsewhere-the labour lnovelrlent and the emerg-
ing democratic-socialist forces will have the
strength of conviction not to get embroiled in
irredentist games, in petty etluric recriminations
and in narrow national chauvirlisnl. Let us hope
instead, that the struggle for rnore social, econouric
and political rights for all workers-a strtrggle that
has been too long neglected in the Soviet
Union-call still have the power to transcend
narrow parochial interests.

The signs, at the molnent at least, are not
prornising. Br"rt this does not rneall to say that olte
should simply forego the attempt to put the
messagc. across. As Isaac Deutscher so eloquently
put it:

"socialists rnust be internationalists even if
their working classes are llot; socialists rnust also
understand the nationalism of the masses, but
only in the way in which a doctor understands the
weakness or the illness of his patient. Socialists
should be aware of that nationalism, but like
rlLlrses, they should wash their hands twenty times
over whenever they approach an area of the
labour lnovement infected by it."t2

Footnotes:
1. September 18, 1990.
2. Septemlrer 20, 1990.
3. See, tbr example, his response to Tom Naim's trook,
"frinle Retlectioru on 'Tlre Break-Up of Britain"', New
I-rft llee,iew, No. 105, Sept-Oct 1977, pp. 7-8.
4. IIBC Summnrty of World Brondcssts (S llB) SU/0954
C2/2, f)ecenrtrer 22, 1990.
5. Tlw Finsncitrl Times, December 1.990.

6. BBC SI ru|, SU/0944 B/10, December 11, 1990.
7. Moscow Nezos, No. 50, 1994, p.8.
8. BBC SI4B, SU/0860 B/3, September 4, 1990.
9. lltid,, B/4.
10. Soyttz, No, 49, 1990.
11. Tlrc Gusrdimr, January 4, 1991, p.25.
1.2. Ttrmartr Deutscher (ecl.), lsaac Deutsclrer ltrLrrxism in
our Time, (London: Jonathan Cape, 1972), pp. 110-111.
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LEFT.WTilG
PABTTES
,il THE
SOVTET U'U/,OTU

lnteruiew with Mikhail Maliutin,
member of the
0rganising Gommittee of the
Socialist Farty,

Mikhail Valentinoticltt you are
well known in wltat might be
called four different
tttatt ifestat ions-as a menrher
of the Ctr-ordinating Councils
of the Mttscout Popular Front
and Democratic Platfttrm in
the CPSU, as a mentbsr 1tf the

Organisirrg Committee of the All-Russian Committee

for the Sacialist Party (SP) and, finally, as a menfuer of
the CPSyT.ltrdav, i will lte asking yau guestiotrs as one
of those attempting to found the Socialist Party. But, to
hegin with, I would like an ansr,ilcr from Vou to the
question: does it not s€ern unnatural to you that you
are creating the Sttcinlist Party while remaining a
nrcntber of the CPSU?

I can agree with you that this seelns rather
unnatural. But it is somethir,rg of a reflection of our
realily since/ in the C[-SU today, thcrc are reflccted
all shades of opinion in society-froln altarchists
to rnonarchists-and I don't think that socialists
shoudd be discriminated agairrst. But, ioking aside,
our entire future multi-party system is emerging
or"rt of the present CPSU and I am staying a
member of the latter to participate in thc.
realisation of that tendency within it which will
lead to the fornration of the Socialist Party.

But for its creation or, lnore correctly, its
revival, if we talk about a socialist rnovelnellt in
our country, a desire is not enough. Tlrere must be
solne social needs to which this and only this
party can give an almwer.

I agree that olle should rather speak about tl're
revival of the socialist rnovenrent. Apart from the
SP, its representatives today are the organisations
"sotsprof" (Socialist Trade Union Association) and
tlre Federation of Socialist Youth.

As regards the Socialist Party then, in rny
view, tlre need for its creation is unquestioned as,
in our countrl, one political monopoly-that of
the CPSU-may be replaced by another political
mo n opoly-thi t o f tG liUeral-'wes tc.rnisiirg c ur-
rents, which for some reason call themselves
social-c{elrlocratic. This is possible because no one
has any notion what real social democracy is. In
this situation, the re-elnergent socialist rnovement
is called upon to becoule one of the forces

The following three tnteraiews

originally fippeared in aarious issues

of the Soaiet journal Dialog.
Labour Focus is publishing them

to girte the render nn ides of the

background nnd thtnking behind the

emergence of left-uting
orgnnisations in the USSR . All of
the interuieil)s were conducted by Vlndi-
mir Viunitsky,

defending the workers' socialist choice.
Of course, we have our owrl conceptions of

socialism. These can be expressed in the brief
formula "self-managing socialism".

Brtt if this is the case, thm the SP must find its
socialist base among the anrkers. At the sante time,
until r€cently, socialist ideas and organisations Tt)ere

associated with a aerv defirtite milieu-tlw young
scien ti fi c i n tell i gen tsia .

Certainly the first attempts carne from there,
from such organisations as "socialist Initiative"
created back in 1988. But, from the very beginning,
these socialist circlm and groups endeavoured to
link up with the mass rnovelnent. The first attempt
was the participation in the popular front
lnovernent...

Dttt this TDas essentially a cross-lTarty movement
and the yet-tcr-he-formed socialisfs drssolued into it. But
yott tnust haoe y(rut' olt)tx profile!

Yes, and that is why a secolld attenrpt was
needed-the unification of the rlew socialisrn with
the workers' lnovenlent. The tuming point was the
First Congress of the USSR People's Deputies,
which reflected the crisis and all emergent
organisational forms of the ulass lnovelrlent and
all the dominant models, from official to liberal-
democratic. The result of the efforts to overcoule
this crisis was the founding in June 1989 in
Moscow of tlre Coururittee of New Socialists,
whose leader was Boris Kagarlitsky, awarded tlre
Isaac Deutscher Mernorial Prize for his creative
developrnent of Marxism. The Committee was
composed of a nurnber of activists from tlre
Moscow Popular Front (MPF) and Sotsprof. The
New Socialists distanced themselves from the
social democrats and and established contacts with
the newly organising workers' tnovetnent-with
the strike comrnittees and workers' unions formed
during tlre miners' strike of surnrner 1989. And,
under the influence of the second wave of strikes,
the Organising Committee of the All-Rtrssian
Committee for the Socialist Party (VKSP) was
for"urded at a conferellce in Moscow... This was

ioined by a number of leaders of strike comtnittees
and workers' unions in Karaganda, Vorkuta and
the Kuzbass and groups in Irkutsk and Kuibyshev.

Yott spoke of the socialists distancing themsektes
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fram the social danoerats. But to the aaerfrge citizm
there is lwrdly any difference betwem them, and not
sinryly thraugh lack of information but also through the
Tngueness of their positions. WlrAt are the basic
differences between them and afiat is the subject of
disagreemsnt? On what positions is there a difference?

Many in the Soviet Union have declared
thernselves social democrats without understand-
ing exactly what this rneans. As a result, our social
democracy has turned out to be a strange mixture,
cornpletely liberal in content, of drearns about how
good life is in Austria or Sweden (we call this
"supermarket socialisrn") and ideas of the mixed
economy and a rnultiparty systern.

We are not travelling in tlre same direction as
those who understand social democracy as a
ulovelnent of tlre rniddle strata, who are suspi-
cious of the workers' movement and who are in
favour of an exclusively parliarnentary rneans of
struggle. Our supporters are those oriented to
extra-parliarnentary activity, to the workers' move-
ment and to the radical wing of the engineering
and technical workers. We do not deny the
possibility of participating in the organs of state
power and a nulnber of our candidatm took part
in the 1990 electoral campaign.

Distancing yourselaes from the sacial democrats
signifies, as far as one can judge, one wing of the
socialist moamterrt. On the other aing is the CPSU.
How does the emergent SP intmd to build relatiotts
with it?

We see one of our allies in the reforrn
ulovement in the Cf€U. It is not for nothing that
the idea of a Socialist Parfy enioys a certain
popularity among activists of Democratic Platforrn
and among the leaders of the alternative move-
ment in the Kornsornol who have created the
Federation of Socialist Youth.

Although, nowadays, attempts to socialdelno-
cratise the CPSU are often talked about, there are
few social dernocrats in its ranks. But, on the other
hand, there are many denrocrat$. We do not slrare
their illusions in tl're possibility of democratisi.g
the CIiSU while rnaintaining itrs present structure
which was created during the tirne of totalitarian-
ism and is evolving towards authoritarianism. The
result of such an evolution might just be liberalisrn
and not democratism. Democratisirrg the Party can
ody be done by radically changing and, essential-
ly, destroying its structure. We support that
Leninist wing of tl'le CP$U whieh is in favour of
such a decisive renovation of tl'le Parfy.

Mikhail Valentinooich, nowadays the concepts
"Leninist" And "Leninisrn" haae aarious, frequently
negatiue corunotations. What do yott fltean when you
talk positiaely about the Leninist wittg of the CPSU?

For us it is not the neo-totalitarians like
supporters of OFT [the Workers' United Frontl,
who call thernselves Leninists. By the term
Leninist wing we understand those who utilise the
traditional theoretical and conceptual framework
of Lenin's version of Marxism in the struggle
against the bloc of totalitarian power and corrup-
ted bureaucracy.

ln other anords, the ranouatory wing is nat an
oppone,rt for the SP. But yon criticise the CPSU as a

whale. Who is thm an owonmt?
In the CPSU itself, it is the conservative wing.

But on the whole we must conduct the struggle on
two fronts-against the liberal-westernising ten-
dency (who could lead us into a situation not like
Poland but like presentday Columbia) and
against the neo-totalitarian communism of OFT.
But our chief adversary today is the present
authoritarian regime, which can only be removed
from the political arena by our Russian analogue
of Polish solidarity...

Daes this mean that the SP tak* the "Polish
wriant" as a modelT There would seem to be a number
of costs associated aith that ...

Yes, we do not idealise it. But without an
anfi-totalitarian revolution-true, with a different
nucleus fronr Poland in 1989-and without our
own equivalent of the events in Eastern Europe in
Autumn of that year, it is unthinkable to conceive
of democratic socialisul, especially taking into
account the specificity of the Soviet situation and
above all the k*y and decisive role of the state in
all social processes. Without another state no
deurocratisation is possible.

Some socio-political mouefirents link the possibility
of denrccratisation with econonic pluralism and
primarily with the re-establishrnent of priaate property
uyt ta and including big capitalist structures. There is

far fronx a consensus in society in respect of this idea. ls
the SP in faaour of priaate property or does it belong
ffinong its oppanents?

According to our research, the overwhelming
urajorify of the working class and engineering and
technical workers is not striving for independent
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a ownership of property. But there are sLlpporters of
private property and their nurnbers are growing.
Therefore, we do not deny the right of private
property to exist.

But in the hopes that private property will
solve all our problems there is an element of
simplification. Naturally, if the ideas of economic
refonn eurbodied in laws oll property, on leasingr
and on land are carried out, then in the long rull
we will have a three-sector ecollollty comprising a
state sector, a private sector and a collective sector.
It would be useless to expect that tlrese se'ctors will
enjoy eclual rights. In any ecollolny one of theur is
always dominant. In capitalist countric.s this is the
private econonric structure and thc rest are
stabilisirrg structures br"rilt within it. Here the state
sector is dominant and will continne to dominate
in the long terrl.

True, olle should be aware that the same state
sector which we callnot do without is today the
cause of many of ollr ills...

Rather if is trot the state seclcrr itself , hut its
defonnatittrt brouglrt abttut b11 thc statisatiotl of tutr lit'e.
So irr ltrinciltle a dit'ferent olgarrisatittrt of the state
secfor is possible and if is this that, in gene ral, you call

fttr.
I would define oLlr social structnre as state

totalitarianisrn and I thc.refore consider that what
are terured defonnations are not something
external or accidental in regard to it and are
themsclves a manifestation of its esscnce and are
not a part of the logic of norural uranagement. For
exarnple, without the participation of the state
sector it would be impossible to solve the food
problem and feed the country. Btrt how does this
sector feed it? Not through fields, but through
petrodollars, by buying grain abroad, and by
eating Llp lloll-rellewable ellergy resources.

Without the state sector oLlr lrousing and
ecological problelrls callnot be resolved and a
structural reform carried out. Btrt to do this the
state sector has to be fre.ed froln the absurd
relations which exist within it at present. Then we
will achieve a twentieth century ecoltomy and
technology. If we are seriotrsly airning for the
twenfy-first centr.rry, wB cannot avoid altering the
state sector, evell if it's witlror"rt a convcrsion of thc
nrost advanccd ind ustrial branchcs.

But the economic role and place of the state
sc.ctor ttrust bc changcd. Whcrcvcr statc owtlcrship
is not an objective llecessify, it must give way to
collective ownership. In all cases, the workeis
trrust be guaranteed real opporttrnities for self-
lnanagement, co-ownership and profit-sharirrg. ..

ln other words, the SP's ecoflotttic concalttion is
strongly remittiscent of the Yugoslac, mrrdel of
socialism. But, As is well-known, this model not onlrt
did not resolae the proble,,$ of effectic,e ecortontic aid
social dec,elopment, the growth of the workers'
wcll-being and their sc,cial security, but exacerLtated
,nanv 0f them...

Yes, we are often told that the Yugoslav
experierlce has dernonstrated the bankruptcy of a
socialism based on collective owner:ship. In our
view, it is this argunlent which is bankrupt: in
Yugoslavia the same state totalitarianisur has ruled
throughout the -15 yL.ars of its post-war existencc.,
for much of tlre time burdened by personal
dictatorship. And if Yr,rgoslavia has demonstrated
anything, it is the cornpatibilify of totalitarianisrn
with the market, with indtrstrial self-mallagerlettt,

with a convertible currency, with free travel
abroad, with democracy within tlre party and with
regional autonolny... tn brief, with uvurything
which is today presented to us as the essence of
perestroika and democratisation and which we are
promised. The only thing witl'r which it is
incompatible is the existence of trade unions
independent of it and workers' parties. This rneans
that without them geuuine socialism callllot exist.
Without them neither the democratisation of tlre
state nor the dernocratisation of the ecollolny
which this entails can exist.

There is talk these days of a schism in society,of
the threat of cic,il war, ,rid against the background oy

the crisis of pou)ert of the striaing of a nuntber of forces
to realise a ilew "FebrusrV", alheit net itt Fehruary. As
arr alternatiae to all this,"the ideas of social peace,
consolidatictrr and coalition fonns of goaenuflent are
being ptromoted. Finally, there ore nranv arguments
Around the recently qflltpted Presidential ru.le. Perhaps,
the SP would suTtqtort one of these ideas, t'or examyie,
tlw idea of social peace, Others denv the idea of a neu)
"FebruAry" (although supporters of tlrc party haae
particiltated in meetirrgs under tftis s/crgan). Finally, a

third group partiallv accelits the idea of Presidential
ntle. Could you make the SP's positiotts ott these

burning questions tnore precise?
First of all I should imrnediately rnake the

proviso that not all of the slogans of the meetings
in which our supporters participate express the
position of the socialists.

As regards Presidential rule, this rleasure has
been necessitated by the crisis of the existing
political structures. Unlike in 1917, there is no one
wlro could salr like Lenin, "Tltere is such a partyl"
and assume the responsibility for everything.
Those wlro, like tl're Bolslreviks, would like to
construct a one-party reginre forget tl'rat history
only repeats itself as farce.

In nry opinioll, sorne sort of coalition forms of
power are inevitable. Otherwise, against
ground of econornic collapse and bloody

a back-
confron-

tations, any new "February" might turu into a new
"October" which would lead to the corning to
power of newly emerged Kornilovites with tlre
"workers' frierlds" fronr OFT, who would organise
eve-rl greater chaos with a strong hand. Greater,
bccausc in 1,91,7 thcrc wcrc r1o lnass media, aud
the maiority of tlre population lived in the
coul'rtryside and could fc.cd itsc-lf.

The only rational altemative to all this chaos is
a rlass, orgallised workers' moventettt, the back-
bone of which must beconle the bloc of engineer-
ing and technical workers, skilled workers and
that part of the huuranitarian intelligentsia which
is drawn towards the lnovelnent of the maiority.

Mikhail Valentinouiclt, eaerytlring yott haoe said is,
so fo speak, reflectiotxs otx the lang ternt. But what
about the reality taday? Wto will follout the SP?

Of course, rlow/ when a few dozen activists, o

few hundred participants and a few thousand
supporters follow tlre socialist tnovelnettt, it is
difficult to speak of the Socialist Parfy as a real
force. But it is certain that it does have a future.
For with its conception of socialism it is in favour
of the people's socialist choice, and presents a
dernocratic perspective for resolving the problerns
facing the countiy and civil peace. And although,
for tl're foreseeable future, we callnot aspire to the
role of ruling parry, w€ will becoure an integral
part of tlre bloc of left forces.
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lnteruiew ulith Yuri Leonou on
the Marxist Workers' PafiylParty
of Proletarian Dictatorshii.

The MWP's founding col"rference took place in
Moscow in March 1990.

Yuri Yurec,ich, any pttlitical trgartisatittn declaritrg ifs

foundatiott one wav or another endeauours to clarifv the
reasons for its creatittn. Wtat nrtrtiues guided lllltse wltt,
prepared and conducted the ftwndit g corrgress?

Tlre idea of creating a Marxist political
organisation of the working class has, so to speak,
been in the air sincc the 1970s, It was at that tirne
that self-active Marxist groups arose and calne
into existence. But tlrere was then l1o possibilify of
unification. Today the conclitions exist fr;r unifica-
tion and forming into an independent political
party.

Such conditittns lrate existed at a minirnum ft',r
about two Vears and a nunther of parties and
,noCIenrcnts hacte arisetr asltirixg fo the ptlitical
representatiotr of thc workirrs class and, f,'rqrently,
much earlier tlun you. The majttr ltrc,blenr,ltoutel,er, is
that the CPSLI alstt se,s-q itself as the partq of thc
wot*ing class and of all working Ttecrple. ln other words,
trtwadaAs seueral parties aspire ttt the sarfle rttle...

Tl{s is a colnlrlon phenomenon in politics. But
in this case olle should be guided, in oLlr view, not
by wl'rat a party says about itself, so lnuch as by
whose interesti it does in fact express. The CPSU
is the ruling party, calls itself popular, and no
longer aspires to the role of expressing tlre
interests of the workirrg class. However, although
the Party's class positiolts are "ernbedded" ill
popular slogarm, its current ecolrouric and social
policies do not correspond to the interests of a
major part of the popurlation.

What sort of orgatrisation do tlou think the CPSLI
is today?

We do not consider it to bc. a colnlnunist party,
Althotrgh it utilises collrlrlllnist ideology and
phraseology, the CPSU today is actively moving
towards socialdemocratisatiol l. I think that, in the
future, it will rrot leave the political arelta as sorne
political forecasters predict br,rt tum into a

powerful current in world social democracy
thereby freeing the political rriche it currently
occnpies for political forces and organisations
which continue the colnlnunist tradition in ollr
couutry.

Accusatiorts of sttcial-democratisation against the
CPSLI haue heen frequerrtlU heard since it adtpted the
slogan of a humane and dunc,cratic strcialisnt, the oerV
idea of which arose in the hosttrrt ttf socialist and
social-democrcttic thought and has t'or a lttng time L,eart

denied by corrtrttunists.
For us there cat"ulot be an inlrumane and

undetnocratic socialism. If a nrajorify of people are
divorced frour running society, you calt call it
what yoLr like, br"rt it's not socialism! The CI}SU
today is moving from bureaucratic nolt-socialism
to democratic llolt-socialisrn. This is undor,rbtedly o

step forwards but it does
not give power to the lnass
of working people.
Moreover, the CI€U is
occupying two poli tical
"stools", thereby obstruct-
ing the social-dernocratic
and corrllnunist nrove-
ments in the USSR.

As a result wc. rnight ge.t what happened in the
countries of Eastern Europe. There the Comurunist
Parties transftrnned thenrselves into Socialist Par-
ties, into social denrocrats, and there are no
conr ln unis t organisa tions.

I)c,cs the MWP rcgard itself cts L,eing, anttng the
organisatiotts of thc cotttttturisf rttot emen t?

Yes, withor"rt dotrbt. But, since there is a strong
anti-cornrnLurisrn in our society, the collcept of
"conlmunist" has been largely discredited. We see
the tenrls "Marxist" and "colntrrurtist" as
syr"rollyrns and we speak of ourselves as a Marxist
party.

Bttt the dictatttrshilt of the proletariat? After the
bloody lessorxs of Stalin's terr()r, our society hardly
wailts fo return to the forrnula of the political structure
with whtse narne tlwse euil deeds are associated,

We will begin first of all from the fact tl'rat in a

Marxist sense tl're dictatorship of the proletariat
has never existed in our society. We have had a
dictatorship of the bureaucracy or of the appar-
atus, burt not of the prolctariat. The dictatorship of
the proletariat is the power of the nrajority of the
people but here it has always been alienated from
POWer...

llu t power is one thing and dictatorshiTt...
All power is, according to Marx, the dictator-

ship of one class or another: orle part of society
dictatcs its will to tlrr,. rest, If it's a minority, then it
will be the dictatorsldp of tlre minority. But its
political form is ofterr parliamentary democracy. It
is precisely for tlrat reason that we are against
transferring the mechanisrns of parliarneutariau-
ism into our political structure. But if the rnaiority
dictates its will to society then the best political
form will be the dictatorship of tlre proletariat. But
dictatorship itself and its metlrods are not for us
goals in themselves. They are only called upon to
help the working class eradicate the old division
of labollr, organise the ecollolrly on the basis of
complete self-lnarlagement and thereby eliminate
the basis of all class contradictions. And tl'ren the
need for the dictatorsl'rip itself fades away.

Bttt nowadays wc are well aware that the erasure L\f

class differertces ytredicted hv Marxisrr i*s quite a

protracted affair. And the nmintenance of relatiorts of
iic'fafttrship, albeit e.,en of the majorityt oT)er such a
prolonged histttrical period is olrc,iously a prospect not
witlrttrt danger. And there rs alsrr a negatiuc attitude irt
societ7 ttr the aery;rossilrility of dictatorship. Wlmt is
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Vour attitude to this tendencv?
We take it into consideration. At the congress

wlrich will takc. place in September 1990 we intend
to exclude from the naure of our party the second
part-"the party of proletarian dictatorship". And
in programrnatic docunrents we will use the
concept of "proletarian dernoctacy". In Marxisnr it
is a synolrym for the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat.

It't "Moscow Nmts" it says thst the MI4ry ,s

influenced by the Fourth, Trcttskyi*t, Irtternational. To
what extent is fhis true?

I think the reasoll for our being numbered
alnollg such organisations is the MWP's interna-
tional contacts and links: among our partners in
Western Europe and Latin America there are
parties who are members of this International.

Yuri Yurec,ich, what sorf tf social changes does

V(tur party faaour?
In the economic sphere we are for a trarrsition

from the hire of workers to the hire of managers
and for redistributisn according to work. We are
convinced that getting out of tlre crisis is possible
without any belt-tightening. But to do that both
bureaucratic directive plannirrg and the ideas of
the "free" ularket nrust be rejected. Tlre introduc-
tion of tlre latter will lead to the impoverishment
of working people and primarily the working
class, will worsell the position of those with little,
and also socially undefended strata: the poorly
paid categories of the popr"rlation, pensiollers,
invalids and large faurilien... For both Marx and
Lenin, the rnarket without capitalism is absurd.
Therefore, for Marxist theory, the plrrase "socialist
market" is just as nonsensical as a roLlrld square.
We are already encourltering rising crime and
prices, unelrlployment and the division of society
into rich and poor in full rneasLlre and the
transition to the rnarket is only iust beginning!

Bttt, while nttt accepting the mar*et, the MWP
tttttst aduance some scrrf ttf alternatiae olllening u1t a
?$au out of the crisis for tirc countrv...

We are not calling for a return to tlre "good
old days".For us the dilenrma itself-the market
or the comlnand-administrative system-is false.
We are against the market because it is our
conviction that a way out of the crisis must not be
found at the expen$e of the workers. We are
against the colnrnand-administrative systern, since
power urust be scized from thc bureaucracy and
given to the workers. We are advocates of an
alternative line of social developnrent based on the
development of self-rnanagement in production
and in society. For us socialism is a free,
sel f-managing, classless $ociufy.

For millions of industrial and agricultural
workcrs, perestroika has becorrre a col'ttinuation of
the loathsome dictatorship of the btrreaLlcracy. We
have therefore set ourselves tlre aim of widening
tlre narrow framework of soviet denrocracy;
through workers' self-lrlallagement, and through
tl're rebirth of soviet power to include in the
process of deurocracy all those in whose name the
old and llew "servants of the perlple" spoke and
continue to speak.

ln itself this thesis itr Marxistrt was fonnulated
quite a while ago.But fo ils fullest extent fhis ftrrmula
of socialism is not yet a reality far us but a pcrspectiue,
and a quite distant one. Rut vou ltac,e not wtrrked
thrtwgh the questian of specific mcchanisnts for
imytlententing fhi-s theoretical position in social ptractice.

For example, how will self-nmnaging workerc' collec-
tites be conttected to each other in a single
self-managing national econornic corrrylex? For the time
heing there are no nrcchanisms other tlmn tlrc ntarket
and centralised state planning, Thraugh what sort of
meclwnisrls utill self-managerfient be realised?

For us the answer is obvious: through the
soviets. But not tlre soviets that have been with us
until rlow. Since the Stalin Constitution of 1936
which, in our view, ended the last possibilities of
workers'self-management in our country, the
soviets have been turned into non-functioning
parliaments. Now they want to make tlrern
functioning, but still parliaments, while asserting
that workers self-nranagen"rent is something of
secondary iurportallce in Marxism. We beg to
disagree-it is of prirne inrportance. We are,
tlrerefore, in favour of the revival of the system of
soviets as organs of deurocracy for working people
which creates the possibility for the direct
participation of a rnaiority of thern in managing
society.

Yuri Yurecrich, wlret'e dox the MWP stand in
resytect of the alignruent of forces in our country?

First of all we do not agree with the concept of
left and right wl'rich is now in use. It contradicts
corrrpletely its universally accepted usage. The
struggle now is between right-wing radicals (they
are called left-wing in the UssR-Afanasyev,
Popov, to a lesser extent Yeltsin) and right-wing
conservatives (OFT, "Unity", d section of suppor-
ters of the apparatus). There is also a centre, which
is those whom the command-administrative sys-
tem does not suit but who are afraid of the
transition to the market. And there is the Left
rlovelnent to which we relate and which is only
just being formed.

What is your attitude to the CPSU? The sitnation
would seem io be ,nore complex rnith it-many af yorrr
ideological approaches haae things in cotruttorl with it
()r you coincide in your formulatiotrs,

Precisely for that reason we see the CPSU as
our ideological rival. But we are also prepared to
collaborate with it.

Whst is the MW's attitude to political ex-
tremism?

We are not extremists and we have a negative
attitude to it. The MWP is in favour of the struggle
of parties being resolved only tlrrough the free
expre.ssion of tlre popular will. In general, a
tendency towards extremism and violence is, in
oLlr view, a sign of weakness and lack of
confiderlce in one's own forces, influetrce and
social base.

And who do yau regard as your social base?

Primarily workers. Eighfy per cent of our
supporters are workerc. But u/e are also open to
tlre intelligentsia and otlrer social strata.

And the peasantryT
Peasants are the same as workers, the only

difference being that they are ernployed in
agricultural production. . .

It is difficult to agree with that. At least in
Marxisrn, the class characteristics of the peasantry are
quite precisely elahorated and the question of relations
with if is aery contplex and antbiualent. So one way ar
another your party is always guided by corporatist

Ttrinci ples?
In sociefy today there are few corporations. We

orient to that which represents the big majorify of
people and proletarians in the broad sense of tlre
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word.
Final questittn: what is the menrbership af the

MW?
At the rrlornellt one car"r only speak

approximately-we will know ntore precise fi-
gures after tlre September congress. It is clear for
the tiure being that, although our party has about
100 organisations from S republics in rnembership,
it can be regarded as a srnall organisation. But we
are growing and we will grow into a serious
political urovement.

The RSDA was founded in May 1989. He is also a
ureurber of the Presidium of the Social-Dernocratic
Party of the Russian Federation, whr>se founding
corlgress took place in May 799A.

Pac,el Mikhailttuich, Stolitical ac,anfs srrcfu as the

faundatiotr of partics or ,fioctctrtcnts eaunot bc simTly
the restilt of xthjectiue desire:*it was wished t'or and it
was created. There nrust also be scune objectic,e needs
which call intcr exls tence this ttlpe of ,iloaerfient or
another snd fasks which that orgarrisntiotr takes ,,pott
itself to resolae. What, in l.lour opitriott, are the objectiue
prer€quisife's fttr the socisl -dem ocra ti c ttt ol,em en t?
Which requirements of social detelopment has it been
st,trtt ttton ed to answer?

I could note several such requireurents. Firstly,
the need to urodernise our society. And since
modernisation in Russia, at least utrtil now, has
always happened as Westemisation, as borrowing
frorn the West, it is obvious tlrat the fornration of a
party-political structure here will proceed with
significant siurilarities to what already exists in the
West and prinrarily in Western Europe. It is not
simply a qLrestion of irnitation but of the fact that
our society, for all the complexit"v of its develop-
rrtent, is becorning nlore and nlore nrodern. And,
in particular, over the past 30-35 years, in
different ways in different spheres, elernents of

"T.:1"'::,::X1,.,1,-:,::;::,11n:i]l%l3,iffi,"i#:.'than in politics and economics).
Civil sociefy contains diverse interests and the

opportr,rnity to express those interests. And atnollg
them are those interests which in the West are
traditionally expressed and defended by social
deurocrats...

Btrt these interesfs sfill do not ex,.sf by thenlselc,as.
X'hese are the interests o/ definite social forces, of
in tennediate strata, whose 1td itical reltresen tatiues
ctbroad are traditiernally sercial demacrats. Here , at least
until uery recently, it utas considered thst the
intennediate strata u)ere not oery dec,eloped or
nttfircrous" Wrcse interests then will tlrc sacial-
democratic rnoaement exl.ress in the Sttuiet Llnian?

For the time beirrg these few, illdefined "ltew
intertnediate strata". Of course, wB realise that we
will not become a lcading party in tcrms of

Interuieur with Pauel Kudiukin,
memher of the
Executiue Gommittee of the
$ocial-Democrati c Association

menrbership in the
llear furture with tl'ris
stlcial base. Who are
they? Prinrarily tlre
highly-skilled, and
thercfore layers of
workcrs who arc not
afraid of the transition
to the nrarket and who evell have an interest in it;
the labour aristocracy in the best sellse, which has
always beerr a prop of Russian social democrsclr
and a section of the scientific-technical and
engineering-technical intelligentsia. In other
words, our support cornes from those people who
are today suffering from being unable to work to
full effect.

But in this collrection it is necessary to see one
other prerequisite of the socialdemocratic move-
rnent, orle other objective need that it can answer.
Today the courntry faccs the task of tran^sition to a

modern market econolny. And this dictates the
need for a force to arise, capable of consistently
defending the interests of working people and
socially squeezed strata, who have much to lose
from such a transitiun. This is where we differ, for
example, from the liberals who say "Give Lls a
market and it will solve everything by itself". We
are in favour of a tran-sition to the market which
will not lead to a social explosion directed against
both the market and oLlr llascent dernocracy. But
those socially weak layers, which will suffer frour
the rnarket, could sLlpport us if we propose to
them a realistic programlne for tlre defence of their
social interests.

Finally, I would also nalne among those forces,
which constitute our base, the socially responsible
entrepreneurial elenrents, who are, alas, still
insignificant in our co-operative sector. The
strengthening of these strata is not contrary to the
intcrests of hired labotrr since, in our view, tlre
latter has an interest in civilised enterprise. And
this is whcre we differ, for example, frorn tlre
socialists, who coudetln these llew "bourgeois".

Paucl Mikhailoaich, much of what you haue said
todattr ct",uld a/so hac,e been said brtr representatic,es of
ttther parties and organisatiorts including the CPSU.
Many forces arc in fauour of the tratrsitiotr to a
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rcgulntcd market with the maintenancc of strcral
gu(tranfccs, and fttr the;trssihility ctf reucaling thc
initiatic,c of so,,rs whilc hac,ing a social dcfancc of
ttthers... lt is difficult at times to graslt the diffcrencc.
llttt flris is a Ttrohlan t'or thc clectorr,tc. But there is also
the problem of vL)ur party and its basic Airrts, You hase
yourcelaes on two ideas: social guarantees and the
nmrket, And the forces to which you orientate are also
sharlily differentiated according to interest, between
those who are for the mat'ket and eqtect lrenefits from it,
and fhrrse who will *ffer hann from the trattsitiott to
tlre market and who fhercfot'e need to be defended.
Wrich ttf these two irreconcilable extremes', the market
or social security, is today yourprittrity and your basic
aim?

Today, it's the transition to the market.
Without an efficient econonl/r social guaralttees
are a fiction.

Paael Mikhailouiglr, thc logic of vour answ€rs
demtnstrates that the sttcial dunocrats ore res(tlc,ing a
cornplicated political task. Bv calling for thc ueation of
s ,n ul ti-structu red mat*et ectrnttfit !1, Vou ars cs.ss n tiall y
trrling tct creatc the social situation uhich will gic,e rise
lo fhose social strata which constitute rtrttur social base.
ln ttther words, v(tur partq has ltegun buitding a
structtrre not ft'ctrrr its foundaticrrts lrr t,if you like, front
its roof-ft'ottt A ytttlitical party which rs sfric,irrg to

ltlace its objecticte prerequisifcs under itsclf through
political decisions. Are Souiet social democrafs crrru-

sci("),rs of this prohlentT
More and more conscious. It's olle of the

peculiarities of our development. Probably no-
where else in the world has social democracy been
faced with the task of creating its own social base.

Social democrats throughout the whttle wttrld are
regarded as parties of the socialrs t choice. Where would
tlttu place thent in the nrultiltarty system fonrtitlg irr
ttu r coun try?

If one is guided by the intcrnational systcm of
co-ordinates (since here the concepts "lett" and
"right" are colrlpletely interwoven) then I would
almwer that the social dc.rnocrats are centre-left.

As regards the concept itself of "socialist
choice", I would make the. obscrvation that
socialist ideas and socialist vah.res are losing
poptrlarity in our society today.

Admittedly, not among all stratA. It is a
wcll-krton)tt fact that at yctur ftwnding eorrgrtrs, quite
dccisiue and, one ntight say, hellicose words were
uttercd in respect of "l)ttlsltettiks" ..,

Yes, br.rt alrlorlg, for exalrlple, the liberal
intelligentsia (which is nowadays having a lrlore
and lnore serious influence on policy) tlre poptrlar-
ify of these ideas and values is significantly lower
than in the sanle milieu irr thc Wcst. Tlrcrcforc we
avoid using the concepts "socialism" and
"socialist" in our doeurnerlts. Thlrs evell the word
"socialism" is absent fronr tl're documents of the
founding collgress of tlre Rr"rssian Social-Deurocra-
tic Party (RSDP), from both the Manifesto and the
Declaration of basic principles. Nevertheless, I
would formulate our ideas in the followiltg way:
the maiority of us favour socialist values occupy-
ing a fitting place in society. These values are
colrlected in our progranllrle with a triad of basic
ideas: freedotn, justice and solidarity, but space
must also be left for other values-initiative and
enterprise. Only under conditions of such plural-
ism calr society develop sLrccessfr"rlly. Precisely for 

:

tlrese reasons, I am dubious that socialist ideas can.
occllpy an exclusive place in society. :

social democrats declare thenrselc,es to he suppor-
ters of a bretad political pluralism. Ilow do you intend
ttr llsild links with ttther ltttlitical fttrces? Wrere are tlrc
ltttittts ttf contact?

We are advocates of broad coalitions of
democratic forces. For the foreseeable future-the
next 10-15 years-this will be unavoidable for
our country. We do not place any ideological
restrictions on participation in such a bloc and this
distinguishes us frorn , for example, supporters of
the idea that only forces standing on socialist
positions, or only sLrpporters of the left carnp or
only democratic non-socialist organisations should
be permitted in such coalitions" In the main, the
composition of coalitions will be determined by
the will of the people.

And wltat about relatiorrs with specific political
forces? lNhat ecological niches will vou surrender to
them?

At present it is difficult to say with any
certainfy. There is a spolltaneous rise of parties
going ou. Other countries which have completed
the transition frour totalitarianisur to denrocracy
have also gone through this. Such a spolltaneous
rnulti-party system is ursual prior to the first
parliaurentary elections. It is then that ecological
niches are defined; it is becoures clear who will be
among the number of parliamentary parties and
who among the rainbow of various kinds of
organisation will not be participating in power.

As regards our relations with this socio-
political organisation or allother, then we are
guided both by tlre interests of the party and by
the interests of society. Thus, it wotrld in the
interests of both the country and of social
democracy if an intellectual and influential liberal
party, about whose foundation L. Piyasheva, N.
Shmelev and L. Timofeev have talked, were
formed.

But we already hac,e parties and organisations of
the liberal camp, There is the Liberal-Democratic Party,
the Dernocratic Party, the Democratic Partv of the
Sauiet Lltlion, the LInion of Constitutionnl Denrccrats,
and a whole series of anall organisatiotrs of the sarne
stripe, uyt to and including the liberal-denracratic

fractiorr of the "Defitocratic Llnitttr" (which despite its
nanrc belongs to the radical mouentent).

I have not accidentally narned definite names.
Such narnes would determine the great intellectual
potential of a liberal party and the possibility of its
influence oll the course of events in our country,
capacities which none of tlre organisations you
have mentioned possesses. Following the irn-
pleurentation of the transition to the market, such
a party would constitute on(;1 of the poles iu our
political spectruur and, in particular, would allow
us to define ollr owll position rnore precisely.

ln ttther words you holte to form with these liberals
a political pair of "best rilrals" ,.,

In a certain sense/ yes. At least relatiolls with a

liberal party would demarcate our right flank.
And who would demarcate the left?
Primarily the rlew socialists who, as opposed

to. us, plainly declare their adherence to tlre
socialist choice and, as I have already said, with
whom we differ in our evaluation of sorne social
forces in a market econolny. And also the various
groupings into which tl're CPSU is iucreasingly

risfs is a aery corn1ilex page of hista,'yt especially in our
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country. Wnt sort of relatiotrs do you haae with the
CPSLI? As the eaidence of sociological suraeys testifies,
there is among workers siilt a stritrg attachient to tlrc
socialist choice, possibly primarily because of the social
guarantees associated with socialisttt...

On the whole we have declared that we are in
opposition to the CPSU as an opposition party to
the ruling party. But it is a fact that it is difficult to
call the CPSU a party. If one is talking about the
groupilrgs and curreltts within the Cf€U, then we
are in opposition to its conservative right wing
(represented first of all by those forces which
organised the initial congress of the Russian
Communist Party in Leningrad) and particularly
the right-wing forces in its leading apparatus. An
alliance in this case is out of tlre question but a
dialogue is quite probable.

For all its heterogeneity, we view Democratic
Platform in principle as an ally. But we see no
prospect of it growing into what could be called a
renovated Cornmunist Party. One part (particular-
ly those lnembers of Democratic Platform intent
on leaving the CPSU) is ioining the socialists,
another part is joining
oLlr ranks and anotlrer
part is ioining the
essentially populist
Democratic Party of
Russia, the foundation
of which has been dec-
lared by Nikolai
Travkin.

Marxist Platform's
position is quite candid
altl'rough in the rnain
romantic. A dialogue is
possible in this case
and collaboration on
the grounds of defence
of workers' interests
probably at some time
in the future as we
have different under-
standings of these in-
terests"

As regards rela-
tions with the coun-
try's political
leadership-tlre Presi-
dent and his
entourage-then, in nry
view, Gorbachev has
lost the opportunity to
gain popular support
after his election as
President and he has remained dependent on the
Ct€U apparatus. The moods and also dangerous
character of the tendencies in this apparatus were
showr at the February and March Central
Cornmittee Plenums. Ifs a very unreliable prop for
a President striving to becorne a reformer. But,
overall, w€ do not exclude tlre possibilify of a
dialogue with tlre group of reform-rninded
leaders

Does the refarrn nrcaernent in the CPSLI uthich

partially exists-in part within Democratic
Platf ortn-within other structures, including official
ones, haae a clunce of forning itself into a renoaated
Corrrntt,tnist Party or, so as not to be stuck with the
nanle, into a left socialist party?

In principle it does, but if you are talking
about the leaders, then there are many people who
are inclined to create their own parties.

Paz,el Mikhailpaich, a fm, questions in conclusion
on the state of the socisl-dernocratic rfloaefitent. lt is
well-knoa)n that the social democrats da not haae an
all-tttriott party but ittstead hae;e founded, not eTren a

federation, but an association, ushich is considered a

model for other tnoaetnents.
We are opposed to an imperial policy/ so we

have not formed an all-union organisation. Social-
democratic parties are being formed in the
republics. In this sense, the founding of the
Russian Social-Democratic Party is a step for-
wards, although, in my opinion, we have been a
bit hasty due to force of circumstarlce.

Euidently, it is ttot so ttntch objectiae, tlrc "neu,
social strata; haae not yet corne inio existencet as

subjectiae, printar-
ily the emergence
of other parties?

Yes. If we
had not been
hurried by this
state of affairs,
tlre congress
would have
taken place later.
But, one way or
another, the
party has been
founded, its
leading bodies
elected and
programmatic
and political
docurnents adop-
ted. Now it de-
pends on us and
our political
work whether
we will number
among those
parliarnentary
forces which will
influence the
country's fufure
or remain a ular-
ginal organisa-
tion of people

proud that they have maintained their political
identity.

Wrat is the cnrrent manbership of the RSDP?
According to the credentials commission at the

founding congress, about 4,000. Because of an
active layer of sympathisers we can double or
treble our membership in the near future. But the
future will depend rnainly on how events turn out
in our country. '
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THE EDITORIAL COLI-ECTIVE of Labour Focus
mourns the death of Eric Heffer MP, who finally
lost the last of many struggles in his life on 27 May
this year. We have lost a friend and comrade, but
above all one of the great champions of socialisnn
and democracy. For Eric Heffer, socialism was as
unthinkable without democracy as demooracy was
unthinkable without socialism" As a true interna-
tionalist, he applied this principle equally to all
countries East and West.

Where others in the labour movement used the
repressive practices of Stalinism as a cover for
their right-wing policies, or alternatively (and
sometimes simultaneously) refused to support the
victims and opponents of bureaucratic dictatorship
on the grounds of furthering detente, Eric Heffer
never wavered in his convictions. He chaired the
Eastern Europe Solidarity Campaign, spoke fre-
quently at nneetings on Eastern Europe, and was
one of the original sponsors of Labour Focus on
Eastern Europe, a journal he always took a great
and active interest in.

Above all, however, Eric was always prepared
to use his prominent political position to do
whatever he could to help those persecuted for
their democratie activities. One particularmemory is
of his voice on the phone well after midnight,
returning my earlier call to Doris, his wife, comrade
and secretary, about the arrest of a group of East
German peace campaigners. Two days later the
embassy ol the German Demoeratic Republic
received a strongly-worded protest signed by a
number of Labour MPs mobilised by Eric. This sott
of activity was a regular occurrence: we always
turned to Eric Heffer first in such situations
because we knew he could be counted on for
concrete support, however busy his schedule.

To pay tribute to Eric Heffer, we reprint here
an excerpt from an interview which appeared in
Labour Focus nearly five years go (No.3, Vol.8,
November 1986), well before the disintegration of
the Soviet bloe and at a time when the new
detente inaugurated by Gorbachev was barely
visible on a horizon still dsminated by fears of
nuclear superpower conflict.

Gunter Minnerup

You lmc,e recefitlrs lteett irttolved in discussions ot, the
Isbour lEt abcwt the deuelop,neilt ,f a ruon-aligned

foreign ltolicy for Britain. At the same time you haae
a record rf ifiuolusrnent in actic,ity itt support of
democratic rights irt Esstent EwropZ and il;; Soaiit
utritrtr, as president ,f the Eastertr Europe Solidarity
Campaign fu, emmple" To manu people these two
tlings might seem to contradict one another.

Well, it is quite clear that the people who carRe
together to forrnulate or to begin the campaign for
a non-aligned foreign policy were a somewhat
divided group in tlre sense that while all of them
were against American policy in Nicaragua and
Latin Arnerica, or British involvement in NATO,
there were clearly some people at that meeting
who were not particularly critical of either the
internal regime in the Sovict Union and Eastern
Europe and tended to be disnrissive of criticisms
of Soviet fore.ign policy. When I talk about a
socialist policy independent of both the grviet bloc
orl the one harrd and of the Americalm ol1 the
other. We rreed a distinctive foreign policy of the
left, which we should fight for a Labour govem-
ment to put into practice, wlrich does not involve
lining up either with American irnperialism or
with Soviet expallsionism although I would
adrnit that Soviet expansionism has Llp to llow
been largely defensive, but this doesn't justify
what has happened with regard to the East
European countries.

Yes, but istr't the struggle for denrocratic riglrts',in
Eastern Europe a sec()t'tdary question compared to the

fundantental struggle against the threat of war?
The two things go hand in hand. I don't think

you can talk seriously about fighting for a

democratic foreign policy without arguing that the
rights of people inside any colurtA, including tl're
Sovic.t Union, are fundamental. You carl't have
double standards; yolr can't say we want peace
with the Soviet union, but that lnearu we can't be
critical and support the fight of the people within
the Soviet bloc for their rights. Otherwise yolr
have a double-think policy. The fight to overthrow
right-wing dictatorships in Latin America is part
of the sarne struggle as the fight for the dernocratic
rights of the people in the Soviet bloc. The
objective is the establishment of dernocratic
socialism. This doesn't rnean a right-wing policy"
Many people have either never read or forgotten
the works of ltosa Luxemburg. Nobody could
suggest that Rosa Luxemburg was a right-wing
social dcmocratic hack" Slrc was killed by the
right-wing forces in Gemrallv after the first world
war because she was a revolutiouary socialist. But
she made it absolutelv clear that in a socialist
society there hacl to t u pluralisnr and that the
inclividr"ral had to have the right to disagree if they
were in the rninority. I read these words rnany
years ago when I was young and had beeu thrown
out of the Comrnunist Party. It was like a
revelation; here was somebody who was a

revolutionary socialist but who understood that in
a socialist society you had to have rights for the
individual; you had to have the right to indepen-
dent trade utdons, the right to a free press, and
tlre principle of free electious. If you didn't have
that you have atl iucreasingly bureaucratic setup
whicl'r ends up via the dictatorship of the parfy in
the dictatorship of individuals.
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